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Abstract

We report on experimental measurements of rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection to

study the influence of the Coriolis force on the heat transport and the flow structure.

Two experimental setups were used. The first is a 2.24m tall cylindrical cell with an

aspect ratio between its diameter (D) and its height H, Γ = D/H = 0.5. It is filled with

either nitrogen or pressurized gaseous sulfur hexafluoride to achieve Rayleigh numbers

7.5 × 109 ≤ Ra ≤ 7.5 × 1014, while the Prandtl number Pr remained fairly constant

at 0.72 ≤ Pr ≤ 0.96. We performed heat flux measurements (i.e. the Nusselt num-

ber Nu) and obtain scaling relations as function of Ra and the rotation rate in form

of the inverse Rossby number 1/Ro. We find Nu0 ∝ Ra0.315 for the non-rotating and

a collapse of Nu/Nu0(1/Ro) for the rotating case. For sufficiently large 1/Ro, we find

Nu/Nu0 ∝ 1/Ro−0.42. Three regimes were determined, with increasing influence of rota-

tion. Their transitional values 1/Ro∗
1 = 0.8 and 1/Ro∗

1 = 4 could be found in numerous

quantities throughout the analysis, where we relied on point-wise temperature mea-

surements distributed throughout the cell. 1/Ro∗
1 was found as the onset of a travelling

temperature wave around the circumference close to the sidewall, referred to as boundary

zonal flow (BZF). This structure with wave number kBZF = 1 drifts in counter-rotating

direction with a frequency ω/Ω ∝ 1/Ro−3/4.

In the smaller, optically accessible setup, we performed particle image velocimetry

(PIV). It consists of a H = 0.196m, Γ = 1, transparent setup made out of acrylic

glass. With mixtures of water and glycerol at different mass concentrations we achieved

6.55 ≤ Pr ≤ 76 at various combinations of Ra and the dimensionless rotation rate

(Ekman number - Ek). We focussed on an horizontal layer at half-height, where we

investigated the BZF in the velocity field. We found a thickness scaling relation δ0 ∝
Ek 1/2, while the distance from the sidewall to the maximum azimuthal velocity was

found to scale as δmax
ϕ ∝ Ek 3/2Ra1/2Pr−0.8.
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Often used fluid and experimental parameters

symbol dimension description

ν m2/s kinematic viscosity

µ Pa s dynamic viscosity

ρ kg/m3 fluid density

α 1/K isobaric expansion coefficient

κ m2/s thermal diffusivity

λ W/m·K thermal conductivity

u m/s flow velocity vector

ω 1/s flow vorticity

Ω rad/s rotation rate

Ttop
◦C top plate temperature

Tbot
◦C bottom plate temperature

∆ K temperature difference between top and

bottom plate

Tm
◦C mean temperature

Tc
◦C temperature at mid-height

P bar experimental pressure

g m/s2 Earth’s gravitational acceleration

H m height of the experimental cell

D m diameter of the experimental cell

QBP W heating power at the bottom of the cell

ϵu J/kg·s average kinetic dissipation rate

ϵθ K2/s average thermal dissipation rate

τff s free-fall time

uff m/s free-fall velocity

δBL m boundary layer thickness

δ0 m width of the boundary zonal flow

ϕ rad azimuthal angle

ur m/s radial velocity

uϕ m/s azimuthal velocity

umax
ϕ m/s maximum azimuthal velocity

δmax m radial position of umax
ϕ
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Dimensionless quantities

symbol formula description

T̃ (T − Tm)/∆ normalized temperature

Θ (⟨T ⟩ − Tm)/∆ normalized average temperature

Ra gα∆H3/(νκ) Rayleigh number

Nu QBPH/(λ∆) Nusselt number

Ta 4Ω2H4/ν2 Taylor number

Ek ν/(H2Ω) Ekman number

Ro
√

αg∆/H/(2Ω) Rossby number

Pr ν/κ Prandtl number

Re UH/ν Reynolds number

Fr Ω2D/g Froude number

Γ D/H aspect ratio

Rac 8.7Ek−4/3 critical Ra for convection onset in rotating

RBC

Raw π2
√
6
√
3Ek−1 + 46.5Ek−2/3 critical Ra for onset of wall modes

R̃a RaEk 4/3 reduced Ra for rotating RBC

Common abbreviations

term description

RBC Rayleigh-Bénard convection

LSC large scale circulation

OB Oberbeck-Boussinesq

BZF boundary zonal flow

DNS direct numerical simulation

PIV particle image velocimetry

pdf probability density function
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1 Introduction

Everyone enjoys the feeling of a warm house, when the heating makes one forget about

the freezing cold winter. But how does the warmth actually distribute throughout the

room? If you push hot liquid through the heater elements, they heat up because the

energy is conducted through the metal by collisions of the atoms. It turns out, however,

that this process is quite inefficient when it comes to gases or liquids. Also on large

distances, where the temperature gradients become smaller and smaller, conduction is a

rather slow process. Other ways of heat transport become much more effective, in both,

transporting heat from the inner core of stars to the outer shell and eventually to us

on Earth, and transporting the heat from our heater through the living room. These

processes are radiation and convection. This thesis examines the latter.

Since typically warmer fluid is less dense, it ascends, while cold fluid parcels descent.

This process, the flow driven by temperature differences, is called thermal convection.

It causes large-scale fluid flows, for example in the Earth’s atmosphere, its inner core as

well as the interior of giant gas planets, the sun or other stars. These flows on celestial

bodies take place in a rotating frame, where additionally Coriolis forces influence the

movement, creating phenomena such as hurricanes, Rossby waves or zonal flows. But

how exactly do these forces influence the heat transport and the flow structure of ther-

mal convection? This is the question we want to adress in the present thesis by using

laboratory experiments and analytical investigations.

Thermal convection is of upmost importance in numerous natural systems and indus-

trial applications. Topics range from small-sized processes such as in metal production

(Brent et al. [1988]) or fluid flow in buildings (Hunt and Linden [1999]) to large-scale

atmospheric convection on Earth or other planets. On Earth, the temperature differ-

ence between the solar-heated surface and the upper parts of the atmosphere lead to

an updraft, resulting in a low-pressure area. Understanding the role of convection is

therefore crucial for weather modelling and climate research (Newton [1963], Maddox

[1980], Rahmstorf [2000], Popke et al. [2013]). In the oceans, currents are subject to

convective and rotational forces additionally to a density gradient due to salinity (Mar-

shall and Schott [1999], Gascard et al. [2002]). Convection within Earth’s liquid outer

core creates the Earth’s magnetic field via the Dynamo effect (see e.g. Cardin and Olson

[1994], Glatzmeier and Roberts [1995], Glatzmaier [2002], Buffett [2000], Jones [2000],
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Aubert et al. [2017]). Beyond our home planet, similar convective motion helps to ex-

plain phenomena like the layered cloud composition on Jupiter-like gas planets (Ingersoll

[1990], Sanchez-Lavega et al. [2000], Heimpel et al. [2005], Reuter et al. [2007]) or inside

stars (Spiegel [1971], Busse and Carrigan [1976], Cattaneo et al. [2003], Hindman et al.

[2020]) such as the sun (a schematic is shown in fig. 1.2a). On most celestial bodies, the

Coriolis force inflicted by the rotation around their axes influences the convective flow.

An often used example on Earth are hurricanes, where heated moist air ascends to the

upper parts of the atmosphere and is twisted by Earth’s rotation such that it creates

the typical spiral form observable from space (Smith [2000], Ruf et al. [2016]).

These natural processes are often at scales up to hundreds or thousands of kilometers

and thus unachievable to reproduce in laboratory experiments. At these large scales and

high velocities, flows are turbulent, meaning that the velocity and temperature fields

fluctuate randomly and large-scale structures typically transfer kinetic energy to ever

smaller scales, where it is eventually dissipated into heat. This requires resolving also

the smallest scales in numerical simulations, and applying such fully resolved direct

numerical simulations on natural scales is impossible with computer systems available

nowadays. Techniques that can be used to better understand natural convective flows

are numerical simulations focussed on the large scales, e.g. large-eddy simulations, where

the smallest scales are approximated by suitable parametric models (Deardorff [1970]),

field experiments (e.g. Richardson [1921], Fitzjarrald [1976], Roth [2000], Renno et al.

[2004]) or idealized model systems, in which scaling arguments are found which extend

to the largest imaginary systems. An example of such a system is the Rayleigh-Bénard

convection (RBC), first investigated experimentally by Bénard [1900] and theoretically

described by Rayleigh [1916]. Including the Coriolis force into the model system, i.e.

rotating RBC, has been investigated for several decades, where either rotation is applied

to the experimental setup such as in studies by Rossby [1969], or is numerically included

in the governing equations, e.g. in Julien et al. [1996a].

Rayleigh-Bénard convection

Over a century ago, French physicist Henri Bénard performed an experiment where he

heated up a thin layer of various liquids from underneath, while the top surface was

open and thus cooled by the surrounding air. He found hexagon patterns created by the

convective motion, where the fluid rises at the centre and descends back to the bottom

at the edges of the hexagons (fig. 1.1). These structures were later investigated theoret-
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Figure 1.1: Observed hexagon structures by Bénard [1900], where the heated fluid rises up in the center
of the hexagon, descending at the edges.

ically by Rayleigh [1916] in a stability analysis based on governing equations given by

Boussinesq [1903]. He found that a finite, not too small viscosity is required for the sta-

ble modes to form the patterns observed by Bénard. The investigation of such systems

heated from below continued in the following decades, nowadays known as Rayleigh-

Bénard convection (RBC). An RBC setup consists of a fluid layer contained between

rigid top and bottom surfaces, where the bottom side is warmer than the upper one (see

schematic in fig. 1.2b). Typical fluids such as gases or water above ≈ 4◦ expand with

increasing temperature. Due to its lower density compared to its surrounding, a heated

fluid parcel rises from the bottom to the top, while cold, denser fluid descends from the

top towards the bottom, creating the convective motion within the cell. In most experi-

ments and numerical simulations, the temperature at the top (Ttop) and the bottom (Tbot)

surfaces are kept at a constant value at all time, resulting in a temperature difference of

∆ = Tbot−Ttop and a fixed mean temperature of Tm = (Tbot+Ttop)/2. The gravity vector

is commonly pointed in vertical direction, although inclined RBC at various angles up to

vertical convection at a tilt angle of 90◦ is also a subject of ongoing research (e.g. Clever

[1973], Daniels et al. [2000], Zwirner and Shishkina [2018]). The cell size varies a lot from

experiment to experiment, for example a height of up to 4 meters (Cheng et al. [2020]) or

rather small heights such as 0.52mm (Bodenschatz et al. [1991]) have been investigated

in the past. A relevant parameter describing the shape of cylindrical cells is the aspect

ratio Γ = D/H. It is the ratio of the cell’s diameter D to its height H and it varies

greatly depending on the use case, e.g. Γ = 1/5 in Zwirner and Shishkina [2018] as well

as down to 1/10 in de Wit et al. [2020], where multiple convection roles can be stacked

on top of each other. For pattern formation research, typically large aspect ratios are

chosen, such as Γ = 86 in Bodenschatz et al. [1991]. Setups focussed on the measurement
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(a) (b)convective zone

radiative zone

Tbot = Ttop +∆

Ttop

H g

Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic of the two dominating processes of transporting heat in stars similar to the
sun: In the dense core, radiation dominates, whereas in the outer layers convection transports the heat
towards the surface (Wikimedia [2005]). (b) Schematic of an RBC setup: A fluid is confined between
two horizontal plates that are separated by a distance H, the gravity g acts in vertical direction. The
bottom side is heated to a temperature Tbot = Ttop+∆, while the top remains at Ttop. For large enough
∆, convection rolls start to form in the fluid between the two plates, which, e.g. create the hexagon
patterns observed by Bénard in fig. 1.1.

of turbulent convection are most often at Γ around unity such as in this investigation,

where we are using cells with Γ = 1 and Γ = 1/2. In cells with these aspect ratios, one

expects a single large-scale convection role, whereas multiple rolls in vertical direction

reduce the overall heat transport (Verzicco and Camussi [2003], Nikolaenko et al. [2005]).

2 Background

To describe the underlying theory, we will first derive the governing equations, which

are then simplified using the Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation to obtain the relevant

control parameters. In the derivation we mostly follow the notation in Pope [2000],

however, it is comparably found in any introductory book on fluid mechanics.

2.1 Governing equations

We assume a flow with a velocity vector u(x, t) and a density ρ(x, t). Considering a

continuous flow, where no sources or sinks of mass are present, the net flux inside and

outside of a fluid parcel must be identical to its change of density. This is expressed
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with the continuity equation:
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0. (2.1)

For a non-compressible fluid, the density does not change with respect to spatial di-

rection and can be treated as a constant, i.e. ρ(t,x) = ρ everywhere, anytime. Thus

eq. (2.1) becomes ∇ · u = 0.

From Newton’s second law F = m·a we can relate the acceleration Du/Dt to surface

and body forces within the fluid. We introduce here the notation of the material deriva-

tive, since the description of a fluid parcel depends on its acceleration by differentiating

in time, but also on advection of the surrounding fluid (see e.g. Pope [2000])

D

Dt
=

∂

∂t
+ ui

∂

∂xi

=
∂

∂t
+ u · ∇. (2.2)

Surface forces are generally described by a stress tensor τi,j (for a more basic derivation,

see e.g. Wieghardt [2005]), while the body force for our case is the gravity in vertical

direction g. Then the momentum equation reads as

ρ
Duj

Dt
=

∂τij
∂xi

− ρg. (2.3)

We are only interested in Newtonian fluids here, for which the viscosity remains constant

independent of the working stresses. This is a widely used good approximation for many

common fluids like gases or water. Counterexamples for this would be for example shear-

thinning fluids such as blood, where the observed viscosity decreases under increased

strain. In the case of Newtonian fluids, the stress tensor becomes

τij = −Pδij + µ

(
∂ui

∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)
, (2.4)

with P the pressure, δij the Kronecker-delta and µ the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.

We introduce a reduced pressure term p = P + ρgz, which includes the hydrostatic

pressure ρgz, and the kinematic viscosity ν = µ/ρ. Inserting (2.4) and ∇ · u = 0 from

the continuity equation into (2.3), we obtain the Navier-Stokes equations (2.6), and the
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governing equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid become:

∇ · u = 0, (2.5)

∂tu+ (u · ∇)u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u. (2.6)

In addition to the kinetic equations, also energy needs to be conserved. Ignoring effects

like viscous dissipation of kinetic energy, radiation or phase transitions, heat is either

advected away or dissipated with a constant thermal diffusivity κ. Thus, with ∇2 the

Laplacian, κ∇2T = D/DtT , and with (2.2):

∂tT +∇ · (uT ) = κ∇2T . (2.7)

Equations (2.5)-(2.7) now fully describe the evolution of a thermal convective system

for an incompressible Newtonian fluid, neglecting other body forces which act on a fluid

element. The latter can be gravitational acceleration, which would add a term g to the

right side of (2.6). Unfortunately, the equations can generally not be solved analytically

because it is highly non-linear and non-local.

2.2 Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation

For small enough ∆, it can be assumed that density only varies linearly with temperature

(Oberbeck [1879], Boussinesq [1903]) around a mean density ρ0 like ρ = ρ0(1−αθ), where

θ = T − T0 is the deviation of the temperature from its mean value T0 and α represents

the isobaric expansion coefficient

α =
1

ρ0

∂ρ

∂T
. (2.8)

We assume density variations are of relevance only in the buoyancy term, otherwise we

approximate it by ρ0. All other parameters (ν, κ, α, . . . ) are assumed to be constant

throughout the flow field and only evaluated once at mean temperature. This is of

course a strong simplification of the underlying dynamics as the fluid parameters usu-

ally depend on the temperature and in most natural systems change significantly, for

example in the atmosphere where the ground can be at about 300K, while in the upper

troposphere the temperature is usually ≈ 200K. Thus, the Oberbeck-Boussinesq (OB)

approximation for RBC demands relatively low ∆ and a fluid relatively far away from its

critical point or from phase transitions, where fluid properties can change rather quickly
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with small temperature variations. All effects that are based on deviations from this

approximation are summarized as non-Oberbeck-Boussinesq (NOB) effects.

Considering a fluid in the OB approximation, we can expand the pressure term

around the hydrostatic pressure p0 with a variation p′:

p = p0 + p′ → ∇p

ρ
= ∇p

(
1

ρ
− αθρ0

ρ20
+ . . .

)
(2.9)

≈ ∇p0
ρ0

− ∇p0αθρ0
ρ20

+
∇p′

ρ0
− ∇p′ρ0αθ

ρ20︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈ 0, since θ and p′ small

. (2.10)

The derivative of the hydrostatic pressure is ∇p0 = gρ0ẑ. The momentum equation,

with gravity as a body force, then reads as

∂tu+ (u · ∇)u = − 1

ρ0
∇p′ + ν∇2u+ gαθẑ. (2.11)

Non-dimensional parameters are introduced in RBC by performing a dimensional analy-

sis using convenient scales for the physical units. As a length scale the distance between

the plates H is suitable, for the temperature its difference between bottom and top plate

∆. Thus, spatial derivations scale as ∂/∂x ∼ 1/H and ∂2/∂2
x ∼ 1/H2. A typical time

unit in thermal convection is the free-fall time, the time a parcel of cold fluid requires

to descend from the top to the bottom of the container, assuming frictionless constant

acceleration. This depends on ∆ and H, as well as α like τff =
√

H/(α∆g). In it, a

typical velocity scale is identified, the free-fall velocity uff = H/τff =
√
α∆gH. The

derivative with respect to time is expressed as ∂t ∼ 1/τff . Pressure has dimensions

mass×length−1×time−2, so we non-dimensionalise it with p̃ = p/(ρ0u
2
ff ). Replacing the

dimensional parameters with their non-dimensional counterparts like ũ = u/uff and

∇̃ = H∇, the equations (2.5),(2.7) and (2.11) are reformulated and we yield

uff

H
∇̃ · ũ = 0, (2.12)

u2
ff

H
∂̃tũ+

u2
ff

H
ũ · ∇̃ũ = −

u2
ff

H
∇̃p̃′ +

uffν

H2
∇̃2ũ+ gαθ̃∆ẑ, (2.13)

uff∆

H
∂̃tθ̃ +

uff∆

H
∇̃ · (ũθ̃) = κ∆

H2
∇̃2θ̃. (2.14)
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By reordering the constants we obtain the Oberbeck-Boussinesq equations

∇̃ · ũ = 0, (2.15)

∂̃tũ+ ũ · ∇̃ũ = −∇̃p̃+
√
Pr/Ra∇̃2ũ+ θ̃ẑ, (2.16)

∂̃tθ̃ + ∇̃ · (ũθ̃) = 1/
√
PrRa∇̃2θ̃ (2.17)

where two new non-dimensional parameters are defined, the Rayleigh number Ra and

the Prandtl number Pr . With the time derivative and the Laplacian, the momentum and

energy equations still suffer from the closure problem and can not be solved analytically,

the system has, however, the enormous advantage of only having two independent control

parameters, i.e.

Ra =
gα∆H3

νκ
Pr =

ν

κ
. (2.18)

Now, Ra describes the convective driving of the flow, while Pr is a parameter describing

the ratio of viscous forces to thermal dissipation. Pr is heavily dependent on the choice

of fluid, typical values are Pr = O(10−2) for liquid metals (Aurnou and Olson [2001],

Frick et al. [2015]), Pr ≈ 0.8 for most gases, Pr ≈ 4− 7 for water, or Pr = O(104− 106)

for more viscous fluids such as glycerol (Sugiyama et al. [2007], Horn et al. [2013]) or

sugar syrup (Manga and Weeraratne [1999]). In geophysical settings, Pr can be much

higher such as O(1023) for convection in Earth’s mantle.

For very low temperature differences, a fluid parcel has not enough buoyancy to over-

come the viscosity of the fluid and heat is transported by conduction only. Then the

equations (2.15)-(2.17) have the trivial solution of u = 0. The heat diffusion equation

becomes
√
PrRa∂̃tθ̃ = ∇̃2θ̃, solved by a linear temperature distribution θ̃(z) = 1−z and

a linear pressure gradient ∂̃zp̃ =
√
Ra/Pr(1− z).

Assuming infinitely extended upper and lower plates, the critical value Raconv where

the fluid layer becomes unstable, i.e. where a fluid parcel is accelerated without bounds,

can be computed semi-analytically using linear stability analysis. The calculation de-

pends on the type of boundary condition at the top and bottom, in our case we assume

rigid boundaries which have the no-slip condition u|plate = 0. It leads to a set of al-

gebraic equations, which solvability condition forms an equation, which roots lead to

k = kn(Ra), n = 1, 2, . . . (Landau and Lifshitz [1959]). The inverse Ra = Ran(k) is

minimized, the smallest one yields Raconv ≈ 1708 at a wave number kc = 3.12 (for details,
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Figure 2.1: Examplary snapshots of the temperature field of a two-dimensional RBC realization using
DNS, where (2.15)-(2.17) are solved numerically. Hot fluid with temperature above Tm is coloured red,
colder fluid is marked blue on an arbitrary scale. (a) no convection at Ra = 103, (b) non-turbulent
convection roll at Ra = 106 and (c) Ra = 1010 turbulent convection with small vortices and plumes
ejecting from the top and bottom surfaces. Pr = 1 and no-slip walls are considered at all sides for all
cases.

see e.g. Pellew and Southwell [1940], Malkus and Veronis [1958], Landau and Lifshitz

[1959], Cross and Hohenberg [1993]). For Ra > Raconv hence periodic convection rolls

start to form. Turbulent motion, however, sets in at much larger Ra and with it at

larger velocities.

An example for a two dimensional RBC flow in a laterally confined box is shown in

fig. 2.1, where the governing equations are solved for Ra = 103 < Raconv(a), compared

to Ra = 106 > Raconv(b), where a convection roll known as large scale circulation (LSC)

spans the entire domain. In fig. 2.1c for Ra ≫ Raconv, turbulent motion occurs and one

observes stretched fluid patches of hot or cold fluid that are ejected from the region close

to the bottom and top plates (so-called “plumes”).

As seen in the example images, simulations seem to be an easy way to study RBC,

so why do we still perform experiments? With increasing Ra, the velocity in the system

increases due to larger thermal driving. The velocity for fluid mechanical applications

is incorporated in the Reynolds number Re = UL/ν with L a suitable lengthscale, for

RBC again usually L = H. In RBC the temperature and subsequent density differences

introduce potential energy into the system, which is transformed into kinetic energy

within the LSC at the largest scales ∼ H. In a turbulent flow (at sufficient Ra), the

kinetic energy in the three-dimensional system is transferred from this scale H to the
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smaller scales via the energy cascade. This continues until at the smallest scales, the

Kolmogorov microscale (Kolmogorov [1941]), viscous forces dominate and transfer mo-

mentum to heat via dissipation. Note that the total energy dissipation is exactly the

introduced potential energy. This process happens at a rate of ϵ, the energy dissipa-

tion rate. If we want to model this energy cascade using DNS, we need to model the

entire range of scales. With increasing Re this Kolmogorov microscale becomes increas-

ingly smaller, thus increasing Ra in DNS requires above proportional processing time

∝ Ra3/2 lnRa (Ahlers et al. [2009b]), limiting the available Ra ≤ 1013 for state of the art

computers. Experiments on the other hand can reach larger Ra for much longer time,

increasing the statistical power of time-averaged quantities.

2.3 Vertical heat transport

As we have introduced in sec. 1 using the example of a heater element, one major ques-

tion in RBC research is how and how efficiently the flow transfers heat. Energy can

be transported from the warmer bottom to the cooler top side either by conduction

or by convection. Heat transport by conduction is a diffusive process, which depends

on the thermal conductivity of the fluid λ and the temperature difference ∆ between

the plates. The heat flux density by conduction is expressed by qcond = λ∆/H. λ

strongly depends on the material, for high-conductive metals like copper it can reach

λCu = 394W/m·K at room temperatures (Hust and Lankford [1984]), for typical work-

ing fluids in convection experiments it is smaller by several orders of magnitude, e.g. for

water λH2O = 0.61W/m·K and sulfur hexafluoride λSF6 = 0.013W/m·K at atmospheric

pressures (Bell et al. [2014]). Owing to these low values, heat transport by conduction

is a very slow process and in convective systems at sufficient driving only plays a minor

role for the overall heat transport. As a brief comparison to highlight the importance of

convection let us compare the relevant time scales: for conduction, the typical diffusion

time scale is H2/κ, which for a setup with a height of one meter in air at atmospheric

pressures is about 45,600 s or 13 hours. Convection takes place close to free-fall time

scales, which in a similar setup remains below one second. Therefore, for example for

many heating elements, conduction is negligible.

To express the heat transport in dimensionless form, the Nusselt number Nu is de-

fined. It contains the ratio of the total heat transport q and the heat transport qcond
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apparent in a purely conduction-driven system

Nu =
q

qcond
≈ qH

λ∆
. (2.19)

A lot of theoretical work has been performed to obtain a description of the heat trans-

port Nu(Ra,Pr), usually in form of simple power-laws Nu ∼ RaαPrβ (for an overview

of scaling laws, see e.g. Ahlers et al. [2009b] and references therein). Depending on

the choice of Ra and Pr the exponents do not remain constant for all combinations.

For example, according to a review by Siggia [1994], already Davis [1922a,b] proposed

α = 1/4 for small Ra.

Let us look at the area close to the bottom plate: due to the no-slip boundary

condition at the rigid surfaces, boundary layers (BL) build up. These are the limiting

factor in vertical heat transport in RBC since they are laminar at low enough velocity

(low enough Ra) with negligible velocity uz and hence little heat transport ⟨uzT ⟩ in z

direction, while the turbulent flow above the BL is very effective at moving heat. Malkus

[1954] argued the boundary layers to be marginally stable at large RaBL, such that

RaBL,c ∝ Raconv within the BL. Assuming the bulk is well mixed and has no significant

vertical gradient ∂T/∂z, the temperature drop across each BL is ∆/2. For RaBL then

follows

1 =
RaBL

RaBL,c

∝ 1

2

(
δBL

H

)3
Ra

Raconv

(2.20)

with δBL the BL width. At the same time, NuBL = 2(δBL/H)Nu = 1 and thus

Nu ∝ 1

2

(
Ra

2Raconv

)1/3

. (2.21)

Since Raconv = const, Nu ∼ Ra1/3 according to Malkus [1954].

Later, α = 2/7 was proposed by different groups, e.g. see Castaing et al. [1989],

Shraiman and Siggia [1990], Cioni et al. [1997], the last one was reported for Pr ≪ 1

in liquid mercury. Castaing et al. [1989] argued with a mixing zone above the BL,

in which plumes accelerate until they merge with the LSC flow velocity. Dimensional

analysis then leads to the exponent α = 2/7. Experiments in the last decades were

generally in accordance with the predicted classical scaling exponents. However, the

question remains what happens at asymptotically Ra → ∞? In 1962, Kraichnan [1962]
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approached this question and performed an scaling analysis for “extremely high Ra”. He

proposed a dependence ∼ Ra1/2(lnRa)−3/2, i.e. α = 1/2 with logarithmic corrections at

this limiting case due to the viscous sublayer within a turbulent BL. Similarly, Spiegel

[1971] argued with a 1/2 scaling. Assuming Ra is sufficiently large that also the BL

becomes turbulent, then the bottleneck of a laminar temperature BL is circumvented. If

we write out the heat transport by convection qconv as a function of the fluid parameters

qconv ∝
κ∆

H

(
gα∆H3

κν

)α (ν
κ

)β
(2.22)

and assume in the turbulent bulk flow the dissipation is only subdominant, then qconv

should become independent of ν and κ. Since

qconv ∝ κ1−α−βνβ−α, (2.23)

this requires α + β = 1 and β − α = 0, thus α = β = 1/2.

That the maximal reachable heat transport by convection does in fact scale as ∼
Ra1/2, can be shown by a simple consideration, as well: In an imaginary cylinder without

any rigid walls or boundary layers, imagine a fluid parcel with temperature Tbot rising

upwards with free-fall velocity uff . It thus takes the time τff = 1/
√
α∆g/H to reach

the upper plate and transports an energy of dq = ∆cpρdV with cp the heat capacity of

the fluid, and dV the infinitesimal volume. At the same time, conduction in the same

column transports dqcond = τff∆λdA/H. Comparing both contributions, we obtain

Nu ∼ dq/dqcond ∼
∆cpH

2ρ

∆λτff
=

(∆αgH3)
1/2

κ
= Ra1/2

√
ν/κ = Ra1/2Pr 1/2,

with κ = λ/cpρ the thermal diffusivity. Looking at the last expression, this is equal to

Ra1/2 despite a factor of
√
ν/κ = Pr 1/2, hence Nu ∼ Ra1/2, which was supposed to be

shown. If no viscous BL develops where diffusion remains dominant, then one should

observe this 1/2 scaling. And indeed, experiments where the fluid was not heated at the

bottom plate but by absorption of radiation within the bulk flow show this “ultimate”

scaling behaviour (Bouillaut et al. [2019]).

The Grossmann-Lohse (GL) theory (Grossmann and Lohse [2000], Stevens et al.

[2013]) predicts power-law dependences of Nu on Ra and Pr , with varying scaling expo-
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nents depending on areas in the Ra-Pr parameter space, and thus combines the different

scaling ideas. Since it is currently the most widely used model to compare results with,

we will shortly explain the idea of the theory and derive scaling laws for Nu(Ra,Pr)

and Re(Ra,Pr) in the following, which is mainly obtained from the original publication

(Grossmann and Lohse [2000]).

First, the kinetic ϵ̃u and thermal ϵ̃θ dissipation rates are defined as

ϵ̃u(x, t) = ν (∂iuj(x, t))
2 , (2.24)

ϵ̃θ(x, t) = κ (∂iθ(x, t))
2 . (2.25)

θ denotes the non-dimensional temperature, uj are the velocity components. Inserting

the equations of motion (2.15)-(2.17) into the definitions and averaging over the entire

volume leads to

ϵu = ⟨ϵ̃u(x, t)⟩V =
ν3

H4
(Nu − 1)RaPr−2 (2.26)

ϵθ = ⟨ϵ̃θ(x, t)⟩V = κ
∆2

H2
Nu, (2.27)

where ⟨·⟩V is the volume average. The boundary layers close to the horizontal plates are

divided into a thermal and a kinetic BL with thicknesses δθ and δu, respectively (compare

fig. 2.2). In the schematic, it is shown that depending on the control parameters these

two boundary layers are generally not of similar thickness or even in a fixed relation. In

case of turbulent convective transport, these can be expressed by Nu and Re like

δθ =
1

2
HNu−1 and δu ∼ HRe−1/2. (2.28)

The global dissipation rates ϵu, ϵθ are divided into contributions of the bulk flow and

in the boundary layers like ϵi = ϵi,BL + ϵi,bulk. In this way, four regimes come to mind

immediately, where one or both dissipation rates are dominated by either the bulk or

the BL contributions. For example, for large Ra, where the boundary layers are very

thin, the dissipation is dominated by the bulk. If, however, Pr is increased sufficiently,

δu ≫ δθ and thus ϵu is dominated by the BL contributions while ϵθ is still dominated by

ϵθ,bulk.

From the equations of motion the contributions now need to be expressed as function

of the non-dimensional parameters Nu,Ra,Ek , and Pr . For this, let us assume that the
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Figure 2.2: Velocity and temperature boundary layers for low Pr → 0 (left) and high Pr → ∞ (right),
obtained from Schlichting and Gersten [2017].

RBC inhibits a large-scale circulation, a convection role which spans the entire width

of the cell with a velocity U . Sufficiently far away from the BL we assume a turbulent

flow, where the large scale rolls break down in smaller ones, transferring energy and

momentum (turbulent energy cascade). For an isotropic environment, from dimensional

analysis it is shown that the kinetic dissipation rate scales as U3/H. If we assume the

fluctuations to scale with the LSC velocity U we obtain with Re = UH/ν:

ϵu,bulk ∼
U3

H
=

ν3

H4
Re3. (2.29)

For the thermal bulk dissipation it follows for small Pr , where the kinetic BL is nested

within the thermal BL

ϵθ,bulk ∼
U∆2

H
= κ

∆2

H2
PrRe. (2.30)

For larger Pr , the kinetic BL reaches into the thermal bulk, hence the velocity in the

thermal bulk is not U , but smaller. If the velocity in the kinetic BL is linear, this

reduction factor is δθ/δu and one takes this reduced velocity in the typical time scale:

ϵθ,bulk ∼
δθ
δu

U∆2

H
= κ

∆2

H2
PrRe3/2Nu−1. (2.31)

The boundary layer contributions can be expressed using dimensional analysis. The

lengthscale within the BL is δu, thus ∂iuj ∼ U/δu and due to the volume averaging

the value is reduced by the volume fraction δu/H. Similar considerations apply to the
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thermal dissipation rate. Inserting these into the definitions (2.24) and (2.25) yields

ϵu,BL ∼ ν
U2

δu
2

δu
H

∼ ν3

H4
Re5/2, (2.32)

ϵθ,BL ∼ κ
∆2

δθH
∼ κ

∆2

H2
Nu. (2.33)

Finally we approximate the energy equation (2.17) by the dominant terms

ux∂xθ + uz∂zθ = κ∂2
zθ, (2.34)

where for δu < δθ the horizontal velocity is the LSC velocity ux ∼ U and for δu > δθ it

is ux ∼ Uδθ/δu. With the previous typical scale ∂x ∼ 1/H and ∂z ∼ δθ
2, one obtains

Nu ∼ Re1/2Pr 1/2 for δu < δθ, (2.35)

Nu ∼ Re1/2Pr 1/3 for δu > δθ. (2.36)

Scaling relations of the form Nu ∼ RaαPrβ are now calculated depending on the choice

of Ra. Most notably for our large experiment, at very large Ra, when both dissipations

are dominated by the bulk contributions, one obtains

Nu ∼ Ra1/2Pr 1/2. (2.37)

This is the same 1/2 scaling as found by Kraichnan [1962] and Spiegel [1971]. For

similarly large Ra, but larger Pr , (2.31) has to be used and with it

Nu ∼ Ra1/3, (2.38)

which is the regime identified by Malkus [1954]. In the phase diagram (fig. 2.3), the

Kraichnan scaling corresponds to regime IVl, while the 1/3-scaling is found in regime

IVu. With the same arguments other regimes with different scalings of Nu are identified,

listed in the table of figure 2.3.

The GL theory derived above can be expressed by two coupled equations as shown in
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Figure 2.3: Left: Ra-Pr phase diagram from Stevens et al. [2013] (their fig. 1) based on the Grossmann-
Lohse theory (Grossmann and Lohse [2000]), where the different symbols show experimental and nu-
merical data points for Γ = 1 from studies as found in the original publication. Right: predictions of
exponents and prefactors for the scaling of Nu(Ra,Pr) in the different regimes (compare left figure)
from the original GL-theory publication Grossmann and Lohse [2000].

Stevens et al. [2013]:

(Nu − 1)RaPr−2 = c1
Re2

g
(√

ReH/Re
) + c2Re

3, (2.39)

Nu − 1 = c3Re
1/2Pr 1/2

(
f

[
2aNu√
ReH

g

(√
ReH
Re

)])1/2

+

c4PrRef

[
2aNu√
ReH

g

(√
ReH
Re

)]
. (2.40)

g and f are crossover functions, which model the transition of a nested thermal BL inside

the kinetic one into the opposite case. a is a prefactor corresponding to the amplitude

parameter of the Prandtl-Blasius BL thickness, where δu = aH/
√
Re, and the constant

ReH is chosen such that δu = aH/
√
ReH = L/2 → ReH = (2a)2. The coefficients ci

and a were fitted to mostly experimental data in Stevens et al. [2013] and are c1 = 8.05,

c2 = 1.38, c3 = 0.487, c4 = 0.0252, a = 0.922, though it has to be noted that these values

are based on Γ = 1. The stability of the boundary layers should not strongly depend on

the lateral extend for a constant heat input density, given ΓH ≫ δu,θ. Hence the influ-

ence of Γ on the heat transport remains quite weak as confirmed by, e.g., Funfschilling

et al. [2005], Stevens et al. [2018]. In the latter study, Stevens et al. found a maximum

heat transport for Γ = 0.75, with a decrease to ≈ 0.93Nu(Γ = 1) for Γ ≥ 4 and a sharp

decrease for Γ < 0.5. At our investigated Γ = 1/2, Nu/Nu(Γ = 1) ≈ 0.98.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Data of Nu/Ra0.323 versus Ra, adapted from Ahlers et al. [2009b]. Solid circles data
from Niemela et al. [2000] after corrections in Niemela and Sreenivasan [2006], open circles Chavanne
et al. [2001], solid blue squares Niemela and Sreenivasan [2003], solid purple diamonds Nikolaenko et al.
[2005], open blue squares Fleischer and Goldstein [2002], red stars in circles Stevens et al. [2010b].
The solid and dashed lines show the Grossmann-Lohse predicition (with the prefactors availabe at
publication of the review in 2009) for Pr = 0.8 and Pr = 29, respectively. (b) Reduced Nu/Ra0.312

as function of Ra, adapted from He et al. [2012b]. Black filled spheres show data obtained within the
study, red stars Niemela et al. [2000], open blue circles Chavanne et al. [2001], circles with pluses and
errorbars show DNS data from Stevens et al. [2011]. Blue line indicates a scaling of Ra0.38, dashed
vertical black lines suggested transitional values of Ra∗

1 = 1.3 × 1013 and Ra∗
2 = 5 × 1014. (c) Same

data, but for a larger Ra range.
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The debate of where the crossover from 1/3 to 1/2 occurs is not settled. Kraichnan

[1962] estimated an increase in the scaling behaviour at moderate Pr around unity to set

in at some Ra ∼ 1024, however with great uncertainty. Chavanne et al. [2001] reported

a Nu ∝ Ra2/7 up to Ra = 2 × 1011, with an increased scaling of Ra0.375 for higher Ra

in gaseous helium. Also using helium as a working gas, Niemela and Sreenivasan [2003]

found a transition to a 1/3 scaling at Ra = 1013, but no further increase in the exponent,

although the authors already point out some degree of non-Oberbeck-Boussinesq influ-

ence for high Ra in their setup. In the last decades, several experiments claimed having

observed a transition to the so called “ultimate” regime. E.g. Chavanne et al. [1997]

reported a scaling compatible with ∼ Ra1/2 for Ra > 1011 and He et al. [2012b] found

α = 0.312 using SF6 at large pressures for Ra ≤ 1.3× 1013, which gradually increases to

α = 0.38 for Ra ≥ 5× 1014, also see fig. 2.4. In the last years also numerical simulations

reach very large Ra, e.g. for two-dimensional RBC Zhu et al. [2018] reported a transition

in scaling behaviour at some Ra ≥ 5× 1013. Despite the recent findings and ever higher

Ra the transition is still a vivid and ongoing debate in the field. A selection of data

recorded or accumulated in Ahlers et al. [2009b] and He et al. [2012b] is shown in fig. 2.4

as function of Ra.

2.4 Including rotation into the equations

To explain the theory behind rotation-influenced systems as the beforementioned hur-

ricanes, we need to include rotation in our theoretical description. It introduces two

external forces into the flow by changing the reference frame: the Coriolis force and

the centrifugal force. On large dimensions such as the Earth, centrifugal forces are not

significant compared to Coriolis forces, such that in numerical simulations, usually only

the Coriolis force is modeled and in experiments one tries to keep the centrifugal forces

as low as possible. To describe fluid flows in a rotating reference frame, we apply a

Galilean transformation to the governing equations. Time derivatives of any vector f in

the rotating frame are then written as

df

dt

∣∣∣∣
rot

=
df

dt

∣∣∣∣
lab

+ f ×Ω (2.41)
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with Ω being the constant rotation rate of the system. Applying this relation twice on

the position vector leads to the description of acceleration

d2r

dt2

∣∣∣∣
lab

=
d2r

dt2

∣∣∣∣
rot

+ 2Ω× u+Ω× (Ω× r). (2.42)

Here we find the Coriolis force term 2Ω × u and the centrifugal term Ω × (Ω × r).

Using only the perpendicular projection r⊥ of r with regard to Ω and using the identity

Ω × (Ω × r) = −Ω2r⊥, the centrifugal term can be incorporated into the pressure

gradient term ∇p = ∇(P − 1
2
Ω2r2⊥). The momentum equation (2.6) becomes

∂tu+ u · ∇u+ 2Ωz × u = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∆u+ gαθẑ. (2.43)

A similar non-dimensionalization as before introduces next to Ra and Pr also a param-

eter describing the rotation rate: the convective Rossby number

Ro =

√
αg∆/H

2Ω
. (2.44)

Alternative parameters can be defined which are closely linked to each other, such as

the Ekman number Ek

Ek =
ν

H2Ω
= 2Ro

√
Pr

Ra
(2.45)

or the Taylor number

Ta =
4Ω2H4

ν2
=

1

Ek 2 . (2.46)

Most numerical studies neglect any influence of so-called centrifugal buoyancy. A denser

fluid parcel experiences greater acceleration by centrifugal forces than a less dense one, in

a rotating RBC setup effectively pushing colder fluid towards the sidewall, while warmer

fluid accumulates around the rotating axis. To estimate the strength of the centrifugal

force ∼ Ω × (Ω × r) compared to the Coriolis force ∼ Ω × u, the Froude number is

defined as Fr = Ω2D/g (with the diameter D = HΓ). For many astro- and geophysical

applications Fr is usually very small1, justifying the negligence of the centrifugal forces

and one thus tries to minimize their influence in experiments and numerical simulations

as well. It has been shown (Horn and Aurnou [2018, 2019]) that only for Fr > Γ cen-

trifugal forces become dominant over Coriolis forces. In a proper environment using a

suitable Pr a very high Fr leads to the formation of tornado-like structures in rotating

1With Earth’s rotation at Ω ≈ 7× 10−5rad/s, R ≈ 6 km this results in Fr ≈ 0.003.
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RBC (Horn and Aurnou [2021]). In our experiments we limit the rotation rate such that

Fr < Γ to keep the influence on the flow field small.

Flows on Earth or inside stars are heavily influenced by the Coriolis force and hence,

Ek is usually used as the relevant parameter for these systems. As example, the length-

scale in geodynamo applications is O(106m) and Gubbins [2001] estimates Ek ≈ 10−16,

with Ra between 1021 − 1029. On Jupiter, studies suggest Ek ≈ 10−19, Ro ≈ 10−10

(Schubert and Soderlund [2011]) with Ra somewhere at 1017. Values in experiments

have reached down to Ek = O(10−9) (Cheng et al. [2020], Wedi et al. [2021]) and much

smaller Ek are only achievable by dramatically increasing H, which quickly becomes

experimentally unfeasible and cost-intensive. In order to estimate the influence of Ek

on the flow patterns and heat transfer in astrophysical settings we need to extrapolate

our knowledge at comparatively low Ek towards these large scales.

2.5 Geostrophic balance

Let us assume a flow with large time scales, where we can neglect the time derivative

term in the governing equations. Additionally we look at the bulk convection where

viscosity plays no important role. Then, the momentum equation (2.43) simplifies to

2Ωẑ × u = −1

ρ
∇p+ gαθẑ. (2.47)

This describes the geostrophic balance: looking at the horizontal components

2Ωρuy = ∂xp (2.48)

2Ωρux = −∂yp (2.49)

we see that the horizontal velocities ux and uy are balanced purely by the pressure gra-

dients. Streamlines in this balance are thus aligned with regions of equal pressure, the

isobars. This result is counter-intuitive at first, as in a non-rotating system, flow is in

general parallel to the pressure gradient, leading to a flow from high-pressure regions

to low-pressure ones. In the geostrophic balance, however, the Coriolis forces divert the

tracks around the low-pressure center. Even though this balance is an ideal model case

hardly reached in nature, it helps to explain the different rotational directions around

high or low pressure regions between the northern and southern hemisphere.
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The vertical component of eq. (2.47),

∂zp = gαρθ, (2.50)

describes the hydrostatic balance within the Boussinesq approximation. If we now take

the derivative ∂y of (2.48) and ∂x of (2.49) and substract them, we yield −2Ω(∂yuy +

∂xux) = 0. Combined with the continuity equation ∇u = 0, this means that

∂zuz = 0, (2.51)

i.e. a constant vertical velocity along the vertical axis. Derivating both (2.48) and (2.49)

with respect to z and exploiting the hydrostatic balance (2.50), we obtain the thermal

wind balance

2Ω∂zu = gαẑ ×∇θ. (2.52)

Assuming a barotropic environment with ∇θ = ∂zθẑ this leads to the Taylor-Proudman

theorem (Taylor [1923])

∂zu = 0. (2.53)

Note that this is a much stronger statement than the constant vertical velocity, since

this implies that all vertical velocity fluctuations become 0, essentially rendering the

flow at a given height quasi-twodimensional.

2.6 The Ekman and Stewartson layers

Let’s compare this to the flow close to the plates, inside the Ekman boundary layer

(Ekman [1905]). There, viscosity plays a dominating role and we must not discard

it from the equations, but since velocity derivations are predominantly in the vertical

direction, we may approximate the Laplacian with the second derivative ∂2
z . Neglecting

any influence of the convective term, we obtain

2Ωẑ × uEk = −1

ρ
∇pEk + ν∂2

zuEk. (2.54)

Due to the incompressibility condition ∇u = 0 and the irrelevance of the horizontal

derivatives of uEk, we conclude that uEk,z ≪ uEk,(x,y). We yield an important feature of
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the Ekman layer: the pressure is constant in vertical direction.

−1

ρ
∂zpEk + ν∂2

zuEk,z = 0 → ∂zpEk = 0 (2.55)

We can now match the pressure pb of the bulk equations in geostrophic balance (2.48),

(2.49) at the edge of the Ekman layer to the pressure within the Ekman layer pEk.

2Ωρuy = ∂xpb = ∂xpEk 2Ωρux = −∂ypb = −∂ypEk (2.56)

The following coupled differential equation

2Ωuy = ν∂2
zuEk,x + 2ΩuEk,y and 2Ωux = −ν∂2

zuEk,y + 2ΩuEk,x (2.57)

can be solved analytically by applying a general exponential ansatz to

∂2(uEk,x − iuEk,y)

∂z2
=

2Ω

ν
(uy + iux − uEk,y − iuEk,x) . (2.58)

Within the solution, we obtain two remarkable results. First, the lengthscale δEk =√
ν/Ω of the Ekman layer, which with the definition of Ek (2.45) reads as δEk/H =

Ek 1/2. In the rotation-dominated regime we thus expect an Ekman layer of thickness

δEk which decreases in size with rotation. Secondly, we find a relation for the vertical

flow velocity in the bulk by matching the velocities at the interface from the boundary

layer to the bulk flow:

uz =
δEk

2
ω. (2.59)

This is the beforementioned Ekman pumping, where due to the existence of an Ekman

layer the vorticity in the bulk ω leads to a change in vertical velocity. For ω < 0 we get

uz < 0, which is called Ekman suction, for ω > 0 it is referred to as Ekman pumping.

This leads to a mass flux through the Ekman layer whenever ω ̸= 0 with magnitude

δEk = O(Ek 1/2), which creates a compensating flux at the lateral sidewalls in the so-

called Stewartson layers (Stewartson [1957, 1966]). Within this Stewartson boundary

layer, the velocity increases from 0 due to the no-slip condition at the walls to uy in the

bulk flow. It has been shown (Greenspan and Howard [1963]) that the thickness δSt has

to obey ∼ Ek 1/4 to carry the necessary flux. Additionally, the condition of uy|r=R = 0

demands an additional sub-layer with δSt2 ∝ Ek 1/3.
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2.7 Influence of rotation on Nu

Applying rotation to the RBC system influences the flow structure in RBC, for example

the mentioned Ekman layer build up. It is thus to assume that Ek has an effect on

the heat transport as well, and we raise the question what the functional dependence

Nu = f(Ra,Pr ,Ek) is. Similar to the non-rotating case, one hopes to find simple

power-law relations that includes Ek like

Nu ∝ RaαPrβEkγ, (2.60)

where rotation is just another dependency described by an additional exponent. This

has proven to be a hard task, since depending on the choice of Pr , Ra, and Ek the

exponent γ differs substantially. Most basically, three regimes have been agreed on:

� rotation-unaffected regime

� rotation-affected (but buoyancy-dominated)

� rotation-dominated regime

In the first regime, at slow rotation (large Ek), Nu remains constant and the flow

structure is not or only very little influenced by Coriolis forces. For larger Ra one needs

to decrease Ek to smaller values to leave this rotation-unaffected regime, while at small

Ra convection may be supressed fast by rotation at even low rotation rates. Thus there

has to be a functional dependence on the onset of convection Rac = f(Ek), which was

found to be (Chandrasekhar [1961])

Rac ∝ Ek−4/3. (2.61)

The coefficient depends on the geometry of the system, for Γ = 1 the relation becomes

Rac = 3(π2/2)2/3Ek−4/3 ≈ 8.7Ek−4/3. The relation indicates that in rotating RBC, the

faster the rotation, the higher Ra is needed to force convective motion.

In the intermediate rotation-affected regime, depending on Pr , different effects are

dominating. Already very early in researching rotation effects, Rossby [1969] observed a

non-monotonic behaviour of the heat transport when rotation was applied, see figure 2.5.

For Nu = const, he measured Ra necessary to keep the heat flux constant for every Ek

and he observed a decrease in the needed Ra at small rotation rates. The other way

around, this means that for constant Ra at large Ek one observes a larger heat transport
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than in the non-rotating case. Rossby used water with Pr = 6.8 for his measurements,

and as it later turned out, this enhancement depends strongly on Pr , and for Pr < 1

no such heat transport enhancement was found (Zhong et al. [2009]). However, for

Pr > 1, several studies supported the findings of an increased Nu at low rotation rates

of up to some 30% (Liu and Ecke [1997], Stevens et al. [2009, 2010a], Weiss et al. [2016]).

In rotation-affected RBC, the rising and descending plumes get twisted by the Cori-

olis force, which locally introduces a vorticity ω = ∇ × u. If Ekman layers (sec. 2.6)

exist close to the top and bottom plates, they force a vertical movement on the flow

and Ekman suction/pumping occurs. Since the fluid in the boundary layer has consid-

erably larger (at the bottom plate) or smaller (at the top plate) temperature than the

surrounding fluid, this leads to a larger heat transport since Nu ∝ ⟨uzT ⟩. For low-Pr

fluids, the absence of this enhancement is commonly explained by the larger diffusion of

plumes into the surrounding and since they do not extend through the vertical height

of the cell, no Ekman pumping can develop.

Due to the Ekman layer and its resulting Stewartson layers at the sidewall, there ex-

ists an inwards-directed recirculation of vertical moving fluid in the central region of the

cell (Stewartson [1957], Greenspan and Howard [1963]). This results in a net azimuthal

movement due to deviations caused by the Coriolis force.

The rotation dominated regime finally appears at very large rotation rates, i.e. low

Ek , and is seen most easily in the rapid decrease of Nu at constant Ra. Coriolis forces

dominate over buoyancy, suppressing vertical movement and leading to the disappear-

ance of the LSC. At sufficiently fast rotation rates, i.e. small Ek , the Taylor-Proudman

(2.53) theorem applies, according to which vertical velocity is largely suppressed, and

with it heat transport by convection ⟨uzT ⟩ has to asymptotically become zero (Vallis

[2017]).

If the scaling laws are valid over a wide range of parameters, one could now with

(2.61) replace the dependence on Raα by (Ra/Rac)
α in (2.60) and expect

Nu ∝ RaαPrβEk 4α/3. (2.62)

Then, the determining factor to describe the convective motion is replaced by a reduced
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Figure 2.5: From Rossby [1969]: Lines represent Nu = const as function of Ra (y-axis) and Ta (x-axis)
for water with Pr = 6.8. The dashed-dotted line titled “C” shows the marginal stability curve according
to Chandrasekhar [1961]. For any Nu > 3 one sees a drop of the necessary Ra at intermediate Ta, a
first indication of heat transport enhancement at slow rotation rates.
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Figure 2.6: Adapted from King et al. [2012]: Nusselt number Nu as function of Ra for several Ek =
const. Filled symbols show experimental results, open ones show numerical simulations. The crossover
from the rotation dominated (strongly decreasing Nu) towards the buoyancy dominated regime is clearly
visible for each Ek .
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Rayleigh number R̃a = RaEk 4/3. In the limiting case of R̃a ≤ O(1), convection in the

bulk flow is completely suppressed, and with it Nu = 1.

A comprehensive overview of Nu as function of relatively low Ra < 1010 and various

Ek is given in fig.2.6, as published in King et al. [2012]. The non-rotating data follows a

scaling of Nu ∝ Ra2/7, shown as dashed black line. For each Ek = const, the Rayleigh

number was decreased far into the rotation-dominated regime, where the crossover from

the rotation-(un)affected to the rotation-dominated regime appears at larger Ra if the

rotation is increased (low Ek). At the fastest rotation rates, convection is completely

suppressed. Then, regardless of Ra, one observes Nu = 1.

Of especially high interest in heat transport research is the geostrophic regime (sec

2.5). Long time scales such as in the Earth’s atmosphere or oceans lead to a quasi-

steady description, therefore the understanding of the geostrophic regime is crucial for

understanding relations of Nu on planetary scales (compare e.g. Vallis [2017]).

Within the geostrophic regime Nu ∝ Ra3/2Ek 2 is expected (Julien et al. [2012]), but it is

a challenge to reach this regime in both, DNS and experiments, due to the high Ra and

simultaniously needed low Ek . There is ambiguity of where the transition to geostrophic

turbulence should occur, for example Julien et al. [2012] set the limit to RaEk 4/3 ≥ 1,

whereas King et al. [2012] argues with thermal boundary layer scalings and suggests a

transition at RaEk 3/2 = O(1).

2.8 Flow morphologies in rotating RBC

Depending on the control parameters Ra, Pr , and Ek , within the rotation-dominated

regime various subregimes with different flow morphologies have been found. For convec-

tion with stress-free or periodic lateral boundaries, convection is completely suppressed

for Ra < Rac. Increasing Ra just above the onset creates stable structures known as

cellular convection, where hot fluid rises to the top at rather fixed positions, while cold

fluid descends constantly at others, compare fig. 2.7a. These stationary cellular struc-

tures are similar to the ones found in beforementioned experiments by Bénard [1900]

(fig. 1.1). Increasing Ra leads to so-called convective Taylor columns (fig. 2.7b), where

hot ascending fluid is surrounded by a sheet of cold descending fluid. With further

increase in thermal driving, the flow structures become less organized, creating plumes

(fig. 2.7c) or large-scale vortices (LSVs) (fig. 2.7d) far away from the convective onset.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.7: Temperature distributions for different flow morphologies for rotating RBC at Pr ≈ 5 from
Aguirre Guzmán et al. [2021]. From (a) to (d) Ra increases, Ek = const = 10−7 for all cases. (a) cellular
convection just above the convective onset, (b) convective Taylor columns, (c) plumes, (d) large-scale
vortices at rather large Ra.

In experimental settings we are bound by solid lateral sidewalls with the no-slip

condition. This is in contrast to most models which assume infinite horizontal extent

and thus Γ → 0 or periodic sidewall conditions. It has been observed that even before

the onset of convection, wall modes occur in cells with finite extents (fig. 2.8). These are

convective structures which appear way below Rac (2.61) (Zhong et al. [1991]), forming

a travelling wave at the sidewall and precess in counter-rotating direction (Buell and

Catton [1983b,a], Bajaj et al. [2002], Zhong et al. [1993], Goldstein et al. [1993, 1994]).

Performing an asymptotic analysis for the cricital Ra for the onset of wall modes for

RBC leads to (Herrmann and Busse [1993], Kuo and Cross [1993], Zhang and Liao [2009],

Favier and Knobloch [2020])

Raw = π2

√
6
√
3Ek−1 + 46.5Ek−2/3. (2.63)

In first order we expect the wall modes to occur thus with Ek−1 for rapid rotation, which

we will investigate in the context of the heat transport measurements.

The wall-bounded flows are not only important at onset of convection, but also in

the highly turbulent state with Ra ≫ Raconv (and therefore also Ra ≫ Raw). With

applied rotation Ekman layers build up at the no-slip top and bottom boundaries. This

condition leads to the azimuthal velocity to vanish at the plate’s surfaces, leading to a

stress term, building the boundary layer (Vallis [2017]). Within this Ekman layer, the
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: (a) shadowgraph image of rotating RBC, showing the appearing wall modes at the side
walls below onset according to criterion (2.61), adapted from Zhong et al. [1991]. (b) vertical velocity
uz (left half) and temperature (right half) of a DNS at z = H/2, Ra = 2 × 108, Ek = 10−6, Pr = 1
from Favier and Knobloch [2020].

Coriolis forces are balanced not by pressure as in the geostrophic bulk, but by these

stress terms. Suppose the flow to be in geostrophic balance one finds the pressure to be

constant in the Ekman layer and the momentum equation there becomes

2Ωz × uE =
∂τ

∂z
(2.64)

with τ the stress tensor. At the wall the stress is written as the shear stress τ = ν∂u/∂z

and hence the viscous term can be written as ∂τ/∂z = ν∂2u/∂z2. Then,

2Ωz × uE = Ek
∂2uE

∂z2
. (2.65)

This is similar to the derivation in section 2.6, but instead of assuming the vertical

derivation dominates, we assume the wall stress to dominate. Since the result is the

same, here we also obtain δE ∼ Ek 1/2, i.e. a boundary layer that decreases in size with

increased rotation at constant Pr , Ra.
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3 Measurements in RBC at large Ra

During the work on this project, two different experimental RBC setups were used with

focus on two different experimental methods. The first setup used a large cell, filled

with pressurized gas, where local temperatures were measured at individual points, with

strong focus on the vertical heat transport Nu as function of the input parameters

Ra and Ek . Pr was almost constant throughout the experiments. The second setup

(sec. 4.1.1), smaller in size, was filled with different liquids to vary Pr . Its velocity in

a two-dimensional sheet at half-height was recorded using particle image velocimetry

(PIV). This gives information on the flow structures again as function of Ra, Ek and

Pr . Both experiments are located at the Max-Planck-Institute for Dynamics and Self-

Organization in Göttingen.

This section contains the measurements at high Ra, where first the heat flux is eval-

uated, followed by a wide range of analysis of the temperature readings from individual

thermistors. Parts of the experimental setup have been described before for non-rotating

(Ahlers et al. [2009a]) and rotating RBC (Wedi [2018], Wedi et al. [2021]). Some parts

of the analysis in this chapter have been published in Wedi et al. [2021], in particular

much of the analysis and figures in sections (3.2.2, 3.4, 3.5, 3.7 and 3.9-3.11)2. Data

especially from chapter 3.5 were also part of the publication Zhang et al. [2020].

3.1 Large-scale setup HPCF

For the measurements at large Ra, the high pressure convection facility (HPCF) was

used. Its cell II (then called HPCF-II) consists of a cylindrical cell with height H =

2.24m and diameter D = 1.112m, thus has an aspect ratio of Γ = D/H = 1/2, see

fig. 3.1a. It has been investigated in multiple non-rotating studies before (see e.g.

Ahlers et al. [2009c], He et al. [2012a]). The sidewalls of the cell consist of 9.5mm thick

acrylic, which has a low heat conductivity of roughly 0.2W/m·K. Top and bottom plates

were made out of high-purity copper with a heat conductivity of λCu = 394W/m·K.

The horizontal bottom plate forms a sandwich, consisting of two of such copper plates,

35mm and 25mm thick, respectively. To measure the heat flow into the cell, they

2For the publication, the author of this thesis performed the experiments and the analysis. The first
version of the manuscript was also written by the author, most improvements on the manuscript that
followed towards the finished publication have been done together with Dr. Stephan Weiss.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of HPCF-II cell with its side shield consisting of two intertwined water pipes
running around its circumference. (b) Schematic of the pressure vessel “U-Boot” with an entrance on
the left and the turret extension in red. It is designed to withstand working pressures up to 19 bar with
SF6 or N2. The cell was lowered into the vessel from the top, after which the turret and the lid were
screwed onto the vessel.

are separated by a layer of dlex = 5mm thin Lexan with λlex = 0.192W/m·K. This

low conductivity results in a temperature drop across the Lexan layer ∆Tlex. It was

measured using five embedded thermistors in each of the copper plates, over which the

mean temperature of the bottom side of the sandwich TBPb and of the top side TBPt was

measured, ∆Tlex = TBPb − TBPt. The heat flow into the cell was determined by

Q = Abotλlex∆Tlex/dlex, (3.1)

where Abot ≈ 0.97m2 is the surface area of the bottom plate.

The bottom side of the sandwich was heated from underneath by a heating wire,

which was embedded in grooves at its underside. The grooves were filled with thermally

highly conductive epoxy to ensure good heat transfer between the wire and the plate,

while ensuring an electrical insulation to prevent a short circuit. The resistance of the

heating wire was Rheat = 4.5Ω and power was supplied by an Agilent 6675A with a

maximum power output of 2160W. With the maximum current output of Imax = 18A,

the maximum usable heating power was limited to Pmax = I2Rheat = 1458W. The top

plate was cooled by a circulated water bath, which temperature was controlled with

a precision of 0.02K by Thermo Scientific AC150, NESLAB RTE-7 and ThermoFlex
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Figure 3.2: Cross section of the bottom sandwich. On the bottommost part the bottom shield with
a heater JH-BS, above it the bottom plate bottom (BPb) copper plate, separated by a Lexan layer
from the bottom plate top (BPt) plate. Around the circumference of each plate, an auxiliary ohmic
heater (JH-BSaux1 and JH-BSaux2) as well as microshields MSBb and MSBt were installed, which are
temperature-controlled with a coolant.

2500 circulators, connected to the main control computer using the RS-422 standard.

A thermal shield around the sidewall, fig. 3.1a, and insulation with thick porous foam

minimized the heat loss through the sides. This shield was kept at the mean temper-

ature Tm = (Ttop + Tbot)/2 again using circulated water baths. This approximates the

conditions of an adiabatic sidewall, i.e. no heat exchange towards the sides. Due to wall

effects, the fluid’s temperature at the sidewalls close to the bottom (top) plate increases

(decreases) relative to Tm which would cause a heat transfer from the fluid through the

sidewall (Ahlers [2000], Stevens et al. [2014]). To suppress this, additional micro shields

were installed, as well as two micro shields to reduce heat flow from the bottom plates

into the surrounding. An additional ohmic heater JHBS below the supporting bottom

plate even below the sandwich ensured no heat flow from the main ohmic heater into

the structure below the cell. Two additional ohmic heaters JHaux were applied around

each of the bottom sandwich plates to further minimize heat loss out of the sandwich to

the sides. Each was powered by a Keysight E3634A power supply unit.

A fourth power supply was used to regulate a valve, which allowed surrounding gas

to enter or exit the cell for pressure equilibration through a hole located at the side of

the cell at H/2. During measurements, it was closed to suppress secondary flows and

interference with the convective structure.

To rotate the setup, the cell was mounted on a rotating table (fig. 3.3a) that could sus-

tain an axial load up to 2800 kg. The table was driven by a direct drive motor (Siemens

1FW6150 SIMOTICS T Torque-motor), able to deliver a torque of up to 1000Nm even

at very low rotation rates down to 1 rad/min, ensuring smooth rotation even at such

low speeds. Inside the table, a water distribution system was installed, which brought

the water lines from the laboratory into the rotating frame via water feedthroughs (red
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic of the rotating table with support structure (grey and green) and the water
distribution (red), which transfers the water from the laboratory into the rotating frame. (b) The cell
HPCF-II on top of the rotating table from (a). On the top the slip ring provides electrical connections
for readouts of the thermistors, on the bottom additional slip rings are attached for power input and
water connections to the thermal shields and the top plate.

coloured part in fig. 3.3a). Slip rings at the top and bottom (fig. 3.3b) allowed electrical

signal readout as well as power input into the rotating frame to heat the total of four

ohmic heaters at the bottom sandwich. For comparison with DNS results, where the

centrifugal forces are generally omitted, its influence on the experiment had to be min-

imized. Thus we set the maximal rotation rate to 2 rad/s, such that Fr < Fr c = 0.5,

obeying the suggestion in Horn and Aurnou [2018, 2019].

The rotating table and cell were installed into the U-Boot of Göttingen, fig. 3.1b,

a 4m long and up to 4.3m high pressure vessel (see Ahlers et al. [2009c]), which can

be filled with either nitrogen or sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). The pressure inside the U-

Boot could be increased up to 19 bar. At these high pressures, SF6 has a density of

≈ 157 kg/m3 and a kinematic viscosity of only ≈ 1 × 10−7 m2/s. This results in a

substantial increase in available Ra compared to other working fluids. As comparison,

at Tm = 22.5◦C, ∆ = 10K and pressure of 19 bar, if we had filled the cell HPCF-II with

nitrogen we would have RaN2 ≈ 4.2 × 1012, whereas SF6 as a working gas resulted in

RaSF6 ≈ 1.0 × 1015. All fluid parameters in this thesis are calculated using CoolProp

(Bell et al. [2014]), a library for calculating physical properties of pure liquids and cer-

tain mixtures. A comparison with the Reference Fluid Thermodynamic and Transport

Properties Database (REFPROP) by the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
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ogy has been conducted for the relevant pressures and temperatures, finding no or only

negligible differences.

Thermistor readouts

Probing the flow structure within the cell is done by measuring temperatures at var-

ious locations inside the sidewall and the fluid. As measurement devices thermistors,

fig. 3.4c, are used which consist of semi-conductor material with a negative temperature

coefficient, i.e. the specific resistance decreases with increasing temperature. Compared

to other used methods such as resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), for example

PT100 sensors, thermistors have faster response time and are much cheaper while of-

fering a comparable temperature resolution. Additionally, the thermistor’s resistance is

rather large with O(104−105Ω), which allows us to read the resistance without separate

test leads, which would require additional cabling and measurement devices.

The electrical resistance Rt is measured by applying a test current and measuring the

voltage drop across the thermistor. The temperature T was then calculated from the

measured Rt based on a previously conducted calibration, where Rt was measured at

fixed temperatures across a range between 10 and 70◦C. A calibration curve of the form

∆T = T − T0,

Rt(T ) = R0 · exp
[(
a0∆T + a1∆T 2 + a2∆T 3 + a3∆T 4

)
/(T + 273.15)

]
(3.2)

was fitted with T0 an arbitrary fixpoint somewhere in the middle of the calibration, typi-

cally at 25◦C with a resistance of R0. ai are fit parameters individual for each thermistor.

To obtain the inverse T (Rt) given a measured resistance, a simple divide-and-conquer

algorithm is used.

In total, 116 thermistors are read out in the experiment, 30 of them for control of the

heating/cooling inside the shields or the top and bottom plates. Of the 86 thermistors

measuring the temperature of the flow field, three rows of eight thermistors distributed

azimuthally at equal distance were sunk into blind holes in the sidewall at heights H/4,

H/2 and 3H/4. Within the flow, an additional 62 thermistors were arranged in verti-

cal columns close to the sidewall at four radii r = 0.73R, 0.93R, 0.96R and 0.98R. An

overview of the radial and azimuthal locations of these thermistors is given in fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: (a): Radial and azimuthal positions of the thermistors, colours mark the radial location,
equal to the legend of (b). (b): Vertical z/H and azimuthal ϕ/π position of the thermistors. The black
open circles mark thermistors that are embedded inside the acrylic sidewall at r/R = 1. Filled circles
mark thermistors inside the fluid. The colour code reflects the radial position. Adapted from Wedi
et al. [2021]. (c) Image of two thermistors used in the HPCF cell with diameters of 0.36mm (top) and
1.1mm (bottom) from Ahlers et al. [2014].

The resistance signal of the thermistors are read out by three Keysight 34970A mul-

timeters, which can read out up to 60 independent channels consecutively. Since we

are mostly interested in average values or in processes on large time scales, the non-

simultaneous readout of the thermistors with a spacing of ≈ 1/60 s in between consecu-

tive channels is unproblematic. Connection to the controlling computer was established

using a General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB, IEEE-488), which connected the power

supplies for the Joule heaters as well. A converter to USB is used and the signals

are read using a custom Python program with National Instrument’s implementation

of the GPIB interface. The power input of the Joule heaters was controlled with a

proportional-differential control loop within the same control program, while simpler

proportional feedback loops set the desired temperature of the water baths for the side

shield and microshields.

Experimental realisations

For a typical rotating RBC experimental series, Ra was kept constant by setting Ttop

and Tbot as well as the pressure P to a constant value. After an equilibration time of

approximately four hours, data was taken for typically a total of additional eight hours

to obtain sufficient statistics. With a typical free-fall time in our setup of τff ≈ 3 s, we

average over almost 10,000τff , for the highest pressures and temperature difference we

still cover some 5,000τff . The rotation rate was altered between two measurements in

the range of 0 ≤ Ω ≤ 2rad/s. An example of the temperatures Tbot and Ttop is given in
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Figure 3.5: Plots of the temperature at the bottom plate Tbot (a) and (c) and the top plate (b) and
(d) as function of time for typical runs, here Ra = 3.7 × 1014, 1/Ro = 1.4 ((a) and (b)) as well as
Ra = 1.9 × 1011, 1/Ro = 5.29 ((c),(d)). Data before the vertical dashed lines were discarded in the
analysis. When rotation is increased from the previous run at Ra = const, due to decreasing Nu less
heat on the bottom side is required for Tbot = const, thus the temperature initially increases until the
power input is adjusted. This effect can be clearly seen in (c) exemplarily.

plot fig. 3.5. During the measurement time the rotation rate Ω was held constant while

the thermistors were read out approximately every 5 sec. Ra was changed in between

different sets by changing either ∆ or the pressure of the working gas SF6. The latter

resulted in a slight change of Pr from 0.78 at 1 bar to 0.97 at 19 bar. While the U-Boot

temperature TU , thanks to the side shield, was found to have only little impact on the

results at the here presented mean temperatures, we still kept it close to Tm. A list of

all measurements is given in table 1, a plot of the parameter space in figure 3.6a.
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Run P (bar) ∆ (K) Pr Ra 1/Ro Ek Tm (◦C) Fluid
E1a 1.0 7.0 0.718 7.5× 109 ≤ 13.0 ≥ 1.5× 10−6 25.0 N2

E1b 1.0 9.6 0.718 1.0× 1010 ≤ 11.1 ≥ 1.5× 10−6 25.0 N2

E1c 1.0 19.2 0.718 2.0× 1010 ≤ 7.9 ≥ 1.5× 10−6 24.8 N2

E2a 0.9 5.0 0.784 1.9× 1011 ≤ 15.1 ≥ 2.7× 10−7 22.0 SF6

E2b 1.3 11.6 0.786 9.8× 1011 ≤ 9.9 ≥ 1.8× 10−7 22.0 SF6

E2c 5.0 5.0 0.804 8.2× 1012 ≤ 10.4 ≥ 6.0× 10−8 22.0 SF6

E2d 5.0 15.0 0.804 2.4× 1013 ≤ 6.0 ≥ 6.1× 10−8 22.0 SF6

E2e 10.0 5.0 0.836 4.7× 1013 ≤ 12.3 ≥ 2.1× 10−8 22.0 SF6

E2f 10.0 8.0 0.836 7.6× 1013 ≤ 6.8 ≥ 3.1× 10−8 22.0 SF6

E2g 10.0 15.0 0.836 1.4× 1014 ≤ 7.1 ≥ 2.1× 10−8 22.0 SF6

E2h 17.8 5.0 0.941 3.7× 1014 ≤ 9.3 ≥ 1.1× 10−8 22.0 SF6

E2i 18.7 5.0 0.966 4.8× 1014 ≤ 6.2 ≥ 1.4× 10−8 22.0 SF6

E2j 18.7 8.0 0.966 7.5× 1014 ≤ 4.9 ≥ 1.4× 10−8 22.0 SF6

E2k 17.8 10.0 0.941 7.5× 1014 ≤ 6.6 ≥ 1.1× 10−8 22.0 SF6

Table 1: Overview of the conducted rotational experiments. The U-Boot temperature TU was close to
the mean temperature Tm = (Ttop + Tbot)/2, i.e., Tm − TU < 3.0K, for all measurements. From Wedi
et al. [2021].
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3.2 Heat transport measurements

Let us first focus on the vertical heat transport throughout the cell. As explained in

the setup section above, the input power QBP (3.1) was measured via the temperature

drop across the bottom plate sandwich. Heat transported by conduction is simply cal-

culated by Qcond = ∆λA/H with A the area of the plates and λ the heat conductivity

of the working gas. All fluid parameters are here assumed to be constant within the

Oberbeck-Boussinesq approximation (sec. 2.1) and are evaluated at the mean tempera-

ture Tm = (Tbot+Ttop)/2. The Nusselt number is then calculated as Nu = ⟨QBP/Qcond⟩t,
averaged over the entire measurement time.

3.2.1 Without rotation

Even though the setup and the layout of the experiments are focussed on the rotating

case with only a few different Ra, it is interesting to perform a quick check how Nu

behaves as function of Ra and whether it agrees with previous publications. To that

regard, in fig. 3.7 Nu is plotted as a function of Ra for all non-rotating cases in a log-

log representation. The data follow a fitted power-law scaling of 0.094Ra0.315±0.002 over

about five order of magnitudes in Ra, which resembles the simple Malkus scaling rather

well and follows the solution of the GL theory (2.39) and (2.40) very closely. Our results

fall in line with previous studies such as in Ahlers et al. [2009c] or He et al. [2012b]

using the same cell. A similar relation 0.11Ra0.308 was found experimentally at larger

Pr (Cheng et al. [2020]). Unfortunately, we do not have any points for Ra > 1015,

where He et al. [2012b] suggested a larger scaling of 0.38 using the same cell in a compa-

rable configuration and are therefore unable to test this transition to the ultimate regime.

3.2.2 With rotation

For each of the previously mentioned Ra, several Ro were achieved by increasing the

rotation rate as listed in tab. 1. Since for our experiments we always have Pr < 1, we do

not expect any Nu-enhancements as observed for larger Pr in experiments with water,

for example in Rossby [1969] or Weiss et al. [2016].

Nu is plotted as function of 1/Ro in fig. 3.8, normalized by Nu0, the Nusselt num-

ber measured without rotation, i.e. Nu0 = Nu(1/Ro = 0). Thus, for a given Ra,
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Figure 3.7: Nu for no rotation (Nu0) as function of Ra in log-log plot (blue bullets). Red dashed line is a
power-law fit to the data, yielding 0.094±0.004Ra0.315±0.002, green dotted line is the solution according
to the Grossmann-Lohse equations (eqs. (2.39) and (2.40)), while the grey dot-dashed line shows Ra1/3

as proposed by Malkus [1954]. Inset shows the same data reduced by the fitted Ra−0.315 to highlight
the differences between the predictions and the observations. Adapted from the supplemental material
in Wedi et al. [2021].

limRo→∞Nu/Nu0 = 1 for very small rotation rates. The data for all Ra collapse rather

well when plotted this way. From this plot, we can distinguish immediately three rota-

tional regimes. For low rotation rates, 1/Ro < 1/Ro∗
1, we do not see any influence of

rotation on the vertical heat transport and Nu/Nu0 remains around unity. For larger

rotation rates, convection becomes less effective in transporting heat, observable in a

reduction in Nu/Nu0. We will see later that this rotation rate is a significant transi-

tional point and thus it is marked with 1/Ro∗
1 = 0.8. After a transitional phase in the

range of 1/Ro∗
1 ≤ 1/Ro ≤ 1/Ro∗

2 = 4, Nu/Nu0 decreases rapidly, below 0.5Nu0 for our

highest 1/Ro. The decrease is fitted by a power-law A/RoB, where A = 1.70± 0.06 and

B = −0.42±0.02, however, we note that a logarithmic function of the form N log(M/Ro)

(with parameters N = −0.33± 0.02, M = 0.015± 0.002) fits the data equally well and

the parameter range in 1/Ro does barely cover one decade. Therefore, a power-law

behaviour is not necessarily deductible from our data alone. It seems logical that in the

first regime the flow is dominated by buoyancy, whereas the third is at least strongly

influenced by the rotation and the occurring Coriolis forces. This suppresses vertical

motion in the bulk, i.e. leads to the Taylor-Proudman effect (see sec. 2.5). In fig. 3.8a
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one might speculate that within the rotation affected regime data at higher Ra, but con-

stant 1/Ro, show an increased Nu/Nu0. While these differences are within the margin of

uncertainty, Nu for two separate runs can differ by about 1% or so, we can not exclude

such a Ra dependency. Another possible explanation is the increasing centrifugal effect

at larger Ra since then, for 1/Ro = const one needs larger rotation rates, increasing Fr .

Our results are in general consistent with experiments and simulations conducted

at comparable Ra and Pr . In fig. 3.8b we show experiments in cryogenic helium (red

squares) by Ecke and Niemela [2014] and DNS at Ra = 109 (black triangles) by Horn

and Shishkina [2015]. Looking closely at the intermediate regime 0.8 < 1/Ro < 4 high-

lights some differences, where both studies show a small increase in Nu/Nu0. Opposed

to that, our experiment shows a significant decrease in heat transport already at this

rotation rate at similar Pr and Ra. This difference is within the margin of uncertainty,

especially since this enhancement is only clearly seen for one data point in both, Horn

and Shishkina [2015] and Ecke and Niemela [2014]. In fact, in more recent DNS (Zhang

et al. [2021]), again at Ra = 109, where finer computational grids and longer simulation

time were used, this increase is not found. The dashed lines in fig. 3.8b marked with

1/RoT and 1/Rot show suggested values for the transition from buoyancy-dominated

to rotation-affected (1/RoT ) and from the rotation-affected to the rotation-dominated

(1/Rot) regime, according to Ecke and Niemela [2014]. Clearly we do not capture these

transitional values, our respective transitional rotation rates 1/Ro∗
1,2 are considerably

lower. How influential the Prandtl number on Nu/Nu0(1/Ro) is, shows data from Cheng

et al. [2020] (green triangles in fig. 3.8b), obtained at Pr = 5− 6 in a Γ = 1/2 cell. The

decrease with rotation is found at substantially increased 1/Ro.

Compared to measurements e.g. in water or even higher Pr , Nu is not affected by

weak rotation rates, and we find Nu/Nu0 ≈ 1 for 1/Ro < 0.8 for all Ra. Nevertheless,

it is interesting to see where the predicted heat transport enhancement is expected to

occur and where it falls within our detected changes of scaling behaviour. Therefore, the

empirical law suggested byWeiss et al. [2016] is used, for which the Nu/Nu0 enhancement

sets in at 1/Roc = K1Pr
α with K1 = 0.75 and α = −0.41. This result was obtained

for a Γ = 1 cell, and while it is unclear how K1 and α depend on Γ, it was previously

found that 1/Roc = a/Γ(1+ b/Γ) for Pr = 4.38, where a = 0.381, b = 0.061 (Weiss et al.
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[2010]). This could be combined to a rough estimate

1

Roc

=
K1Pr

α

Γ(1 + b)
(1 + b/Γ) . (3.3)

For the experiment investigated in this section it was Γ = 0.5. Assuming an average

Pr = 0.8 we calculate with eq. (3.3) 1/Roc,est = 1.74, hence somewhere between 1/Ro∗
1

and 1/Ro∗
2. No significant changes can be observed at 1/Roc,est as seen in fig. 3.8b. This

suggests that the mechanisms leading to a heat transport enhancement at larger Pr are

absent for Pr < 1 and are not just counteracted by suppression of vertical velocity (Wedi

et al. [2021]).

As introduced in the theory section (3.2.2), one goal in RBC research is to find

simple scaling behaviours of Nu(Ra,Ro,Pr) in the geostrophic regime. In it, the flow

is affected heavily by rotation but still in a turbulent state. There is still uncertainty

in which combinations of control parameters geostrophic convection is present, Julien

et al. [2012] suggested a necessary condition to be RaEk 4/3 ≫ 1 and that this is also the

only relevant parameter describing the flow, thus the relation Nu ∝
(
RaEk 4/3

)α
was

proposed. This is tested in fig. 3.9a, where Nu is plotted against Ra/Rac = RaEk 4/3.

As seen, no collapse onto a single power-law between the different Ra is found. While

this was expected for large RaEk 4/3, since we are far away from the geostrophic regime

there, the data for smaller values all decrease for faster rotation. The data are compared

to DNS results by Plumley et al. [2016] (green triangles) for large values of RaEk 4/3.

In that study, the full equations for the quasi-geostrophic model were solved and the

resulting data are thus defined to be within the geostrophic regime. A solid green line

in fig. 3.9 shows the proposed scaling α = 3/2. Clearly our data are still in transition

from the rotation-affected towards a geostrophic regime, the fully developed regime is

seemingly not achievable with the experimental setup, since for even smaller Ek also the

centrifugal forces would become significant.

Ecke and Niemela [2014] found a good collapse of Nu/Nu0, when plotted against a

reduced RaEk−7/4. This scaling was proposed by King et al. [2009, 2012] by matching

the thickness of the thermal boundary layer and the Ekman layer, which marks the

transition from the rotation-influenced to the rotation-dominated regime. We therefore

plot our data in this way in fig. 3.9b. The data for lower Ra, measured with the work-

ing gas N2, collapse rather well, as do the data at large Ra, measured with SF6. Two
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intermediate Ra runs lie somewhere inbetween. The reason for this shift is unknown, a

Pr influence seems unlikely, since it changes only barely from the lowest Ra = 7.5× 109

(Pr ≈ 0.72) to the highest Ra = 7.5 × 1014 (Pr ≈ 0.97). Increasing the exponent to

RaEk 8/4 collapses the data again since Ro2 ∝ Ek 2Ra, which we have seen in fig. 3.8.

As we have seen in the previous analysis, our data are not represented well by

RaEk 4/3. Let us remember that this Rac ∼ Ek−4/3 is the critical Rayleigh number

for convective onset in an infinitely extended system. Here, we have a finite cell with

Γ = 1/2, where wall modes (see sec. 2.8) occur even before the bulk convective onset.

Their onset scales as Raw ∼ Ek−1. For rapid rotation it is thus interesting to test

whether remnants of this scaling can be found in the heat measurements. For this, in

fig. 3.9c we plot Nu as function of RaEk , separated between low rotation (open symbols)

and fast rotation (1/Ro > 4) as closed symbols. Indeed we find for the rapidly rotat-

ing data a nice collapse of Nu as function of RaEk . A power-law through this fastest

rotating data returns as a best fit Nu ∼ (RaEk)0.615 over three decades in RaEk . This

suggests a strong influence from the wall even in the turbulent regime, where usually its

influence is assumed to be weak.

Assuming Pr dependence to be weak enough in our case, one can fit the Nu data to

Ra and Ek independently with a simple fit of the form Nu ∼ RaaEk b. This is done within

the rotation-dominated regime, i.e. 1/Ro ≥ 1/Ro∗
2 = 4. The best fit yields a = 0.54

and b = 0.45. However, we note these values lie in an extended residual minima valley

for the fit parameters a, b, see fig. 3.10a. There, blue colour symbolizes low residuals for

the fit, while red show high residuals. One finds that all combinations b = 0.83a exhibit

similar residuals, thus are equally good fits to the data. For a = 1, b = 0.83, the fit is

plotted in fig. 3.10b with a resulting power-law Nu ∼
(
RaEk 0.83

)0.54
. These exponents

are used to reduce Nu in fig. 3.9d, where we see no satisfying collapse of the data for

this scaling. Hence this simple two-dimensional fit does not allow statements about the

underlying physical relations.

3.3 Vertical temperature gradient

At high Ra and thus turbulent convection in the bulk flow, the BLs are the bottle neck in

the heat transport, which presents itself in the temperature distribution along the vertical

axis. In a fully conductive state T is a linear function of z, T (z/H) = Tbot − ∆z/H,
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whereas at high Ra, T (z) has a sharp decrease at both the bottom (z = 0) and top

(z = H) plates and is close to constant at Tm = (Tbot + Ttop)/2 in the majority of the

bulk flow. Rotation affects this almost constant T distribution, which we analyse here

in this section. From here on, we introduce

Θ(z) =
⟨T (z)⟩ − Tm

∆
(3.4)

as a normalized temperature, where ⟨·⟩ denotes the temporal average.

One of the easiest quantitative investigations of the temperature profile in the bulk is

done by fitting a linear function to measurements in the vicinity of z = H/2. This yields

the central gradient ∂Θ/∂z|z=H/2. With increased rotation we observe a larger gradient

in the center of the bulk, returning an increased fitted slope. We determine ∂Θ/∂z|z=H/2

by a linear fit to the azimuthal averaged measurements ⟨Θ(z)⟩ϕ as defined in (3.4) at

z = H/4, H/2 and 3H/4 within the sidewall, fig. 3.11e. The resulting gradients are

shown in figure 3.11a. We see an increase in |∂Θ/∂z|, which resembles the decrease

in Nu in the previous section. The gradient starts to decrease around 1/Ro∗
1 = 0.8,

though the change at 1/Ro∗
2 is less pronounced. In fig. 3.11c we show measurements of
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∂Θ/∂z|z=H/2 obtained within the fluid at radial distance r = 0.93R from the cylinder

axis. It exhibits a very similar behaviour to the case within the sidewall, with slightly

stronger deviation due to rotation at r = 0.93R. There, however, the setup does not

possess a thermistor at z = 0.25H, hence we use z = 0.144H for the linear fit. Con-

sidering the non-linear T (z) above the plates (see below) this introduces a systematic

difference, i.e. somewhat larger gradients. At our innermost measurement r = 0.73R,

we do not have working thermistors at z = 3H/4 for most of our runs unfortunately and

we can not determine the gradient around z = H/2.

Omitting the measurement at half-height, one could also measure the difference be-

tween z = H/4 and z = 3H/4 at the sidewall as done by Stevens et al. [2009]. At

Pr = 4.38 the study found a non-monotonic dependence on 1/Ro with a minimum

temperature difference at 1/Ro ≈ 0.34. We can not reproduce this minimum, as the

temperature difference between H/4 and 3H/4 increases steadily with 1/Ro. Liu and

Ecke [2011] found a linear dependence Θ(z) even close to the plates in the central bulk in

a cell with square cross section. The suggested relation ∂zΘ with 1/Ro and Ra though

does not follow some monotonic behaviour to compare with. The measurements in

fig. 3.11c can, for large rotation rates 1/Ro ≥ 1/Ro∗
2, be approximated by a logarithmic

function of 1/Ro, which is plotted for reference as a black line. Note that logarithmic de-

pendences on the input parameters are often found for decaying or spreading processes,

but hardly expected in the present context. Nevertheless, data in other publications

(Horn and Shishkina [2014], Wei et al. [2015]) also follow a logarithmic dependence of

the form ∂Θ/∂z|z=H/2 = A log(1/Ro) +B rather closely.

Trying to find a more general scaling behaviour, we try to collapse the data at the wall

by reducing it with RaEkαw . For fast rotation, we find the best result with αw = 7/4, and

while a power-law dependence over the whole 1/Ro range is not viable, a best fit for the

rotation-dominated regime (1/Ro > 4) yields ∂zΘ = (−0.22 ± 0.01)(RaEk 7/4)−0.40±0.02.

The overlapping results for both distances from the sidewall agree with Cheng et al.

[2020], where for the rotation-affected regime the gradient was found to be similar

at the wall and the central axis. Contrary to our findings, in that study a relation

−∂zΘ ∼ Ra−0.21 as function of a reduced RaEk 8/5Pr−3/5 was proposed at the transition

from geostrophic turbulence to buoyancy dominated convection. Using this dependence

for our data does not result in a satisfying collapse. This does not mean that the find-

ings are necessarily in disagreement though. The experiments in Cheng et al. [2020] were
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performed at and beyond the geostrophic turbulence onset, while ours does not reach

this point. Similarly, King et al. [2013] measured ∂zΘ for rapid rotation and found a

collapse of the central temperature gradient with R̃a resulting in a power-law behaviour

across all rotating data. Again here, the answer for the different behaviour lies in the

lower values in R̃a reached by the study compared to our setup.

In a similar manner the central temperature Tc is obtained by the linear fit through

the adjacent measurements, which reduces the measurement error compared to just

considering the data exactly at half-height. Fig. 3.11(b and d) shows Tc again at radial

distances r = R and r = 0.93R. Noticeable is a decrease in (Tc − Tm)/∆ for higher Ra

at constant rotation rate like it has been observed in previous studies for NOB effects,

such as Wu and Libchaber [1991] or Ahlers et al. [2007]. The influence here is small,

at maximum, at our highest Ra, we see a decrease of ≈ 0.02∆. At higher pressures,

the fluid properties of SF6 depend stronger on temperature, leading also to an increased

NOB effect at higher pressures and therefore higher Ra, assuming ∆ = const.

With increased rotation for 1/Ro ≥ 4, the central temperature starts to increase

by some 0.01∆ for the highest rotation rate with respect to the weakly-rotating case.

We note that in a perfect Oberbeck-Boussinesq system, this deviation should not occur.

There, the boundary layer at the plates resides at approximately the same temperature

independent of rotation, hence for ∆ = const, Ra = const, also the thickness of the BLs

remains constant. The central temperature for this ideal system for all 1/Ro is Tc = Tm,

see e.g. Horn and Shishkina [2014]. For a constant deviation from the OB conditions,

for example by setting a high ∆, increasing the rotation also changes Tc, as the same

study showed for Pr = 4.38. There, (Tc − Tm) ∝ 1/Ro0.66 was found for 1/Ro ≥ 2.8.

The variations in our data are rather large for different Ra and not sufficient for a com-

prehensive analysis, but a fitted power-law to the data with Ra = 1010 (green line in

fig. 3.11d) returns a relation ∝ 1/Ro0.85±0.05.

3.4 Logarithmic temperature profiles above the plates - Θ(z)

Let us now consider not only mid-height, but the temperature profile along the entire

vertical axis. For a first picture, in fig. 3.12a, vertical profiles Θ(z/H) are shown for

Ra = 4.7×1013 and various 1/Ro. We find a larger local gradient close to the plates and

a rather small central gradient. For non-rotating RBC, using the same cell, a logarithmic
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temperature profile as function of height z above the heated bottom plate was found to

fit the data quite well (Ahlers et al. [2014]). In order to characterise our temperature

profiles, we pick up on that result and fit functions of the form

Θ(z) = −ab log(2z/H) + bb for z < H/2 (3.5)

Θ(z) = at log(1− 2z/H) + bt for z > H/2 (3.6)

to the measurement data. at,b now represent the logarithmic slopes of the temperature

gradient in the upper and lower half of the convection cell, respectively.

The steady decrease in a with Ra (fig. 3.13) for all r/R translates into smaller gradi-

ents in the bulk as seen before and is to be expected, as with increasing Ra the turbulence

and mixing in the bulk is enhanced. The absolute value of the slope is smallest at the

well-mixed bulk flow and increases towards the sidewall. One can speculate that this is

due to corner rolls which develop close to the bottom and top plates, which counteract

the LSC. This leads to a stronger gradient in the vertical direction far above the bound-

ary layer.
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fits through the data, for r/R = 0.98 to data with Ra ≥ 1013, and for r/R = 0.93 for Ra ≥ 1012.

Ahlers et al. [2014] observed a dependence at,b ∝ Raη for the non-rotating case,

where η depends slightly on the radial distance r/R. It was differentiated between

low Ra = O(1012) (“classical” state) and high Ra = O(1015) (“ultimate” state). In

fig. 3.13 we show the two suggested dependences with the respective η = −0.125 and

η = −0.176. Compared to the previous study, we cover more decades in Ra but have

less resolution. Similar to Ahlers et al. [2014] we see a different behaviour for relatively

low Ra and high Ra, however, only close to the wall for r/R ≥ 0.96. For Ra ≥ 1013 we

find ηt = −0.174 ± 0.008 and ηb = −0.156 ± 0.008 at r = 0.98R. Further away from

the sidewall, we find η(r = 0.96R) = −0.165 ± 0.005, η(r = 0.93R) = −0.172 ± 0.003,

and η(r/R = 0.73) = −0.177± 0.003. This means that the slope further inside the bulk

increases slightly, but with notably worse resolution close to the wall as there only two

decades in Ra were considered. For r/R ≤ 0.93, the scaling remains constant for lower

Ra, while further outwards a depends less on Ra for small Ra < 1013.

What is the cause of this? Possibly the temperature gradient at this radius is already

too large to sustain and heat is moved from the lateral sides towards the bulk. However,

diffusive transport is still too slow compared to the convective timescales. This suggests

a boundary layer at the wall, which becomes increasingly smaller with Ra until it is

thinner than 0.02R for Ra ≥ 1013. Viscous sidewall boundary layers were measured e.g.

by Qiu and Xia [1998], who found a relation of the BL thickness δν/H = 3.6Ra−0.26
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for a cubic cell. This relation underestimates the needed BL thicknesses to explain our

results by about a factor of two. Lam et al. [2002] suggested δν/H = 0.65Ra−0.16Pr 0.24

for the thickness of the viscous BL at the top and bottom plate. Assuming the Ra

dependence at the sidewall is similar, we reproduce the changes in scaling behaviour in

fig. 3.13 exactly, i.e. the viscous BL reaches down to r/R = 0.98 at some Ra = 1013,

and to r/R = 0.96 at Ra = 1011. For even smaller Ra ≈ 5 × 109 we then expect the

values for a at r = 0.93R to overlap with the ones closer to the sidewall, which in fact

is where our fitted power-laws for r/R = 0.93 and r/R ≥ 0.96 meet.

Vertical temperature profiles with rotation

We now investigate the change of the vertical temperature profile as function of the

rotation rate. Similar to above we quantify it here via the logarithmic fit parameters

from eq. (3.5),(3.6) as function of 1/Ro. For Ra = 4.7 × 1013 the temperature profiles

as well as the fitted functions are plotted in fig. 3.12 for a selection of 1/Ro. It can be

seen that for faster rotation the convective bulk is less well mixed and the temperature

gradient in the center therefore increases. When plotted in semi-logarithmic representa-

tion (fig. 3.12b), the logarithmic profile can clearly be seen also for the highest rotation

rates. The bottom half of the cell is shown on the bottom part of fig. 3.12b as function

of z/H, with the top half on the top plot as function of 1− z/H. The two halves of the

cell are rather symmetric on first glance.

The fitted at,b are shown as function of 1/Ro in fig. 3.14 for Ra = 4.7 × 1013. For

1/Ro < 1/Ro∗
1, the values for at,b are not influenced by the increased rotation. After-

wards, the slope increases according to a power-law at ∼ Ro0.51±0.02 and ab ∼ Ro0.50±0.02.

At our second transitional value 1/Ro∗
2, we do not observe any notable changes in scaling

behaviour. Values for the temperature offset b do not change drastically, representing

that the central temperature remains very close to Tm even for the largest rotation

rates. In plot 3.14c, the residuals from the fit to the temperature profiles show that

the logarithmic fit works very well across all 1/Ro. Only for 1/Ro > 10 the residuals

substantially increase, suggesting a deviation from the logarithmic profile.

While our focus before lay on one single Ra, the results for at,b are summarized in

plot 3.15 for all Ra. There, the slope value at for the upper half of the cell relative to

the slope for no rotation at/at(1/Ro = 0) is plotted as function of 1/Ro. What this
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same functions and settings. (c) fit residuals for the same settings. Adopted from Wedi et al. [2021].

shows is that for higher Ra the gradient of the temperature profile increases faster with

1/Ro than for lower Ra, suggesting that the suppression of mixing through rotation is

more effective at large Ra. This came as a surprise, as at similar 1/Ro, but higher Ra,

the convective term in the governing equations is stronger, while the Coriolis force re-

mains the same. The different power-law fits can be collapsed onto a single master curve

by plotting at/at(0) against 1/Ro
0.031 ln(Ra)−0.43 (fig. 3.15b), which is a purely empirical

finding and not based on any theory. The exponents of at/at(0) ∼ 1/Roη(Ra) are plotted

in the insert as function of Ra, which shows that η(Ra) = 0.031 ln(Ra)−0.43. A similar

analysis can be done by using Ek instead of Ro, which results in fig. 3.15c. It is evident

that for sufficient rotation rates at/at(0) closely follows a power-law behaviour ∝ Ek ζ .

Such a fit is applied to each Ra, the resulting exponents ζ are shown in the inset of

fig. 3.15c. Note that some of the fitted exponents are not shown as data points in the

main plot. At small Ra < 1012, Ek is not low enough to reach this steady power-law,

as seen by a curvature of the data in the log-log representation. Hence, ignoring these

data points with Ra < 1012, we obtain an averaged Ek ζ with ζ = −0.55± 0.02. For all

data with 1/Ro ≥ 4 we fit atEk
ζ(Ra) with a power-law. Combined, for fast rotation

1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
2 and large Ra ≥ 1012 we yield at ∼ Ra−0.355Ek−0.55, see figure 3.16. Close

to the wall this suggests that the slope of the vertical temperature profile decreases with

increased thermal driving, but increases with rotation, like we could have assumed from

the derivation of the thermal wind balance (2.52).
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For a more detailed look into the entire temperature field, we also consider the ther-

mistor columns located further away from the sidewall at r/R = 0.96, 0.93 and 0.73.

There, a similar logarithmic profile is found (fig. 3.17). Since within the bulk flow, no

thermistors are placed at z/H > 0.75, we focus on the bottom measurements and its

slopes ab from similar fits as performed on the r/R = 0.98-measurements. In fig. 3.18,

the resulting ab are plotted against 1/Ro for Ra = 4.7× 1013 at the four different radial

locations. For low rotation rates, the values for the slopes ab are very different between

different r/R with a much more pronounced temperature gradient closer to the sidewall

compared to the bulk flow. This is in accordance with the non-rotating case discussed

above. However, at 1/Ro ≈ 1/Ro∗
1, also the slopes at r/R = 0.96, 0.93 and 0.73 increase

rather quickly, before they join in magnitude at 1/Ro ≈ 1/Ro∗
2 and then increase as

ab ∝ 1/Ro0.63±0.02, at least for this Ra-Ro combination (black dashed line in the plot).

The behaviour was found to be identical for all Ra ≥ 1012, for smaller Ra values for ab

close to the wall r/R = 0.98 and 0.96 remained below the slopes observed further away

from the sidewall. As seen before, this suggests a boundary layer close to the lateral

wall, which for Ra ≥ 1012 is too thin to observe at our measured radial positions.

Values for the temperature offset bb (fig. 3.18b) collapse for fast rotation rates, as

well. They are of largest magnitude at the sidewall and almost 0 within the bulk flow for

no/low rotation. For large rotation rates above 1/Ro∗
2, bb for the different r/R become

very similar. This suggests a temperature structure stretching from the location of our

innermost thermistor r/R = 0.73 towards the sidewall, which was very surprising to see.

It is not obvious that we should observe logarithmic temperature profiles, at all. They
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are often found in other fluid mechanical applications, a common example is the time-

averaged velocity in a wall-bounded turbulent shear flow (Prandtl [1925], von Kármán

[1930]). While logarithmic profiles of the temperature have been observed (e.g. Kader

and Yaglom [1972], Landau and Lifshitz [1959]), the underlying assumption was that

of a shear driven flow. Several studies of non-rotating RBC suggested a comparable

behaviour, where the shear is created by the LSC, which has a predominantly horizontal

velocity at the BLs (Grossmann and Lohse [2011], Ahlers et al. [2014]). As the LSC

vanishes at larger rotation rates (see, e.g. Kunnen et al. [2008]), we still observe near-

perfect logarithmic scaling ∝ log(z/H). Even if at faster rotation the Ekman layers lead

to a radial inward velocity, the transition from the origin of this shear flow would be

very smooth as the low residuals in fig. 3.14c suggest.

3.5 Temperature PDFs

In the section above we have only considered time-averaged values. For a more com-

plete view, we look at the entire temperature probability density functions (pdfs) at

different rotation rates. In fig. 3.19 the pdf of the non-dimensionalized temperature

T̃ = (T − Tm)/∆ within the sidewall (r/R = 1.0) again for Ra = 4.7 × 1013 are shown
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for four different 1/Ro. We look at the three heights z = H/4, H/2, and 3H/4. At each

height eight thermistors are installed, over which the temperature data are averaged.

For no rotation, fig. 3.19a, p(T̃ ) shows a skewed distribution for no rotation at H/4 and

3H/4. The measurement at mid-height (green diamonds) exhibits a symmetric form

with slightly wider tails than expected for a Gaussian distribution, which for compari-

son is fitted to the data as green line. This observation is commonly explained by the two

influences of the temperature signal: the turbulent background, which exhibits a Gaus-

sian distribution, and the signals of the thermal plumes ejected from the top (falling)

and bottom (rising) plates. The latter are characterised by exponential distributions as

suggested by e.g. Castaing et al. [1989], Kadanoff [2001]. If the plumes do not sufficiently

mix with the surrounding fluid, we should see this as skewed Gaussian distributions close

to the bottom and the top. Further analysis lead to the suggestion that the exponential

distribution can be explained by a convolution of Gaussian-like dynamic modes based

on the local thermal dissipation rate (He et al. [2018], Wang et al. [2019]). While we can

not test this due to the lack of resolving the dissipation rate locally, qualitatively our

measured exponential distributions at z = H/2 are consistent with such a superposition.

Increasing the rotation rate slightly to 1/Ro = 0.74 (fig. 3.19b) leads to a less skewed

p(T̃ ) for H/4 and 3H/4 and narrower tails for all heights. In particular at mid-height

the distribution almost resembles a perfect Gaussian. This suggests the plumes ejected

from the plates are better mixed with the environment and hence do not contribute to

the shape of the pdf anymore, since particularly hot and cold temperatures build up the

tails of the distribution.

At larger 1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
1, p(T̃ ) splits into a bimodal Gaussian (fig. 3.19c, d) at all

three heights. While the mean temperature at the respective z/H remains fairly similar,

the signals seemingly consist of two very distinct temperature distributions. Further

increase in 1/Ro (fig. 3.19d) leads to a significant widening of p(T̃ ), highlighted in the

increased separation of the peaks. Thus, with increased rotation, even less mixing occurs

between the hot and the cold regions. Both follow a Gaussian distribution, so we fit a

bimodal Gaussian pdf

p(T̃ ) =
A√
2πσ2

1

exp

(
−(T̃ − µ1)

2

2σ2
1

)
+

1− A√
2πσ2

2

exp

(
−(T̃ − µ2)

2

2σ2
2

)
, (3.7)

to the T̃ data. Eq. (3.7) has five independent fit parameters, A, representing the relative

amplitude of the two peaks, their expectation values µ1,2 and standard deviations σ1,2.
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For a consistent notation, we will refer to µ1 as the colder part of the distribution and

µ2 to the hotter, so that always µ1 ≤ µ2.

Fitting eq. (3.7) to a unimodal distribution results either in the amplitude A of one

peak close to 0 or µ1,2 very close to each other. For Ra = 4.7 × 1013, the distribution

of the expectation values is shown as function of 1/Ro in fig. 3.20a for each of the

heights H/4 (‘bot‘), H/2 (‘mid‘) and 3H/4 (‘top‘). For 1/Ro < 1/Ro∗
1, at each z we find

µ1 ≈ µ2, hence no bimodal distribution and all values are centered around the 0 mean,

showing a well-mixed flow at each height. After 1/Ro∗
1, the distribution widens: The

cold (hot) part of the top (bottom) gets increasingly colder (hotter). Until 1/Ro∗
2, the

secondary peak with the hot (cold) fluid at the bottom (top) remains around the mean

temperature µ = 0. For the measurement at z = H/2 the values remain µ ≈ 0, then split

up as well at 1/Ro∗
1 and increase in distance up to our largest rotation rate. Only beyond

1/Ro > 4 also the hot part at the bottom and the cold part at the top increases/decreases

in temperature, without the two peaks getting closer due to an increased temperature

change there as well. This is shown in fig. 3.20b, where the parameter

d =
|µ1 − µ2|
2
√
σ1σ2

(3.8)

is used as a measure of the distance of the two peaks in a bimodal distribution (Holz-

mann and Vollmer [2008]). For 1/Ro < 1/Ro∗
1, d remains constant and small, but not
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zero due to the skewed Gaussian distribution, where a secondary, low-amplitude Gaus-

sian returns lower fit residuals. The distance d increases afterwards with 1/Ro up to

the largest rotation rates, suggesting a mechanism where the mixing of the hot and cold

temperature sides is increasingly suppressed.

For a better comparison how the distribution changes at the same position z = H/2,

we show in fig. 3.21 the pdf for a constant Ra = 4.7× 1013 with increasing rotation rate

1/Ro = 0, 2.47, and 6.16. In fig. 3.21a, at radial distance r/R = 0.98, z = H/2, p(T̃ )

changes from a stretched exponential at no rotation to a broad Gaussian to a bimodal

Gaussian distribution at large rotation rates, as seen before.

We have now seen how the pdf changes with rotation at the wall, but what about

the measurements at the other radial distances? In fig. 3.21b, the distributions for

r/R = 0.73 are shown, the measurements furthest away from the sidewall. The exper-

imental settings are identical to the ones discussed above. For no rotation 1/Ro = 0

we find a similar stretched exponential distribution, to which we fit the function e−c|x|β

and we yield as best fit the exponent β = 1.34 ± 0.03. The decrease lies somewhere

between an exponential distribution (β = 1) and a Gaussian (β = 2), as observed for

temperature fluctuations in the bulk flow at relatively large Ra (Castaing et al. [1989],

Ching [1991], Niemela et al. [2000]). Increasing the rotation rate to 1/Ro = 2.47 (red

squares in the plot) or even 1/Ro = 6.16 (green diamonds) does not change the shape
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of the distribution and it remains a stretched exponential for all rotation rates. For the

here discussed Ra = 4.7×1013, this only occurs at the innermost thermistor at r = 0.73,

as highlighted in fig. 3.22. There, all measurements taken at different radial locations

close to half-height z ≈ H/2 are shown for a constant 1/Ro = 6.16. We find that within

the wall at r = R the pdfs are slightly smoothed out, most likely due to the dampening

effect of the surrounding sidewall. The distributions for the locations r/R ≥ 0.93 overlap

each other, all exhibiting the shape of a bimodal distribution. Only p(T̃ , r = 0.73R),

shown as open red squares, remains at the stretched exponential form. How can this be

interpreted? The results suggest the structure of the flow in our rotating experiments

has to change drastically from close to the sidewall r ≥ 0.93R to the interior bulk flow

r ≤ 0.73R. We could not explain this behaviour, until we had DNS results to compare

with, which will be discussed below in sec. 3.7.

3.6 PDFs with varying sampling frequency

Fluctuations of dimensions around their mean values often express a lot about the dy-

namic of the flow field. For example, in turbulence research, the deviation of the velocity

u′ about its mean value U defines the turbulence intensity u′/U . Due to the lack of ve-

locity measurements in this setup, we focus on the temperature fluctuations.
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Figure 3.23: pdf of the temperature difference at varying sample steps Tτ = T (t + τ) − T (t), where
τ = 2nτ0, normalized by the rms value ⟨T 2

τ ⟩1/2 for Ra = 4.7× 1013, 1/Ro = 0, z/H = 0.493, r = 0.73R.

Fitted to the data with n = 0 and n = 6 are stretched exponential distributions ∼ e−a|Tf |β , resulting
in exponents β = 0.89 ± 0.03 (n = 0, blue spheres) and β = 1.67 ± 0.04 (n = 6, red triangles). Light
blue squares and light red diamonds show n = 1 and n = 2, respectively. The data are shifted on the
y-axis for better visual separation.

Following up on the non-Gaussian distributed temperature pdfs, for no rotation (or

in the central region), we at first compute the pdf of the temperature differences p(Tτ ),

where Tτ = T (t + τ) − T (t). Here, τ is the separation of the measurement points, at

varying sampling frequencies. Ching [1991] conducted similar measurements on this,

where stretched exponential distributions were found for p(Tτ ). Sticking to the same

notation, we denote our base measurement frequency as τ0, lower sampling rates are

then noted as the n−th power of two: τ = 2nτ0. Stretched exponential distributions of

the form p(Tτ ) = Ae−c|Tτ |β are used with the fitting parameters A, c, β. In the following,

we focus on the exponent β. In Ching [1991], β depended on the sampling frequency, it

increased from 0.51 for their τ0 to a saturation level 1.7± 0.1 for increased separation at

n ≥ 12. For Ra = 4.7× 1013, we show in fig. 3.23 pdfs for no rotation and four different

sampling steps n = 0, n = 1, n = 2, and n = 6. Even though our sampling rate for

the temperature measurements τ0 is rather slow compared to Ching [1991], we do find

a similar behaviour in the increase of the fitted β value with increased n.

For varying Ra and for 0 ≤ n ≤ 10 we obtain values for β and plot it in fig. 3.24,

against the time separation τ in units of the diffusive time scale H2/κ for comparison.
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∼ Ra−0.492 and for comparison an Ra−1/2 is shown, as well. Red squares (right y-axis) shows the
compensated diffusive time scale τ , where data at similar Ra show repeated experimental realizations.

In our data we as well see a saturation of β at higher separation τ , with slightly larger

saturation level of β ≈ 1.8 ± 0.1 compared to Ching [1991]. This saturation is reached

for roughly n = 4, while the time scale τ in units of the diffusive time scale decreases

with Ra. The point where the value for β does not change anymore is associated closely

to the decorrelation time, since p(Tτ ) becomes independent of τ . In a non-rotating cell

with Γ = 1/2 we expect a LSC to occur and a natural decorrelation time would then be

one turnover time, which in turn scales with Re. Experimental studies show a relation

Re ∼ Raζ with ζ = 0.41 . . . 0.5 (Sun and Xia [2005], Brown et al. [2007]). We test this

in fig. 3.24b, where the separation time, at which the pdf becomes independent of τ , is

plotted against Ra. We indeed find a decrease compatible with Ra−1/2, with a fitted

21.375Ra−0.492±0.02. It suggests the decorrelation time and thus the turnover time of the

LSC to scale as such. Note, however, this scaling can be explained by the simple scaling

of the diffusive time scale H2/κ ∼ Ra−1/2 due to the dependence of κ on the pressure.

This is shown as red squares in fig. 3.24b. Because of the similar behaviour of β between

different conditions this dominates the τs ∼ Ra−1/2. More points for P = const and

Tm = const are needed for a better differentiation, since then also κ = const and hence

τ = const.
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Figure 3.25: Time-angle plots of the temperature measurements in the sidewall r = R at half-height
z = H/2. Azimuthal angle is shown on the x-axis, where the data at ϕ = 0 is shown at 2π, as well. (a)
Ra = 4.7×1013, 1/Ro = 9.2, (b) same Ra, but smaller rotation rate with 1/Ro = 3.1. (c) Similar 1/Ro
as in (b), but larger Ra = 7.5× 1014. The temperature scale is the same for each plot.

3.7 The BZF in the temperature field

As we have seen in sec. 3.5, the bimodal distribution close to the wall compared to the

unimodal in the interior bulk could not be explained, since typically one expects a rather

well-mixed flow throughout the whole cell for large Ra. So let us look again at this region

and see if we can draw any conclusions from a qualitative image of the temperature field.

To get a first impression, we consider a time-angle plot, for which we use the eight

thermistors at z = H/2 at equal azimuthal spacing ϕ = (0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π, 5π/4,

3π/2, 7π/4). We plot the measured instantaneous temperature at z = H/2 for different

times (y-axis) for three settings in fig. 3.25. The most striking result is the band-like

structure we find in each case. At all times, we find one half of the circumference as

a cold region, where flow must be drafting downwards and one warm side, which we

interpret as an updraft region. This structure seems to be very stable across different

Ra and all shown 1/Ro. We see that the temperature signal drifts in retrograde di-

rection, i.e. opposite to the enclosing cell. For smaller rotation rates with 1/Ro = 3

at similar Ra = 4.7 × 1013 (fig. 3.25b) compared to 1/Ro = 9.2 (a), the temperature

signal is weaker, displayed in the lower colour saturation. For similar 1/Ro, but higher

Ra = 7.5× 1014 (fig. 3.25c), the drift rate of the temperature structure increases.
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This explains our found temperature distribution above: for sufficiently fast rotation,

we measure this very distinct hot-cold pattern, where each mode of the bimodal distri-

bution reflects one of these regions. Since we observe the effect only close to the outer

sidewall, this suggests these temperature bands are also only found in vicinity of it. To

exclude that this phenomenon is not just an experimental result, coworkers started to

perform DNS with comparable 1/Ro (although at lower Ra) and rigid sidewalls to study

this effect. Within the simulation, the temperature at r = R was considered, which

is shown for one case in fig. 3.26b. We found remarkable qualitative agreement to our

results. This led us to believe this is a new flow morphology, from now on referred to as

boundary zonal flow (BZF).

The DNS also revealed the BZF only occurs close to the sidewall, just as our mea-

surements suggested. A schematic of this flow structure is found in fig. 3.26c. The hot

updrafting region and the cold downdrafting regions are shown in the temperature field

in the central region of the image. At the top the time-averaged azimuthal velocity field

at half-height is projected. It exhibits an outer ring of co-rotating azimuthal velocity

close to the sidewall (within the BZF), surrounding a radial center region with counter-

rotating azimuthal velocity. With the here presented experimental setup we can not

measure the velocity field, but measuring that will be the main topic of the second setup

in sec. 4.3. Here, we only want to highlight the main findings of this zone: a drifting

temperature field in retrograde direction and a co-rotating time-averaged azimuthal ve-

locity field close to the wall.

The BZF could also explain the collapse of Nu(RaEk) discussed above (fig. 3.9c).

The mechanisms leading to wall modes scaling with Ek−1 prevail in the highly convective

regime, which may transition into the BZF as suggested in Favier and Knobloch [2020].

The collapse suggests the BZF plays a crucial role in the global heat transport, which

was observed and confirmed in DNS already (Zhang et al. [2020, 2021]).

Drift rate of the BZF

Naturally, we wanted to measure the temperature field’s drift rate ∂ϕ/∂t. For this we

adopted a method from previous studies, which focussed on determining the position of

the large scale circulation (LSC) in non-rotating RBC. There, at least for Γ = 1/2, one

has a distinct updrafting region and one down-drafting region (Verzicco and Camussi
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Figure 3.26: (a): Azimuthal temperature distribution for Ra = 4.7 × 1013, 1/Ro = 9.22, r/R =
1.0, z/H = 0.5 as a function of time, normalized by the free-fall time

√
R/(αg∆). (b): Simulated

dimensionless temperature at r = R and z = 0.5H as a function of time for Ra = 109 and 1/Ro = 10.
Note that for both plots we plot the temperature at ϕ = 0 also for ϕ = 2π for a better visual appearance.
(c): Schematic of the BZF. Top and bottom show the average azimuthal velocity at mid-height, the
sidewall is colour coded with a snapshot of the simulated fluid temperature. The temperature field and
the schematic were created using simulation results that were published already in Zhang et al. [2020].
The black circle marks the circumference at mid-height at which temperature was measured and plotted
against time (b). (d): Temperature distribution as a function of the azimuthal angle (blue bullets) and
a fit of eq. (3.9) to the data (red solid line). Conditions are as in (a). The fitted parameter ϕm and δm
are also marked by a solid vertical line and a down-pointing arrow. Adapted from Wedi et al. [2021].
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[2003], Brown and Ahlers [2007], Weiss and Ahlers [2011a]), as well. Also rotating

systems were analyzed, tracking the changes of the LSC, such as in Zhong and Ahlers

[2010], Weiss and Ahlers [2011b]. Since the BZF, like the LSC, is of wave number k = 1

for our Γ = 1/2 cell, we can use the exact same analyzing method to determine the hot

and cold areas of the BZF. For this, we fit a harmonic function

Ti,j = Tw,j + δj cos

(
iπ

4
− ϕj

)
, i = 0, . . . , 7, (3.9)

to the eight thermistors in azimuthal direction, denoted as index i. j denotes the vertical

position, as we have the similarly distributed measurement points at three heights, thus

j can take j =(“b”, “m”, “t”), corresponding to the vertical locations z =(H/4, H/2,

3H/4). We yield three fit parameters for each time step: the azimuthally averaged wall

temperature Tw,j, the amplitude of the BZF δj and its orientation ϕj. Here, orientation

is referred to as the maximum of the cosine-function, i.e. the hot updrafting region. An

example of the fit onto data points at one time step is given in fig. 3.26d at j =“m”.

In fig. 3.27a we show the fitted angle ϕ for Ra = 4.7 × 1013, 1/Ro = 9.8 as function of

time. ϕm increases steadily until the best fit returns an angle shifted by 2π. To make

the drift continuous we add or substract 2π each time the difference δϕm is larger than π

or smaller than −π at two consecutive time steps ϕm,i − ϕm,i−1. This difference for each

time step i results in plot 3.27b, where for each i the incremental drift δϕm is plotted.

We find that for this Ra and 1/Ro the BZF temperature structure moves by ≈ π/4 each

time step (≈ 4.7 seconds) relative to the cell. In the following we focus on this fitted

angle ϕj, as the averaged temperature was analyzed previously in section 3.3.

If these differences δϕm are added up, we obtain an accumulated angle, which curves

show a rather smooth drift of ϕm(t). This is shown for multiple 1/Ro for Ra = 4.7×1013

in figure 3.28a. Again, note that this approach is valid for both flow states in a Γ = 1/2

cell, the BZF and the LSC. The obtained drift rate thus applies to both and it depends

purely on 1/Ro which one we track using the fit function. From the plot, we see that

for low rotation rates, ϕm changes only very slowly in prograde direction (positive ϕ),

while for increased 1/Ro, |ϕm| increases to negative values. This result is in accordance

with the qualitative image of the temperature field in fig. 3.26a. The change of ϕ is

fairly linear and smooth, so we define a drift rate based on the slope ωj = ⟨∂ϕj/∂t⟩t.
With ω we now measure the drift rate of the temperature field in azimuthal direction

with respect to the cylinder. We already see here that ωm is not a monotonic function
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Figure 3.27: (a) Example of a time series of the fitted angle ϕm for Ra = 4.7 × 1013, 1/Ro = 9.8 and
(b) the corresponding change of angle δϕm = ϕm,i − ϕm,i−1.

of 1/Ro: for low rotation we observe ωm > 0, with increasing rotation, ωm decreases

into a retrograde motion, while for the largest 1/Ro the slope again decreases slightly in

amplitude.

So far, we have looked only at mid-height, but we have three rows of thermistors

inside the sidewall. It is interesting to see whether the BZF is only localized around

H/2 or if it spans the majority of the vertical axis. For relatively low Pr one usually

assumes the thermal signature to diffuse relatively quickly into the surrounding, so the

question is, do we still see the warmer bands at z = 3H/4 and the cold ones at z = H/4

after they travelled across 3/4 of the cell height? For this, ωj is plotted for all three

heights z = H/4, H/2, 3H/4 as function of 1/Ro for our representative Ra = 4.7× 1013

in fig. 3.28b. For slow rotation, we observe what we have seen in fig. 3.28a already, the

drift rate at mid-height is slightly positive and in prograde direction, i.e. faster than

the cylinder. Closer to the bottom (red points) and top (blue) plates the velocity is

almost equal 0. We can conclude that the temperature field is accelerated only around

the mid-height. Increasing the rotation rate, ωm crosses 0 into a retrograde drift rate

at 1/Ro∗
1, our transitional value for the BZF. For 1/Ro > 1/Ro∗

1 the drift rates ωj for

all three heights lie exactly on top of each other, suggesting the structure of the BZF is

very robust in vertical direction without differential rotation. ωj increases in amplitude

towards larger retrograde rotation rates up to 1/Ro ≈ 7, afterwards |ωj| decreases again.

Using the same technique, Weiss and Ahlers [2011b] found a very similar behaviour
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(their fig. 13), including the transitional value where ωj changes sign, which in their

publication appeared at a comparable 1/Ro ≈ 0.85. Measured at lower Ra = 3.59×1010

and higher Pr = 4.38, this 1/Ro corresponded to a local minimum in the heat trans-

port enhancement. With higher rotation rates, Ekman pumping set in and Nu/Nu0

increased. Even though in our setup we should not see influences of Ekman pumping

due to our lower Pr , the similarity of the transitional 1/Ro∗
1 is intriguing. Likely Weiss

and Ahlers [2011b] detected the signal of the BZF for faster rotation rates, which will

be discussed below in sec. 3.9. Whether the onset of both the BZF and Ekman pumping

is connected or if it is coincidentally at a similar 1/Ro remains an open question for now.

The behaviour of ωj(1/Ro) appears similar for all Ra we measured as seen in fig. 3.28c.

Here, all ωm for all Ra are plotted on top of each other, normalized by the drift rate of

the outer cylinder Ω. For small rotation we always find ωm > 0, which decreases with

increased 1/Ro and crosses 0 at 1/Ro ≈ 1/Ro∗
1. One might speculate that the crossover

to retrograde drift sets in later for smaller Ra, the difference is however small and our

resolution limited. For larger 1/Ro > 2 all data collapses onto one curve. A zoomed

in plot of this is given in fig. 3.28d, where the negative normalized −ωm/Ω is plotted

as function of 1/Ro. For 2 ≤ 1/Ro ≤ 7 data seemingly follows a decay ∼ 1/Ro−3/4.

Simulations at smaller Ra in Zhang et al. [2021] observed ω/Ω ∼ 1/Ro−5/3, which we

show as a line in the plot as reference. We note that the behaviour for our smallest Ra

and fastest rotation rates might agree with that scaling.

3.8 Correlations from singular temperature probes

Comparing two signals separated by either time or space yields information on the

flow field as well. This is commonly done by correlating a signal with itself (auto-

correlation) or with another signal (cross-correlation). In our case, since we have poor

spatial resolution, a correlation in space is unsuitable, however, correlation in time can

be done. We define the correlation between two temperature signals T1, T2 as

C12(τ) =
N∑

n=0

T̃1,nT̃2,n−τ+N , (3.10)

where T̃ = (T − ⟨T ⟩)/σ(T ) with σ(T ) the standard deviation of the temperature mea-

surement. Simply put C12 for every time lag τ is the sum of the element-wise product
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Figure 3.29: (a) Auto-correlation of the temperature signal of one thermistor located at z/H = 0.5,
azimuthal angle ϕ = 0, radius r/R = 1.0. The periods show the traveling wave of the BZF around the
circumference. (b) Cross-correlation of the temperature in (a) and the signal at ϕ = π/4. It is clearly
shifted compared to the auto-correlation, exhibits the same structure though. (c) Cross-correlations
between signal of (a) and all consecutive thermistors at the same height and r/R. From the time
shift between the individual maxima and the known positions, the rotation velocity of the BZF can be
estimated.

of a signal T1 with a signal T2 shifted by τ . If two signals are perfectly uncorrelated,

C12 = 0 for all τ ̸= 0, whereas a constant signal would yield C12 = 1. At least for

the thermistors embedded into the sidewall, we already have a strong expectation for

the correlation signal at large rotation rates. The flow field exhibits a wave-like pat-

tern with one hot and one cold region, which in turn should yield a high negative C

for time lags within opposing, adjacent temperature regions and a high positive C oth-

erwise. The BZF appears very stable in time, hence we expect a Cij (and Cii) which

alternates in sign for long times. Indeed, this is what we see in fig. 3.29(a and b), where

the correlation between thermistors embedded into the sidewall at z = H/2 is shown.

The cross-correlations between different thermistors at r = R in fig. 3.29c suggest with

increasing azimuthal distance a larger time shift to the respective first maxima. This is

what we expected from a uniform signal like the BZF, travelling around the circumfer-

ence.

Using correlations therefore allows a determination of the existence of the BZF with-

out fitting a function of the form δj sin(ϕi − ϕj). This is of great advantage especially

outside of our three rows of eight thermistors, since just one or two spatial points do

not suffice for a sinusoidal fit. To prove that with this method we in fact capture
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rotation-induced flow patterns is qualitatively seen in fig. 3.30a, where for no rotation,

i.e. 1/Ro = 0, the auto-correlation some time units away from its origin quickly decays

and mostly consists of noise, while for high rotation rates (fig. 3.30(b and c)) we see the

previously observed periodic pattern.

Correlation of single-point temperature measurements has been widely used in RBC.

Qiu and Tong [2002] found a transition from chaotic temperature fluctuations to a highly

correlated oscillating state for Ra ≥ 5 × 107. These oscillations were identified as the

result of plume impacts at the BLs at the top and bottom plates, which excited a new

detachement of a plume with opposing sign towards the second thermistor used for the

cross-correlation. A local frequency f0 = U/(2H) was observed, which supported this

explanation. Qiu and Tong [2002] performed non-rotating RBC experiments and the

LSC was fixed in place by a slight tilt of the cell. As the LSC changes position even in

absence of rotation for a non-tilted cell (Cioni et al. [1997], Weiss and Ahlers [2011a]),

using a similar approach on our data should not provide a similar observation and in fact

we do not see any periodic behaviour, e.g. see fig. 3.30a. King and Aurnou [2012] per-

formed cross-correlation between thermistors at equal radial and azimuthal positions,

but positioned both within the top and the bottom plates. For sufficient rotation a

strong anti-correlation was found around the zero time shift for all correlation pairs. It
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Figure 3.31: (a) Auto-correlations Cii of the temperature measurements at z/H = 0.5 and varying
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is highlighted with a vertical dashed line at ωmax = 0.0133/s. Inset shows a wider range of frequencies
for r/R = 0.98. Settings are Ra = 7.5× 1014, 1/Ro = 4.9 for both (a) and (b).

was interpreted as convective Taylor columns (as in fig. 2.7b) within the geostrophic

regime. Since we do not reach the geostrophic regime (see sec. 3.2.2), we unfortunately

can not observe this in our data.

A way to quantitatively determine the period of the BZF is by applying a Fourier-

transform on the correlation functions:

F [Cij](ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞
Cij(τ) exp(−iωτ)dτ. (3.11)

For a symmetric and real signal one can use a discrete cosine transform (DCT) in-

stead, which only returns real values, as well. Since auto-correlations Cii are by definition

symmetric and real, the DCT is chosen

DCT [Cii](ω) = 2
N−1∑

n=0

Cii,n cos

(
πω(2n+ 1)

2N

)
. (3.12)

Doing this for Ra = 7.5 × 1014, 1/Ro = 4.9 (fig. 3.31), we obtain a distinct maxi-

mum frequency ωmax = 0.0133/s, and ωmax/Ω = 0.057. This value is nearly identical to

ωm/Ω = 0.0564, that we observed via the cosine curve fitting method, which was applied
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Figure 3.32: Comparison of the drift rates obtained by a Cosine fit to the eight thermistors in the
sidewall (blue circles) as in fig. 3.28 and the drift rate calculated from the maximum in the frequency
distribution like in fig. 3.39 (red squares) at r/R = 0.98. Inset shows a zoom in at the overlapping
region 1/Ro ≥ 0.8.

to the temperature measurements inside the sidewall in fig. 3.28. We can thus state that

auto-correlation of the temperature signature within the BZF yields the same frequency

results with much simpler analysis and using only one measurement point. Of course,

this is an expected result given the clearly periodic signal of the BZF. It is nevertheless

reassuring to measure similar values via different techniques and measurement devices.

In general, the method of retrieving information from the auto-correlation about

some large scale structure is in this form only possible due to the high periodicity of the

BZF. In that case, as seen in fig. 3.32, the drift rate of the wave is almost exactly match-

ing the one by fitting a cosine function to the eight thermistors at each time step, for

all 1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
1 and all Ra. However, it also highlights its weakness: due to the lack

of spatial information, when the BZF is not present at low 1/Ro < 1/Ro∗
1, no sensible

frequency can be estimated. Thus, the azimuthal movement of the LSC remains hidden

to the auto-correlation.

3.8.1 Drift rate ω at varying heights

Before (fig. 3.28b) we found that for 1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
1, the drift rate of the BZF within

the sidewall was the same for all three heights z = H/4, H/2, and 3H/4. With the use

of auto-correlations we can test ω at all measurement points in our cell and see whether
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the observation is similar when we look inside the fluid and even closer to the top and

bottom plates. From now on, we focus on the frequency spectrum given by the DCT of

the auto-correlations. For a better visual appearance and to read off the maximum with

more ease, the resulting DCT is smoothed by a convolution with a Hanning window w

w(n) =
1

2

(
1− cos

(
2πn

N − 1

))
0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, (3.13)

C̃ii = (DCT [Cii] ∗ w)(ω) =
∫ ∞

−∞
DCT [Cii](τ)w(ω − τ)dτ , (3.14)

with N the length of the window. While the smoothing alters the absolute height, this is

not a problem as we are here only interested in the relative strenghts and the frequency

of the maxima, which remain unchanged.

In fig. 3.33(a-c) we show this smoothed frequency spectra for three heights z/H for

Ra = 4.7 × 1013. For the lowest rotation rate 1/Ro = 0.3, fig. 3.33a, we observe no

distinct maximum as expected in absence of the BZF for 1/Ro < 1/Ro∗
1. Increasing

rotation to 1/Ro = 3.1 (1/Ro = 6.2), as shown in fig. 3.33(a and b) yields maxima

at ωmax ≈ 0.008Hz (≈ 0.009Hz). Somewhat surprisingly, we find the position of the

maxima to overlap exactly at each respective height z/H = 0.018, 0.054, and 0.5. This

means the drift rate of the temperature field of the BZF for at least these cases is inde-

pendent of vertical direction. The prominence of the maxima is of similar magnitude as

well, suggesting the temperature signal of the BZF is as “distinct” close to the plates as

it is at mid-height. This is unexpected, as DNS have shown the BZF to be dominantly

around half-height in the velocity field under strong rotations, Zhang et al. [2020, 2021].

Comparing all measured drift rates ωmax/Ω for 1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
1 at all Ra between

z/H = 0.018 and H/2 results in fig. 3.33d. We find the example cases above de-

scribed the general trend very well, the resulting frequency is the same regardless of

z/H. The same approach was used for the top half, where we have thermistors located

at z/H = 0.982 and r/R = 0.98, and the temperature auto-correlation is identical to

ones found at other z.

In fact, the BZF thermally couples with the bottom plate such that we can ob-

serve the temperature oscillations even in the temperature measurements inside the top

half of the bottom plate sandwich (see fig. 3.34). The peaks of the auto-correlation
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Figure 3.33: (a)-(c): frequency spectra of the auto-correlations of the signal at r/R = 0.73 for Ra =
4.7 × 1013 and increasing 1/Ro. Shown are z/H = 0.018 (blue), z/H = 0.054 (green) and z/H = 0.5
(red). (b) comparison of the drift rate at z/H = 0.018 (red triangles) and z/H = 0.5 (blue circles) at
r/R = 0.98. Lines mark the scalings of (1/Ro)−3/4 and (1/Ro)−5/3 for comparison.

within the bottom plate align with the ones found at z/H = 0.493. This is shown for

Ra = 4.7× 1013 and Ra = 7.5× 1014 and different rotation rates. That the fluctuating

temperature is not a result of an oscillating input at the bottom is tested by checking

the individual temperature at the bottom side of the bottom sandwich again. There,

no oscillations larger than δT ≈ 0.004K were detected. Within the top plate, on the

other hand, no sign of the BZF is detected in the auto-correlations, initially a surprise

since both sides should be mostly symmetric. However, the boundary conditions at the

respective top plate and the bottom plate are different. At the latter we have a low

conductivity polycarbonate plate, whereas at the top side the temperature is almost

constant due to the fast flowing cooling water. An incoming wave of higher temperature

from the working fluid is quickly dissipated in the top plate and the setup acts like a

short-pass filter. At the bottom side it takes a long time to restore the temperature in

the adjacent polycarbonate plate, which dampens the wave only in the bottom part of

the sandwich.

Even though the frequency of the temperature field is the same for all z/H, so far we

have not investigated for possible phase differences. We extract these from the relative

positions of the wavefronts of the temperature bands in the sidewall thermistors cross-

correlations. For this, the thermistors at r/R = 0.98, z/H = 0.018 are cross-correlated
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with every other z/H at the same azimuthal and radial position. From the first maxi-

mum in the cross-correlation (fig. 3.35), we deduce the time it takes for the wavefront to

appear at the heights z/H > 0.018 compared to the bottommost thermistor. Since our

measurements are somewhat sparse in time, a parabula is fitted around its maximum

for interpolation. Then the time lag τmax, the time shift of the maximum closest to 0,

is plotted as function of z/H (fig. 3.35c). We find that the BZF is not a wave perfectly

oriented with the gravitational axis, in which case τmax = 0 for all z/H. Instead, the

temperature field is twisted towards the center, where it precedes the field closer to the

plates at both sides. Measurements taken at different azimuthal positions (ϕ = 0.479π

and ϕ = 1.479π) agree rather well. For a perfect setup one would expect a symmetrical

distribution around z/H = 1/2, which is clearly not present. Instead, τmax increases

towards the top plate substantially, meaning the temperature field at the top lags be-

hind the one at the bottom. A measurement error is possible, but unlikely given the two

agreeing independent measurements at opposite sides, making a slight imperfection in

the setup more probable. This twisted temperature field is identical to the findings in

Weiss and Ahlers [2011b], replotted in fig. 3.35d, where the breakdown of the large-scale

circulation beyond 1/Ro∗
1 was not considered.

A similar observation is made when cross-correlating the thermistors embedded into

the sidewall (not shown here), as well as further within the fluid at r = 0.96R, 0.93R,
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Figure 3.35: (a) Cross-correlation Cij between thermistors at r/R = 0.98, ϕ = 0.479π, z/H = 0.018
and thermistors located at vertically increased location as in the colour code. The strong correlation
in vertical direction is visible, i.e. the BZF is stable across the full height of the cell. (b) Same data,
plotted only in the range −35s ≤ τ ≤ 25s. Parabulas are fitted to six points around the maximum for
interpolation. (c) time shift of the maximum in (b) evaluated as the maximum of the fitted parabula as
function of z/H of the thermistors (blue bullets). Red squares show the same analysis for the diametral
opposite thermistor column ϕ = 1.479π, black dashed line is a guide to the eye. (d) Bending of the LSC
according to Weiss and Ahlers [2011b] due to rotation, which is qualitatively similar to the findings
presented here.

and 0.73R. Contrary, for the velocity field we know from investigations of the Stewartson

layer (see, e.g. Kunnen et al. [2011]) that the rotation accelerates the fluid at mid-height

in azimuthal direction. A similar acceleration was found in DNS for the BZF (Zhang

et al. [2020]). Notably this does not lead to a temperature structure which lags behind at

half-height. It suggests the temperature wave at the sidewall and the azimuthal velocity

(which for the case of the BZF is only observed in the time-averaged fields) are rather

decoupled.

This discrepancy between the angles is also observed when comparing the angles

from the sinusoidal fits to the rows of thermistors inside the sidewall (fig. 3.36), where

the difference in orientation between the three heights (top, mid, bot) is plotted together

with their pdf p(δϕlk) = p(ϕl − ϕk). The time plots fig. 3.36(a-c) suggest that the phase

difference between different heights is rather constant in time. As could be expected

from the analysis above, the angle differences top-mid δϕtm (fig. 3.36a) and mid-bot

δϕmb (b) have a non-zero average value, also shown in the shifted pdf in fig. 3.36d. If

the maxima of the cross-correlations are shifted with respect to each other, we can es-

timate the spatial difference between the measurements at different heights z/H from
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fig. 3.35c. Between z = 0.018H and z = H/2, time lag is ∆τmax ≈ 12 s, combined

with the complete period in the cross-correlation of ≈ 70 s, the spatial distance of the

wavefront is thus ≈ 2π · 12/70 ≈ π/3. Of course, since ∆z = 0.25H between the

three rows of sidewall thermistors, the difference would be smaller ≈ π/10 for the case

Ra = 7.5 × 1014, 1/Ro = 4.9 in fig. 3.35. We show this as lines in fig. 3.36d and see a

good agreement between the two methods and r/R.

In fig. 3.37 the mean values µ (a) and standard deviations σ (b) of p(δϕlk) are

shown. A notable feature of µ(ϕlk) is the double-maximum in µ(δϕbm) and µ(δϕtm) at

1/Ro∗
1 = 0.8 and 1/Ro∗

2 = 4, respectively. What does this mean? First, for no or slow

rotation, where we expect the LSC to dominate, we find that the difference of the fitted

angle is close to zero, i.e. fluid ascends and descends in straight vertical trajectories.

With increasing rotation, the temperature field at half-height precedes the one closer to

the top/bottom. Just when we observe the occurance of the BZF at 1/Ro∗
1, the LSC is

twisted the most. This possibly explains its disappearance: the torsional forces are too

large and it breaks apart around the mid-height. For the fastest rotation rates, µ(ϕlk)

decreases again and the temperature bands of the BZF are more and more aligned in

azimuthal direction.

The maximum and slow decay afterwards agrees with data published in Weiss and
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Ahlers [2011b], where a maximum of the same quantity was observed at 1/Ro ≈ 0.8,

which aligned with the maximum heat transport enhancement at Pr > 4. Since for

larger 1/Ro this quantity describes the temperature structure of the BZF, it is likely the

authors in Weiss and Ahlers [2011b] measured it, as well. Unfortunately, µ(ϕlk) was not

shown at larger rotation rates to confirm also the existence of a secondary peak at our

1/Ro∗
2.

The almost constant standard deviation σ(δϕlk) (fig. 3.37b) for low rotation rates

1/Ro < 0.2 shows that the distribution remains fairly similar there. σ(δϕtb) is consid-

erably larger, i.e. the distribution p(δϕtb) is wider than the deviations of the bottom

and top half. Even though the LSC in average is aligned in vertical direction, shown by

µ(δϕtb) ≈ 0, its alignment fluctuates quite strongly. With increased 1/Ro, the standard

deviation decreases consistently (for large Ra) or up to 1/Ro ≈ 4 (for Ra < 1012). This

suggests once more the BZF is a stable structure, which vertical alignment is rather

fixed. For lower Ra, the BZF weakens for the largest rotation rates, as observed before.

3.8.2 Estimating the thickness of the BZF

With the correlation signals and their respective magnitudes, we can try to give an

estimate of the BZF thickness δ0. In fig. 3.31 we have seen that the periodicity and

behaviour of the temperature signal is similar for all r/R ≥ 0.93 and notably weaker
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only for the innermost thermistor r/R = 0.73. This suggests that the latter does not

measure the full signal of the BZF anymore. Based on DNS it was suggested that the

width of the BZF δ0 depends on all parameters Ra, Ek , Pr for Pr < 1 like

δ0/H ≈ 0.85Γ0Pr−1/4Ra1/4Ek 2/3. (3.15)

Unfortunately, solving this for our parameters suggests that the BZF does not vanish at

r/R > 0.93 anywhere, see fig. 3.38. However, at Ra = 4.7 × 1013 and the highest rota-

tion rate, the calculated δ0 is close to the radial location of our thermistor. Fig. 3.30b

shows the auto-correlation for this case at different radial locations. With a bit of good

will, one might see a slight decrease of Cii with r/R, arguably a sign of the BZF only

extending up to r/R = 0.93. At the lowest Ra it is possible to notice the measurements

at r/R = 0.73 coincide with those further outwards (fig. 3.30c), where all Cii overlap

rather nicely.

We perform the analysis at half-height by investigating the maxima of C̃ii. Examples

are shown in fig. 3.39 for Ra = 4.7× 1013 (a-c) and Ra = 2× 1010 (d-f) with increased

rotation from top to bottom. On the one hand, for the higher Ra, the magnitude of

max(C̃ii) at r/R = 0.73 is clearly smaller than the ones close to the sidewall. On the
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other hand, at Ra = 2 × 1010 and comparable 1/Ro, the maxima are of similar height.

It suggests the signal of the BZF is measured down to a radial location r/R = 0.73 for

the lower Ra, while the zone is restricted closer to the sidewall for larger Ra.

Figure 3.40a shows the ratio of the maxima of C̃ii measured at radial locations

r/R = 0.73 and 0.98 as function of 1/Ro. With this, we want to test the prediction

for the BZF width δ0 suggested by Zhang et al. [2021]. In fig. 3.40b, we show the ratio

as function of the predicted δ0 based on eq. (3.15). One would expect the signal at

r/R = 0.73, given δ0 < 0.27R, to be much weaker than at the wall. For δ0 ≥ 0.27R,

i.e. the BZF reaches far into the bulk, the magnitudes at both radial locations should

exhibit a comparable magnitude. Since the influence of the bulk is always larger at the

inner measurement point than at the outer edge, the ratio is very likely to almost always

remain < 1, which is what we observe in fig. 3.40a. Small ratios in this plot suggest the

signal of the BZF at r = 0.73R is weak and therefore 0.73 < (R− δ0)/R < 0.98.

The distribution of the ratio max(C̃0.73)/max(C̃0.98) as function of the predicted δ0

in fig. 3.40b has a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.83. A coefficient of 0 would be no

correlation and 1 is a perfect linear correlation. The high value suggests this ratio to be

a good indicator of the width of the BZF in the temperature field. The exact ratio of
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where to predict δ0 ≥ 0.27R is somewhat arbitrary from our data, it should be some-

where between 1/2 and below 1. Taking the average of the distribution at δ0 = 0.27,

one obtains max(C̃0.73)/max(C̃0.98) = 0.71. At larger ratios, the BZF is expected to

be thicker than 0.27R, at smaller ratios δ0 < 0.27R. Assuming the thickness scaling

relation (3.15), δ0 decreases with Ra at a constant 1/Ro. We find the smallest values

of max(C̃0.73)/max(C̃0.98) for the largest Ra, i.e. it supports the decrease of δ0 with Ra.

To obtain a quantitative scaling relation ourselves, we would need a description how

the maximum at r = 0.73R depends on the radial distance to the BZF. As this is mere

speculation, we refrain from such an analysis.
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3.9 Fourier analysis at the sidewall

A Fourier transform F{T (ϕ)} of a temperature signal T (ϕ) as function of the azimuthal

angle ϕ (compare eq. (3.11)) can yield valuable information about the strength of indi-

vidual modes of the flow. Since we only measure discrete values instead of continuous

ones, we must use the (real) discrete Fourier series, which consists of a sum of harmonics.

The Fourier representation of our temperature signal T (ϕ) is

T (ϕ) =
∞∑

i=0

âi cos(iϕ) + b̂i sin(iϕ). (3.16)

Each harmonic has Fourier coefficients âi, b̂i, which we calculate from our temperature

data by

âi =
N∑

k=1

T (ϕk) cos(iϕk) and b̂i =
N∑

k=1

T (ϕk) sin(iϕk), (3.17)

where T (ϕk) is the temperature at angle ϕk. Since we have eight thermistors embed-

ded within the sidewall, we can obtain the first four Fourier coefficients of the tem-

perature signal. With these, the “energy” contained in the modes is calculated by

Ei = ĉ2i = â2i + b̂2i . This is compared to the total energy ⟨Etot⟩ =
∑4

i=1Ei of the first

four modes. The first Fourier mode refers to a sinusoidal wave spanning the entire cir-

cumference, i.e. one hot region and one cold region (eq. 3.9).

The ratio ⟨Ei⟩/⟨Etot⟩ is plotted as function of 1/Ro in fig. 3.41. Different Ra are

shown: in fig. 3.41a the runs with working gas nitrogen at 7.5× 109 ≤ Ra ≤ 2.0× 1010,

in (b) Ra = 4.7 × 1013, and in (c) Ra = 7.5 × 1014. The first mode ⟨E1⟩ contains the

most energy throughout all rotation rates and for all Ra. For low 1/Ro, in the rotation-

unaffected regime, this is caused by the LSC, since for a Γ = 1/2 cell the LSC shows

itself in a kLSC = 1 wave. Beyond 1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
1, for high Ra, ⟨E1⟩ decreases shortly

due to the breakdown of the LSC and the transition into the BZF with the same wave

number, which for larger rotation rates contains the dominant portion of energy.

For the fastest rotation rates at low Ra (fig. 3.41a), ⟨E1⟩ decreases substantially with

1/Ro. This is in accordance with the weakening of the other BZF signals such as the

disappearance of the bimodal Gaussian temperature pdf, though it is difficult to inter-

pret. We look again at the scaling relation δ0 ∝ Ra−1/121/Ro−2/3, suggested by Zhang

et al. [2021]. We find conflictive results: for large Ra, ⟨E1⟩ increases with increased
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rotation, and there δ0 decreases. This is rather unintuitive, as one for a thinner BZF

would expect a decreased pumping efficiency and hence a decrease in ⟨E1⟩. For small

Ra, however, where the BZF should be thicker at equal 1/Ro, ⟨E1⟩ is much smaller, and

decreases with 1/Ro. This suggests a finite region of 1/Ro, where the BZF occurs, a

result not compatible with larger Ra or DNS results.

Even with our measurements at the lowest Ra, we are roughly one order of mag-

nitude in Ra above Rac for the onset of bulk convection for the highest 1/Ro ≈ 10.

For Ra > 1013, this expands to at least two orders of magnitude. Still, this possibly

suggests the system is simply too close to onset of convection to form the BZF and the

transition from wall modes to the BZF, as suggested in Favier and Knobloch [2020], is

not complete. Consider the remnants of the wall modes have the same wave number as

said modes. Then the wave number in the theoretical limit Ek → 0 is ≈ 3Γ (Zhang and

Liao [2009]), but can be considerably higher for finite Ek like in Favier and Knobloch

[2020]. As the setup does not allow measurements of any modes with k > 4, we can

not identify such signals. Note, however, that DNS found no disappearance of the BZF,

albeit measuring much closer to convective onset.

As discussed in sec. 3.7, the earlier study (Weiss and Ahlers [2011b]) likely measured

the temperature signal of the BZF. We show in fig. 3.42 the energy of the first four

Fourier modes from two studies: Γ = 0.5 from Weiss and Ahlers [2011b] and Γ = 1 from

Zhong and Ahlers [2010], both with Pr = 4.38. A decrease in ⟨E1⟩ was observed for
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Ahlers [2010]. The vertical dashed lines mark the onset of heat transport enhancement at 1/Roc = 0.8
(a) and 1/Roc = 0.4 (b).

rotation rates 1/Ro > 1/Roc, i.e. the onset of heat transport enhancement. For the

Γ = 1 measurement, the energy contained in the second mode increases simultaniously,

while in the Γ = 0.5 case the decrease of ⟨E1⟩/⟨Etot⟩ is less pronounced. DNS performed

at multiple Γ, Pr in Zhang et al. [2021] suggest that the BZF has a wave number of

2Γ, independent of Pr . Hence we can now explain the increase in the second mode in

fig. 3.42b with the emergence of the BZF, since for Γ = 1 it is kBZF = 2. For Γ = 0.5

the wave number of the BZF is kBZF = 1, the same as the one of the LSC, very much

like in our case. Thus the first mode remains dominant.

3.10 Standard deviation σ

As a simple measure for temperature fluctuations we use the standard deviation, which

for a single measurement point we define as

σ(z, r) =

√
⟨[T (t, z, r)− ⟨T (t, z, r)⟩t]2⟩t

∆T
. (3.18)

⟨. . . ⟩t denotes the average over time. σ is an intensively analyzed parameter in RBC,

often to differentiate between areas of low σ, most notably in the boundary layers close

to the horizontal plates, and the bulk flow. In the bulk for the non-rotating case, earlier

investigations (Niemela et al. [2000], Daya and Ecke [2002]) suggested a relationship of
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Tm = 22.5◦ and different radial locations as indicated. Fitted function is a power-law to the data. All
data are taken close to half-height z/H = 0.493.

σ ∝ Ra−ασ with ασ > 0. The standard deviation thus decreases with increased thermal

driving for sufficiently large Ra. This is commonly explained by the enhanced mixing

at larger Ra. Niemela et al. [2000], for example, observed σ/∆ ∼ Ra−0.145 in the center

of the cell for a wide range of 107 ⩽ Ra ⩽ 1015 using cryogenic helium. Daya and

Ecke [2002] measured a somewhat lower exponent of α ≈ −0.1 at Pr ≈ 5.5. Other

measurements, also at lower Pr , agree with these findings (e.g. −0.147 in Castaing

et al. [1989]). Some theoretical predictions argue with ασ = −1/9 (Kraichnan [1962])

or, based on the assumption of a mixing zone between the boundary layer and the bulk

flow, ασ = −1/7 (Castaing et al. [1989]). In our case for non-rotating data we observe

σ = (0.19± 0.01)Ra−0.103±0.002 (fig. 3.43), consistent with previous findings though a lit-

tle below the theoretically derived exponents. The scaling is similar at r/R = 0.73 and

r/R = 0.93, but wall effects set in for larger r/R. Similar to the logarithmic temperature

profile in fig. 3.13, σ for Ra ≤ 1012 does not follow the same scaling as for larger Ra. For

Ra > 1012 we find σ ∼ Ra−0.105 (r/R = 0.96) and ∼ Ra−0.084 (r/R = 0.98). This is likely

the beforementioned boundary layer effect, where at the sidewall a viscous BL causes a

decrease in temperature fluctuations. This BL decreases in thickness with increasing Ra.

For rotating RBC, data by other authors is sparse, for example Kunnen et al. [2010]

numerically found the rms value Θrms ∼ Ro−0.32 at z/H = 0.5 and 0.8 at the center
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line for Ro ≥ 5, Ra = 109. We have plotted σ as function of the rotation rate for a

subset of Ra in figure 3.44 for two distances from the wall, r/R = 0.96, rather close to

the wall, and r/R = 0.73, our innermost thermistor column. First we focus on measure-

ments at roughly half-height z/H = 0.493. For both radial distances we first observe

the increase of σ with Ra again, consistently for all but the highest rotation rates, i.e.

1/Ro < 1/Ro∗
2. The dependence on the rotation rate, however, is ambiguous and de-

pends on r/R. Close to the wall, fig. 3.44a, σ increases monotonically with 1/Ro for all

Ra at 1/Ro∗
1 ≤ 1/Ro ≤ 1/Ro∗

2, for reference we show a power-law dependence ∼ Ro−0.32,

as suggested by Kunnen et al. [2010]. In that study the dependence was observed as

well at z = H/2, but at the center line of the cell. In the bulk flow at our innermost

thermistor r/R = 0.73 we however observe almost no increase of σ with rotation, at least

for high Ra. For the lowest Ra = 7.5 × 109, we observe a small increase similar to the

one close to the wall. For larger Ra, σ remains at a constant value at Ra = 4.7× 1013,

while for our largest Ra = 7.5× 1014 we even observe a small decrease in σ with 1/Ro.

Thus, the power-law suggested in Kunnen et al. [2010] might only be valid at their in-

vestigated Ra = 109 in the bulk. Once more, if we want to fit a power-law dependence

of σ on Ra and Ek , the exponents are likely not constant but rather a function of the

input parameters.
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When we remain in the regime of rotation-affected convection 1/Ro∗
1 ≤ 1/Ro ≤

1/Ro∗
2 and plot data for different Ek (fig. 3.44c), data falls more or less onto one curve

∼ Ra−0.12. We do not keep Ek perfectly constant between different Ra, since we did not

fix Ek but the rotation rate Ω during our experiments, so the scatter might partially

be explained by slightly different Ek . The exponent is, however, close to the value of

−0.103 for the non-rotating case, which suggests that the scaling with Ra is robust even

under moderate rotation.

If we normalize σ by the value σ(0) for no rotation, we obtain the relative influence

of rotation on the standard deviation, shown in fig. 3.45(a, b), where the ratio is plotted

as function of 1/Ro. With increased rotation we see, as before, σ increases. Moreover,

we see more clearly how changes in Ra affect how σ changes with 1/Ro. Close to the

wall at r/R = 0.93 (fig. 3.45a), the change of σ is similar for all Ra up to some moderate

rotation 1/Ro ≈ 2, after which σ/σ(0) for large Ra continues to increase. On the other

side for small Ra, σ/σ(0) first increases much slower and for 1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
2 it actually

decreases slightly below σ(0) for the highest rotation rate. Notable here is the decrease

in the standard deviation at all Ra which sets in for large rotation rates. The onset

of this decrease is shifted towards higher 1/Ro with larger Ra. We observe this for the

largest Ra only in a few data points, but the trend suggests this decrease is real and not

some centrifugal effect.

Further away from the sidewall at r/R = 0.73, we observe a very different picture.

σ/σ(0) remains constant until 1/Ro ≈ 1/Ro∗
1, then it decreases first for high Ra, and

increases for low Ra. At 1/Ro ≈ 1/Ro∗
2, also for the low Ra, σ/σ(0) decreases strongly

way below the value for no rotation. A general increase in σ with rotation is clearly not

present. But why is the behaviour so different in the bulk compared to the flow close to

the wall? Most likely the answer is again the BZF. For higher Ra, DNS tells us that the

width of the BZF becomes increasingly smaller, and so it does with increasing rotation

rates. We again use the suggested dependence of the thickness of the BZF (Zhang et al.

[2021]), eq. 3.15, which is reformulated to δ0 ∼ 1/Ro−2/3Ra−1/12. If we solve this for the

lowest Ra = 7.5 × 109 and at a rotation rate 1/Ro∗
2, this estimates the BZF to reach

approximately until r/R ≈ 0.7, just so that the innermost thermistor still measures the

temperature inside the BZF. There, its very distinct hot and cold areas lead to high

σ due to the separation of warm updraft and cold downdrafting regions. Close to the

transition of the BZF towards the bulk flow, the temperature signal of the BZF gets
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weaker, leading to a decreasing σ. This is what we observe in figure 3.45b. At the lowest

Ra the BZF remains strong even at the radius of r = 0.73R, but as soon as it becomes

thinner with increased 1/Ro, also there mixing becomes very efficient and σ decreases

rapidly.

Until now we focussed on measurements at mid-height, but we have additional mea-

surement points in the vertical thermistor columns, where we regarded σ as well. Similar

to the logarithmic profiles for the temperature, in fig. 3.45(d, e) we show the dependence

of σ with height z/H. Therefore, we normalize σ by the value of the standard deviation

at half-height σ/σ0.5, and plot the resulting reduced σ/σ0.5 for several 1/Ro. What we

observe is a much stronger increase with vertical distance from z = H/2 for small rota-

tion rates (small 1/Ro) compared to the measurements at higher rotation rates (larger

1/Ro). While for no rotation σ/σ0.5 is substantially larger at the lowest z/H = 0.018,

the value for 1/Ro = 6 is only increased by about 25% or so. Increasing rotation mono-

tonically decreases the slope ∂(σ/σ0.5)/∂z, all seemingly still follow a logarithmic profile.

One needs to take care interpreting this observation. Note that this does not mean the

fluctuations decrease with 1/Ro, but rather that σ at different heights become more
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similar with increasing 1/Ro. This means that, close to the sidewall, the flow is much

more homogeneous in vertical direction compared to the non-rotating case. In contrast

to the vertical gradient of the mean temperature (see fig. 3.12), the vertical gradient of

the fluctuations ∂σ/∂z decreases with increasing 1/Ro.

3.11 Skewness γ1(T̃ )

We have already seen that the pdfs of the temperature are not symmetric around T̃ = 0

away from half-height z = H/2. In RBC research, the bulk flow is often shown to

obey a Gaussian distribution (Julien et al. [1996b], Schumacher et al. [2018]) - the

thermal background, whereas thermal plumes ejected from the top and bottom BLs

are of exponential form (Wang et al. [2019]). At mid-height, plumes from both sides

are of equal strength and we can expect the distribution to remain symmetric, i.e. not

skewed. Closer to the top and bottom, the influence of the nearby plate is much stronger.

For z < H/2 (z > H/2) we should hence effectively measure a superposition of both,

the thermal background centered around Tm and the plumes emitted close by with a

temperature somewhere between Tbot (Ttop) and Tm. This leads to a skewed distribution,

which we measure quantitatively by the definition of the skewness

γ1 =
1

N

N∑

i

[(
Ti − µ

σ

)3
]
, (3.19)

with the mean value µ and the previously investigated standard deviation σ. Far away

from the horizontal plates, regardless of whether we have a Gaussian or an exponential

temperature pdf, the distribution is symmetric around 0 and with it, we expect γ1 = 0.

Fig. 3.46 shows γ1 as function of 1/Ro at Ra = 4.7 × 1013. For very slow rotation,

1/Ro < 0.2, the skewness remains constant and positive for the bottom measurement

(red squares) at z/H = 0.287, while it is negative closer to the top plate z/H = 0.75.

This results from the heavily skewed pdf p(T̃ ), which is plotted in fig. 3.46b for the

two locations and very slow rotation 1/Ro = 0.12. The measurement at z/H = 0.287

exhibit a larger tail towards hotter temperatures, resulting from the ejected plumes at

the bottom plate drafting upwards. At that height the plumes did not have time to

sufficiently mix with the environment. On the contrary, the plumes drafting downwards

from the top plate through the entire cell have mixed with the turbulent background and
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Adapted from Wedi et al. [2021].

are thus invisible to the pdf. The distribution at the top plate, shown as blue bullets,

mirrors this to the cold side and is thus consistent with this picture.

Beyond 1/Ro ≈ 0.2, |γ1| for both vertical locations z/H = 0.287 and 0.75 begins to

decrease. Noteworthy is that the de-/increase in skewness happens well before 1/Ro∗
1

found in the heat transport and the onset of the BZF as seen in the sudden increase

of the peak-distance parameter d (3.8) in fig. 3.20b. This suggests that the flow struc-

ture is already affected by rotation earlier, although too weak to be recognized by other

statistical quantities. We have identified the same early influence already in the phase

differences at the sidewall, however, see fig. 3.37b. At the transitional value 1/Ro∗
1 we do

not find significant changes in |γ1|, the deviation of the two data points at z/H = 0.287

around that rotation rate are considered as outliers. No such decrease is found in the

data for the upper part of the cell. With increased rotation rate we measure γ1 ≈ 0

for 1/Ro ≥ 1/Ro∗
2 = 4. This is the regime where we assume a fully developed BZF,

where p(T̃ ) shows the bimodal distribution. The result agrees with the superposition

of two Gaussian distributions, as for them the skewness is γ1 = 0 by definition. At

half-height z/H = 0.493 (green diamonds in fig. 3.46a), the skewness is close to zero

for all 1/Ro, since there plumes from both sides contribute equally to the temperature

signal. The data shown here suggest that the signature of the thermal plumes ejected
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from the bottom and the top plates are reduced even at very low rotation rates. This

reduction seems to be largely uncorrelated with the onset of the BZF and its effects are

not measurable in the heat transport in form of Nu(1/Ro). The twisted form of the

LSC at these slow rotations (sec. 3.8.1) may be the origin of this decrease in |γ1|, as the
plumes have travelled longer distances until they reach the thermistors and hence the

thermal signature is partially lost.

Let us now consider the data in the bulk area r/R = 0.73 in figure 3.47. Unfortu-

nately we do not have any thermistor close to H/4 at that radius, so close to the bottom

plate we now measure at z/H = 0.144. γ1 remains constant for low 1/Ro similar to the

case discussed above. At mid-height H/2, we observe again γ1 ≈ 0 as expected. While

the qualitative picture remains similar, |γ1| decreases with 1/Ro in the top and bottom

half of the cell, we see quantitative differences. Opposite to data at r = 0.98R, for both

z/H = 0.144 and z/H = 0.75 the decrease in amplitude sets in at 1/Ro ≈ 1/Ro∗
1. Fur-

thermore, the de-/increase in γ1 does not stop at 1/Ro∗
2 but continues up to 1/Ro ≈ 10

with opposed sign. This describes an initially skewed distribution for no or slow ro-

tation just as it was for the wall-region, which for fast rotation rates becomes an also

skewed, but mirrored pdf, as shown in fig. 3.47(b, c). This non-zero |γ1| suggests the in-
fluence of thermal plumes from the bottom (top) side reaches far through the bulk until

z/H = 0.75 (z/H = 0.144). Even though we are not in the regime where we expect

Taylor columns (fig. 2.7b) to appear, pumping mechanism like these or Ekman-pumping

could explain the strong influence of plumes from the upper/lower sides. According to

Liu and Ecke [2011], the change of skewness inside the bottom boundary layer from

γ1 ≈ 0 for no rotation into a slightly negatively skewed distribution for high rotation

rates can be explained by Ekman suction, where cold fluid penetrates deeper into the

boundary layer. While a distribution distinctly skewed towards lower temperatures was

not observed outside of the boundary layer in Liu and Ecke [2011], it seems logical that

the plumes which penetrate the BL have to cross also measurement points above.

For our three data points with the largest rotation rates we observe that |γ1| rather
abruptly decreases. While we do not have a definite answer to this, we note that for

the investigated Ra = 4.7 × 1013 at the same rotation rates the standard deviation in

fig. 3.45b strongly increased. Possibly this shows influence of centrifugal forces, as for

the considered points the Froude number can reach up to Fr = 0.5 for 1/Ro = 12.2.

In what way centrifugal buoyancy influences the flow structure and with it γ1 demands
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Adapted from Wedi et al. [2021].

further investigation.

Vertical profiles for γ1 are shown in figure 3.48 close to the wall at r/R = 0.98 for two

Ra and a selection of 1/Ro. We notice for no and slow rotation a maximum (minimum)

in γ1 around z ≈ H/4 (z ≈ 3H/4) and a vanishing skewness close to the plates. The

reason for this is found in the LSC, which has an elliptical shape stretching the whole

cell and carries the thermal plumes with it. Close to the plates at both sides corner

rolls exist which rotate in opposite direction (Sun et al. [2005]), into which the thermal

plumes do not enter. The LSC drags the signature of the plumes with it, which first hit

the sidewall at z ≈ H/4 and 3H/4. There, γ1 is hence strongly enhanced. For larger

rotation rates, the LSC vanishes and with it, also the corner rolls. Then the maximum

in γ1 also disappears as found in fig. 3.48. The skewness remains fairly small throughout

the entire vertical axis with the largest deviations close to the top and bottom plate.

Once again this highlights the vertical homogeneity of the BZF with the bimodal Gaus-

sian distribution and γ1 ≈ 0.

The decrease in skewness with rotation was observed by previous investigations, for

example in a square box (Liu and Ecke [2011]), where γ1 decreased throughout the entire

vertical axis when rotation was applied. The maximum there was significantly closer at
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the plate, namely at z/H ≈ 0.1 for Ra = 4× 108, Pr ≈ 6 and without rotation. Similar

decreases in γ1 with 1/Ro have been found in Ding et al. [2019] in an experimental cylin-

drical setup at Ra = 4.22×109, Pr = 6.7. It was suggested that with increased rotation

rates the fluctuations above the thermal boundary layer vary more symmetrically. Both

studies, in contrast to our measurements, exhibit a positive γ1, i.e. a stronger influence

from the plumes coming from the bottom plate, for all 1/Ro, while for fast rotation, we

measure γ1 < 0 close to the bottom plate. Is this due to the proximity of our measure-

ments to the sidewall? Our results at r = 0.73R (fig. 3.49) do not suggest this, as the

change from positive towards negative skewness is similar there. It is possible that the

previous studies did not explore sufficiently high 1/Ro to observe this or that this is an

effect of our lower investigated Prandtl number.

3.12 Conclusion of the rotating large-scale measurements

So far, we have discussed the temperature field using point-wise probes in rotating RBC

at large Ra ≤ 1015 and corresponding low Ek . For this, we used a 2.24m tall, high

pressure convection facility inside the pressure vessel “U-Boot” at up to 18.7 bar with

the working gas SF6.

Vertical transport of heat in form of the Nusselt number Nu as function of Ra fol-

lowed the scaling found in previous literature and models with Nu ∼ Ra0.315, fig. 3.7.
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Nu/Nu0 collapses nicely when plotted as function of 1/Ro, without any heat transport

enhancement for moderate rotation rates. We identified two transitional 1/Ro∗
1 = 0.8

and 1/Ro∗
2 = 4, which appeared in multiple analysis. The vertical temperature profile

exhibits a logarithmic shape at all depths into the bulk r/R = 0.98, 0.96, 0.93, and 0.73.

Fits to the slopes of these profiles yield a complex behaviour on the input parameters,

depending on r/R for the non-rotating case (fig. 3.13) and on 1/Ro for the rotating

(fig. 3.15).

Most notable is the split of the pdf into a bimodal distribution at 1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
1

close to the sidewalls for all Ra. We interpret this behaviour as the onset of the BZF,

which consists in our Γ = 1/2 cell of a travelling wave in the temperature field with

azimuthal wave number kBZF = 1, i.e. one cold down-drafting region and one hot up-

drafting region at the lateral sidewall. This is supported by the azimuthal temperature

distribution and its evolution in time, fig. 3.26a. We are able to measure the drift rate

of this temperature structure using both, cosine fits to the individual measurements

at a given time to the eight thermistor at z/H = const, distributed azimuthally, or via

auto- and cross-correlation of different thermistors throughout the cell. We find that the

compensated drift rate depends on the inverse Rossby number as −ωm/Ω ∼ 1/Ro−3/4,

independent of Ra. This is a smaller exponent than observed in DNS, which suggested

ω/Ω ∼ 1/Ro−5/3 (Zhang et al. [2021]).
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3.13 Non-Oberbeck-Boussinesq effects without rotation

Almost all theoretical approaches as well as DNS in RBC are based on the assumption

of Oberbeck-Boussinesq (OB) conditions, i.e. the fluid parameters do not change within

the cell, except for the linear dependence of ρ on T . This leads to the simplified OB

equations (2.15)-(2.17). Since in an experimental setting the fluid is physically hotter

at the bottom and colder at the top and fluid parameters are in general a function of

T , this assumption is always an approximation. But what if very large gradients ∆ are

applied, such that the difference in fluid parameters at the top and the bottom become

substantial? In general, all effects that are not covered by the Boussinesq approximation

are summarized as non-Oberbeck-Boussinesq (NOB) effects. Here the focus lies on large

∆ and its influence on Nu and temperature distributions and how much NOB effects

can influence the measurements using the HPCF setup with pressurized SF6.

Background to NOB

NOB effects have been subject of many studies. E.g. Busse [1967] studied temperature-

dependent fluid parameters and their effect on the hexagonal structures of cellular con-

vection. He reported on non-symmetrc boundaries, which lead to a preference of certain

flow states. Most experiments try to answer whether at high pressures and large ∆

or close to the critical point, the resulting data are still close to the OB approxima-

tion. Wu and Libchaber [1991] reported on a similar symmetry breaking between the

top and bottom half of the cell in cryogenic helium at sufficiently large Ra, where ∆

becomes increasingly large. It was shown that the temperature drop over the thermal

boundary layers close to the horizontal plates ∆top and ∆bot is not symmetric anymore,

and a parameter to describe the strength of NOB effects was suggested as their ratio

x = ∆top/∆bot. Due to this asymmetry the temperature Tc at half-height z = H/2 de-

parts from the arithmetic mean Tm = (Ttop + Tbot)/2. Depending on Pr opposite effects

are induced: Urban et al. [2012] similarly to Wu and Libchaber [1991] used cryogenic

helium and found an increase in Tm−Tc, similarly Tc < Tm was reported in other studies

using gases with Pr < 1 as working fluids, e.g. in Ahlers et al. [2007]. On the other

hand, Tc > Tm was found for water at Pr = 4.38, 5.55 Ahlers et al. [2006] or high-Pr

liquids, e.g. glycerol (Pr = 2547.9) in Horn et al. [2013] or Zhang et al. [1997] with

300 ≤ Pr ≤ 7000.

To suppress NOB effects as much as possible, most studies try to keep ∆ small. A
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suggestion for a phenomenological criterion to guarantee OB conditions was given in Wu

and Libchaber [1991] and Urban et al. [2012] as α∆ ≤ C, with C ≈ 0.2. In this short

section we want to investigate potential NOB effects and compare it to the approximate

OB conditions at small ∆. Therefore, large temperature differences ∆ are applied to

the cell, while the pressure was varied between 1 and 18 bar of SF6. At lower pressures,

this lead to ∆ reaching as high as 35K, at the highest pressures either the temperature

calibration range of the used thermistors were exceeded or the power input was not

sufficient to reach ∆ > 20K.

The answer to how to treat the NOB effects varies, a common approach is to evaluate

the fluid parameters not at Tm, but at Tc. At first glance this might seem somewhat

arbitrary, however, at sufficently large Ra when the bulk is at Tc(z)|bulk ≈ const, this

is the temperature where the majority of the flow resides. With this approach, used

for example in Urban et al. [2014], the dependence of Nu on Ra fell onto a constant

power-law at higher Ra (fig. 3.51c).

Wu and Libchaber [1991] proposed a model to compensate Nu for the asymmetry

based on the ratio of the temperature scales κν/gαδ3BL on the top and bottom boundary

layers with thickness δBL, which were assumed to be equal. Then

Nu = Ra2/7Pr−1/7

(
2S

St + Sb

)9/7

, (3.20)

where S = (νκ/α)1/3(1/λ) with λ the thermal conductivity and the subscript t, b denotes

the fluid properties are evaluated at the top and bottom BL, respectively. As a first step

to correct Nu at NOB conditions, Shishkina et al. [2016] suggested to calculate the con-

ductive heat flux from the bottom to the top with a temperature dependent thermal

conductivity.

Experimental NOB realizations

At high pressures of 18 bar, SF6 begins to liquefy at ≈ 14.5◦C (Scalabrin et al. [2007]).

Since we wanted to investigate the NOB effects without a phase change in purely gaseous

SF6, we increased Tm to 35◦C to avoid condensation at the top plate. For this investi-

gation, during one experimental run the pressure was kept constant, hence Pr = const

while ∆ was increased until the power for the Joule heater limited the heat input or
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Run P (bar) ∆ (K) Pr Ra Tm (◦C)
E1 1.0 1.0− 35.0 0.781 4.3× 1010 − 1.5× 1012 35.0
E2 2.0 2.0− 35.0 0.784 3.6× 1011 − 6.4× 1012 35.0
E3 7.0 2.0− 35.0 0.803 5.4× 1012 − 1.0× 1014 35.8
E4 12.0 2.0− 30.0 0.831 2.4× 1013 − 3.6× 1014 35.0
E5 18.5 5.0− 20.0 0.889 2.6× 1014 − 1.0× 1015 35.0
E6 18.0− 18.7 14.0, 15.0 0.889− 0.935 ≈ 9× 1014 24.0− 35.0

Table 2: Overview of the conducted NOB experiments, Ra changed within a constant pressure due to
increased ∆. No rotation was applied, thus Ek = ∞ everywhere.
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Figure 3.50: (a) Pr plotted against Ra for all measurement points. For higher pressures P (marked
in (b) in bar), Pr increases. When P = const, Tm = const, thus Pr = const. (b) NOB criterion α∆
against Ra, where α was determined at Tm. Urban et al. [2012] noted a critical value of 0.2 below which
OB conditions are a valid assumption.

the thermistors measured at the limit of their calibration curve. This lead to Rayleigh

numbers of 4.3 × 1010 < Ra < 1015. Rotation was not applied in this stage, Ek = ∞.

One additional run (E6) was conducted using constant ∆ = 15K, with varying Tm. A

list of experimental runs is given in table 2, investigated parameter combinations are

given in Ra − Pr in fig. 3.6b.

In fig. 3.50 we plot Pr (a) and the suggested NOB criterion α∆ (b) as function of Ra,

where α is evaluated at Tm. Pr changes only marginally with pressure. α∆ increases

within P = const due to an increase in ∆, while α(P ) of SF6 increases rather weakly

with pressure, just about a factor of ≈ 2 between 1 and 18 bar. We find α∆ < 0.2∀Ra.
However, as Urban et al. [2012] have shown, this is not a necessary condition for the

existence of NOB effects. The ratio of fluid properties, e.g. the thermal diffusivity

κ, evaluated at Tbot and Ttop can lead to NOB effects. Here, we reach ratios of up to
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κbot/κtop ≈ 1.3. Vastly different Pr at the bottom and top plates lead to rather large

differences in the BLs there (see, e.g. Schlichting and Gersten [2017]). Note that for

all evaluations we only considered temperature dependent fluid properties, and hence

neglected the effects due to hydrostatic pressure differences between the top and bottom.

Nu scaling behaviour

Analogous to section 3.2.1 we measure the heat input into the system and express it

in the non-dimensional form with the Nusselt number Nu = Q/Qcond. We here deal

with rather large temperature difference ∆. Therefore, we calculate Nu by using the

temperature-dependent conductive heat flux

Qcond = 1/H

∫ Tt

Tb

λ(T̂ )dT̂ , (3.21)

as suggested in Shishkina et al. [2016]. Since Pr ≈ const and 1/Ro = 0, the assumed

scaling reduces to Nu ∼ Raα. In fig. 3.51, Nu is plotted against Ra as well as its reduced

value NuRa−α, where α was determined via a power-law fit to the data with Tm = 35 ◦C,

resulting in α = 0.308 ± 0.001. Here, we have ignored the first data point for this fit,

since it visually strongly deviates from the overall trend. This exponent is very close to a

similar fit the much sparser measurements in section 3.2.1 resulting in α = 0.315±0.001

and is thus once again in good agreement to the Grossmann-Lohse theory. Looking more

closely at the data in the reduced representation (fig. 3.51b), we find at large pressures

some kind of “jumps” in the data, whenever the pressure was increased. Hence, data

taken at similar Ra but different combinations of ∆ and P do not overlap perfectly. For

comparison in fig. 3.51c data from Urban et al. [2014] are plotted, which qualitatively

exhibit a similar behaviour. This effect is only notable for the highest observed pres-

sures. We note that the choice of Tm seems to have a big impact on our measured heat

flux, as at comparable Ra but decreasing Tm, Nu drastically increases, arguably because

we are getting closer to the liquid-vapor phase transition at the top plate, where fluid

parameters sharply diverge.

All tested proposed models underestimate our observed deviations, so we need to

raise the question how this can be. Certainly the environmental temperature in the U-

Boot TU plays a role, since for TU < Tm, there is possibly a heat loss into the surrounding

at the bottom plate even after insulation (Ahlers et al. [2009c]). The measurements at
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Figure 3.51: (a) Nusselt number as function of Ra in double logarithmic representation, green line
curve according to Grossmann-Lohse theory (2.39,2.40). (b) Nu reduced by the fitted scaling of Raα,
α = 0.308. Every symbol represents different pressure settings with slightly deviating Pr , black open
circles show run E6 with varying Tm, where in general higher Tm, marked by the black arrow, leads to
lower Nu. (c) Results of the reduced Nu/Ra1/3 against Ra from Urban et al. [2014] in cryogenic helium
at different fluid densities, evaluated at Tm (red, filled symbols) and at temperature at half-height Tc

(open black symbols).

Tm = 35 ◦C for the highest Ra were taken with Tm − TU ≈ 3K (higher for low Ra, see

below), for the lowest Tm it was TU −Tm ≤ 2K. Assuming some additional heat Q̃ is lost

when Tm − TU > 0, which we have to compensate for in order to keep ∆ constant, this

would lead to a lower “true” Nu = (Q− Q̃)H/(λ∆), hence the opposite direction. One

possible explanation can be found in the top plate, where heat from the surrounding

heats up the area around z = H, decreasing the effective ∆, hence increasing Nu and

simultaneously decreasing the effective Ra. We base our measurements on the tempera-

ture within the top plate, and Ttop is largely unaffected from such an influence. But even

then, this effect would be stronger for the measurements at smaller Tm, which actually

agree better with the GL predicitions. The dependence Nu(Tm) thus remains largely

unanswered.

Central temperature

Due to the symmetry breaking of the boundary layers, where the majority of the temper-

ature drop throughout the cell takes place (see e.g. fig. 3.12), the resulting temperature
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Figure 3.52: (a),(b): central temperature (Tc − Tm) measured at distance r = 0.73R, as function of ∆
(a) and Ra (b). (c) and (d) show the same data, but reduced by ∆. Colour and symbols mark the
experimental runs as found in the legend, compare table 2.

profile leads to an offset in the temperature at half height Tc = T (z = H/2) ̸= Tm. We

determine Tc at different radii, due to the lack of thermistors at r = 0. Measurements

were averaged in time over the whole experimental run, after the system has settled to

a statistically steady state and over diametrically opposite sides. For this, Tc is approxi-

mated by a linear fit through the three (five for r = 0.98R) thermistors around z = H/2

as done in sec. 3.3 when available 3.

Fig. 3.52 shows Tc − Tm as function of ∆ (subplots a and c) and of Ra (b and d). In

dimensional units, we see a clear increase in Tc − Tm with increasing ∆ throughout all

runs. The measurements at different r/R agree with the here presented data. Only for

the largest ∆ = 20K in run E5 and the largest ∆ = 30K in run E4 Tc − Tm decreases

with respect to the previous point, it is Tc > Tm for all measurements, however. This is

contrary to previous findings for experiments with Pr < 1.

Weiss et al. [2018] proposed a model to predict the central temperature Tc under

weak NOB conditions, where the cell is divided into an upper half I+ and a lower half

I−. Cross-over temperatures T+ and T− from the respective thermal boundary layer to

3Additional to the non-working thermistors from the previous rotating measurements, some ther-
mistors were surprisingly unreliable at the higher working temperatures. Multiple re-calibrations were
attempted, but the scatter was rather large and thus these measurements are excluded from the analysis.
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the bulk are defined. From scaling arguments, the model consists of the relations

Tc =
δ
3/4
+ η

1/4
+ Tbot + δ

3/4
− η

1/4
− Ttop

δ
3/4
+ η

1/4
+ + δ

3/4
− η

1/4
−

(3.22)

T+ = βTbot + (1− β)Tc (3.23)

T− = βTtop + (1− β)Tc (3.24)

with η± = η(T±) and η = αg/(κν). Solving this iteratively leads to fig. 3.53. Here the

measurements from before (runs E1-E5) are plotted as function of Ra. Open symbols

mark the estimates based on the model. As seen before, in disagreement with other

studies our data show Tc > Tm, while the model suggests Tc < Tm. At least for the

high pressures, we recapture the trend towards lower (Tc − Tm)/Ra with increased ∆.

In fig. 3.53b the same quantity is shown, this time the data with varying Tm (run E6).

Surprisingly, for small Tm, we indeed see Tc < Tm. It appears as if the lower Tm, the

lower also (Tc − Tm)/∆ and we are close to the predicted values.

All results shown here suggest a systematic measurement error which is larger than

the actual NOB effects. We find a candidate in the different temperatures in the cell

itself and the environment. We measured at large mean temperatures Tm = 35 ◦C.

The U-Boot, although thermally shielded with porous foam, is thermally coupled to

the experimental hall at ≈ 20 ◦C. Without additional heating inside the U-Boot, this

leads to an inevitable temperature difference compared to the cell, which decreases with
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increased heat input into the bottom plate. Thus, measurements at small Ra have a

rather large temperature difference Tm − TU ≥ 5K, whereas measurements at larger Ra

see a decreased Tm − TU . This increases the measured temperature close to the sidewall

within the cell with increased Ra, which likely explains the general trend of (Tc−Tm)/∆

in fig. 3.53. Seemingly, the thermal shield and the additional foam around the cell were

not sufficient to suppress this influence.

Of course, this does not immediately explain why we observe Tc > Tm, since Tc in

this picture should decrease due to thermal losses to the side. However, the calibration

measurements of the thermistors inside the cell were taken within the finished setup.

For those, to achieve a uniform temperature distribution, ∆ was set to very low values

≈ 0.1K. At large Tm, this hence creates a large calibration error, as for the low heating

power required to sustain these ∆, we also expect Tm−TU to be large. This is an inher-

ent problem with the setup. To compensate, one should have heated up the U-Boot with

additional heating from within or increased the thermal shielding around the sidewall.

A quick test can show this. We assume the measurements at P = 1bar and

∆ ≤ 20K (excluding the ∆ = 1Kmeasurement, as it is regarded an outlier) as Oberbeck-

Boussinesq measurements. We thus shift the temperature measured at r = 0.73R (as

seen in fig. 3.53) to Tc = Tm. We further assume the influence of the environmental

temperature to be approximately proportional to Tm−TU , since it should be dominated

by conduction through the sidewall. Therefore, data at higher Ra is shifted by the ini-

tal offset at OB conditions, multiplied by (Tm − TU)|OB/(Tm − TU). This is shown in

fig. 3.53a as cross-shaped symbols. The data more or less follow (Tc − Tm)/∆ as sug-

gested by Weiss et al. [2018]. We note that this is a mere qualitative approximation to

check whether the large differences in environmental and cell temperature are the cause

of this mismatch. While clearly not a quantitative analysis, this result underlines that

the observed deviations are predominantly a systematic error of the setup.
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4 Velocity measurements at moderate Pr and Ra

In the optically non-accessible HPCF cell measurements of the previously introduced

boundary zonal flow (BZF), based on sparse point-wise temperature measurements,

were difficult to perform. For direct velocity measurements we have built a transparent

rotating RBC setup in order to measure the horizontal velocity field and to investigate

the BZF features. Some results, especially sec. 4.3, of this chapter have been published

in the Journal of Fluid Mechanics (Wedi et al. [2022]). It also includes a short descrip-

tion of the setup.

4.1 The small convection apparatus

In this section, the setup of the small convection cell and its operation are explained. It

is followed by a description of particle image velocimetry (PIV) in sec. 4.1.2 and and a

short test of the heat transport in form of the Nusselt number Nu.

4.1.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup for PIV needs to be optically accessible from at least two sides

for illumination and image recording. Therefore, the cylindrical cell consists of acrylic

glass. Its height equals the diameter of 196mm results in an aspect ratio of Γ = 1.

The bottom plate is 15mm thick and made out of copper with a heat conductivity of

394W/m·K. An electrical high-resistance wire with a resistance of r = 18Ω/m is em-

bedded in grooves at the bottom of the plate. Neighbouring grooves are 6mm apart to

enable a uniform heating. Opposing to the sandwich method in the HPCF-II cell, no

secondary plate is used, which limits the quantitative measurements of Nu due to heat

losses to the side and bottom and thus larger measurement errors. Two thermistors

are inserted into the plate to measure the temperature approximately 3mm below ts

upper surface. A 5mm thick highly conductive sapphire is used as a top plate, which

is cooled by a temperature controlled water bath. The water temperature is measured

with two thermistors close to the inflow and kept at a desired temperature to within

roughly ±0.02K via a Huber Ministat 240. All thermistors are read out using Keith-

ley 2001 multiplexer; conversion to temperature was done using individual calibration

curves based on the fit function eq. (3.2).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the experimental setup. In orange the copper bottom plate, in blue the
sapphire top plate. The light source and the CCD camera are attached to the rotating structure. The
whole system rotates around its vertical axis with a rotation rate Ω. Adapted from Wedi et al. [2022].
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Figure 4.2: (a) Rendering of the experimental plexiglas setup. The tubings at the top part show the
inlet and outlet of the cooling water. (b) Photo of the illuminated cell. A mirror redirects a laser sheet
coming from the top into the cell at half height.
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Figure 4.3: (a): Schematic of the camera and frequency generator. The camera sends a pulse when it
saves an image, triggering the frequency generator to give a pulse of a width of 2 times the exposure
time. (b) Voltage of the memory gate signal from the frequency generator (blue), during which time
images are taken and saved to the camera’s RAM (red). In between image pairs with a separation time
τ no images are saved.

The entire setup was mounted on a rotating table with a frame built on top of it

(fig. 4.1). The entire frame was driven by a Nanotec PD4-C stepper motor. All necessary

electrical connections from the lab into the rotating frame were achieved via sliprings at

the top and bottom of the rotating frame. At the top, water feedthroughs were installed

to supply water to the cooling water bath.

The cooling water bath on top of the top plate consists of PVC sides and has itself a

transparent top cover of acrylic glass. A Dantec RayPower 2000 laser with sheet optics

is attached inside the rotating structure of the setup as shown in fig. 4.1. The light sheet

is redirected using a mirror from the side in such a way that it illuminates a horizontal

cross section of the cell at midheight. A high speed camera (Phantom VEO4K 990-L)

with a set resolution of 2048x2048 px is mounted inside the rotating frame above the

cell. Images were taken until the RAM of the camera (72GByte) was filled. We took

pairs of images with a separation time larger than the time between the two consecutive

images. For this, we used a frequency generator which triggers the camera. This is

realized with the Memory gate signal input of the Phantom camera, controlled by its

Phantom Camera Control (PCC) software, as shown in fig. 4.3.

As working fluid we use various mixtures of deionized water with glycerol. For most

experiments, we kept the temperature constant at Tm = (Tbot + Ttop)/2 = 22.5◦C, i.e.,

close to room temperature, in order to minimize heat flux to or from the sides. Different
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Pr were achieved by using different mass concentrations of glycerol in water. Here we

investigated three different Pr namely Pr = 6.55 (pure water), Pr = 12.0 (20% glycerol)

and Pr ≈ 76 (60% Glycerol). By changing the temperature difference ∆ we control Ra.

Solely for the experimental runs P1 and P2, where we explored the Pr dependency of

the BZF, we also changed Tm to easily adjust Pr .

Figure 4.4b and table 3 show an overview of the performed experiments. For each

Pr we performed measurements at fixed Ek and various Ra (E1, E2, E3) as well as

measurements with one fixed Ra and varying Ek (R1, R2, R3), respectively. Due to

experimental constrains, different combinations of Ek and Ra were chosen for different

Pr . In all measurements, we are far away from the onset of convection (Ra ≫ Rac)

as shown in fig. 4.4b. Hence, the observed structures close to the walls are results of

strongly nonlinear interactions, in contrast to the linear wall modes.
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Data set Pr Ra Ek
R1 6.55 9.8× 108 1.6× 10−5 − 3.2× 10−4

R2 12.0 6.5× 108 2.6× 10−5 − 6.2× 10−4

R3 76 4.0× 108 1.0× 10−4 − 1.2× 10−3

E1 6.55 1.8× 108 − 1.8× 109 2.5× 10−5

E2 12.0 3.2× 108 − 2.4× 109 5.0× 10−5

E3 76 1.0× 108 − 1.1× 109 2.0× 10−4

P1 5.4 - 83.3 5.8× 108 1.0× 10−4

P2 9.8 - 83.3 5.9× 108 5.1× 10−5 − 1.5× 10−4

Table 3: Overview of the conducted PIV experiments at a layer at half height z = H/2.

4.1.2 Particle Image Velocimetry

Single point measurements such as temperature readouts or Laser Doppler Velocimetry

(LDV), that records the velocity of particles at one point, can not provide a detailed and

comprehensive image of the flow morphology. This can be in parts complemented by

techniques such as cross-correlations that combine multiple one dimensional measure-

ments. However, the underlying mathematical description of the flow is elliptic (Batch-

elor [2000]) and thus for a complete understanding, we need to measure the entire flow

field rather than local points. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) has become one of the

standard techniques in flow visualization. An introduction into the basics of PIV is

given for example in Westerweel [1997]. We here utilize the most basic, two-dimensional

planar PIV, where usually a double-pulsed laser is used to illuminate fast moving flows.

The flow is seeded with tracer particles which reflect the incoming light onto a digital

CCD camera. The simplified idea consists of a pair of images taken with little time sep-

aration t′′ − t′, small enough that the tracer particles do not exit a small interrogation

area, but sufficiently large that particles move to a distinguishable position. Then the

displacement of the tracers is followed, yielding the velocity of the flow (fig. 4.5a). The

velocity field is calculated from the average displacement D of the particles in between

the two images

D(x, t′′, t′) =

∫ t′′

t′
v(x(t), t)dt. (4.1)

The first reported measurements using velocity measurements by tracking particle

movements are from the late 70s, conducted by Barker and Fourney [1977], Dudderar

and Simpkins [1977] as well as Grousson and Mallick [1977]. Over the years and decades,

PIV became more and more popular and technical developments made it more accessi-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Functionality of particle image velocimetry. (a) two images are taken with small time
separation t′′ − t′, the change of the average position of the particles is calculated by spatial cross-
correlation. (b) window deformation technique, adapted from Thielicke and Stamhuis [2014]. For
one interrogation area, nine deformation points are calculated, shifting the interrogation area for the
subsequent passes to enhance the resolution.

ble. The introduction of double-pulsed solid state lasers solved issues with insufficient

lighting for high-turbulence environments, with the first published use of a Nd:Yag laser

in Kompenhans and Reichmuth [1986]. Digital recordings and ever more powerful hard-

ware made way for the widespread adoption of PIV and its variants in todays research

of flows. A short review of the early history of PIV can be found in Adrian [2005],

while e.g. Adrian and Westerweel [2011] serve as a comprehensive introduction of the

technique.

If the particles are perfect tracer particles, i.e. follow the flow accurately, the flow

velocity of the particles v(x, t) is exactly the flow velocity u. Of course, we only know

the start and end point of each particle, not the steps between t′ and t′′. What we

obtain is thus the average velocity in that time step, which inevitably leads to errors

in the estimation for curved streamlines. Therefore, t′′ − t′ should be chosen as small

as possible. On the other hand we are limited by the resolution of the recording, for

example by the pixel density of the CCD camera. If t′′ − t′ is chosen too short, particles

are recorded at the same pixel locations and the velocity is calculated as zero. As opposed

to particle tracking velocimetry, where single particles are followed, in PIV one obtains

the flow field by averaging over a larger window and hence over multiple particles. If

the two snapshots taken are I ′ and I ′′, then the spatial averaging is done with window

functions W ′ and W ′′ with the spatial correlation (Westerweel [1997])

C(s) =

∫ ∫
W ′(x)I ′(x)W ′′(x+ s)I ′′(x+ s)dx. (4.2)
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Figure 4.6: Simplified flow chart of the PIV algorithm. Two images are taken with separation t′′ − t′,
out of which interrogation windows are tranferred into Fourier space via a FFT and cross-correlation
is performed. After transforming it back into real space, the peak of the correlation is found, yielding
the displacement dx, dy. With the time separation, the velocity u, v is calculated.

W ′,W ′′ are the interrogation windows in the two images, typically a square of some

2n×2n pixels. In our case, the PIV software provides us with optional additional passes,

enhancing the resolution, where the interrogation area is shifted by the previous pass (see

fig. 4.5b). The nine grid points of the first, coarse interrogation window are displaced.

Afterwards, finer interrogation windows are chosen, now looking for the correlation peaks

in the previously found shifted area. We use a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) approach

as included in the implementation of the PIV algorithm ParaPIV (Wang [2021]), based

on PIVlab (Thielicke and Stamhuis [2014]). The correlation matrix is calculated not

by a convolution in spatial space, but by a multiplication in the frequency domain as

shown in the flow chart of the algorithm in fig. 4.6. This approach is generally much

faster than a direct cross-correlation of the images. The peak of the cross-correlation

is estimated by a Gaussian fit to the values of neighbouring pixels, yielding a sub-pixel

resolution of the displacement. From the PIV algorithm on our particle-filled flow field

with a resolution of 2048×2048 pixel we obtain velocity fields with 240×240 grid points

in three interrogation passes. A vector plot 4.7 shows the resulting velocity vectors in

cartesian coordinates u = (ux, uy). Displayed is the resulting field after the first FFT
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Figure 4.7: Velocity vectors u = (ux, uy) for a snapshot Ra = 1.27× 109, Ek = 2.5× 10−5, Pr = 6.55.
Colour marks the absolute velocity magnitude. (a) after the first pass with an interrogation window of
64×64 pixel. (b) After the second pass with the subsequent smaller interrogation window, here with
32×32 pixel.

pass with an interrogation area of 64×64 pixel (fig. 4.7a), and in (b) after two passes

with an area of 32×32 pixel. At all times, an overlap of 50% is used as step width.

Tracer particles

In PIV, we need to seed the working fluid with tracer particles suitable for the setup.

They have to have a density close to the density of the fluid as well as a size small

enough, such that the particles have small inertia and follow the fluid’s streamlines. A

dimensionless number to describe this ability is the Stokes number St. It compares the

particle’s momentum response time due to drag t0, also called the relaxation time, with

the typical time scale of the flow. Assuming a particle Reynolds number of ≪ 1, which

for the small size of ≈ 10µm and the low velocities in the flow is valid, we assume a

Stokes flow, in which the convective term as well as the time derivative in eq. (2.6) are

neglected. The momentum equation is written as:

ν∇2u− 1

ρ
∇p = 0. (4.3)

Within this flow, viscous forces dominate over the inertial forces. From the Stoke’s

equation, the acting drag force onto a sphere with radius rp can be calculated analytically.

With a flow velocity u and µ the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, one obtains F =

6πµrpu (Stokes [1851]). As the typical time scale we use the Kolmogorov time scale
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τK = (ν/ϵ)1/2, which in a turbulent system is the smallest relevant time scale. The

kinetic energy dissipation rate ϵu is calculated using the exact relation eq. (2.26), ϵu =

ν3H4(Nu − 1)RaPr−2. The relaxation time of the particle is obtained by rewriting

F = mpu̇:
u

u̇
∼ t0 =

ρpd
2
p

18µ
. (4.4)

Therefore, the Stokes number is

St =
ρpd

2
p

τK18µ
=

ρpd
2
p

18µ

νH2

Pr

√
(Nu − 1)Ra. (4.5)

We use silver-coated hollow glass spheres with a diameter of 10µm and a density of ≈
1.4 g/cm3. For our control parameters and measured Nu, we yield St ≤ 1.25×10−5 ≪ 1.

For values St ≪ 1, particles follow the streamlines of the flow with very high accuracy,

thus we conclude that the particles are suitable for our application.

4.1.3 Heat flux measurements

Even though the design of the cell does not provide us with highly accurate Nu mea-

surements due to potential heat losses towards the bottom or the sides, we nevertheless

do a short analysis of the heat flux. The power input into the cell is taken as the heating

power required to sustain the bottom plate at TBP . Each experiment was conducted

after an equilibration time and then continued for the measurement duration, which was

about 20 minutes. With a low temporal resolution in temperature measurements, this

leads to few data points also for the Nu measurements, with a rather large statistical

error.

To obtain the heat flux Q, both the current and voltage drop across the bottom plate

are measured at each time step. Due to the temperature drop across the top sapphire

plate, the effective ∆ is somewhat lower than the measured one by

Tdrop,TP =
Qdtop
λtopA

(4.6)

with Q the total heat flux through the cell, dtop, λtop the thickness and heat conductivity

of the top plate and A the area of the cell. However, also the heat flux Q needs to

be corrected for conductive heat flux through the sides and the bottom. Correction
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Figure 4.8: Nusselt number normalized by the value for no rotation Nu0 for data with Ek = const as
function of 1/Ro to highlight the heat transport enhancement. Vertical black lines show the expected
onset of heat transport enhancement by Weiss et al. [2016]: dashed-dotted 1/Roc(Pr = 76) = 0.128,
dotted 1/Roc(Pr = 12) = 0.271, dashed 1/Roc(Pr = 6.55) = 0.347. Dashed blue and red lines show
the expected maximal heat transport enhancement suggested by Weiss et al. [2016]. Fitted curves are
of the form A · log(1/Ro − B) + C/Ro + D and serve just as guides to the eye. Error bars show the
resulting error from the statistical uncertainty of the power input measurements.

measurements were conducted with an empty cell, which was filled with foam to suppress

convection. These measurements show that the majority of the heat is lost to the

bottom, and mostly depends on the difference of environmental temperature TE and the

bottom plate temperature TBP . We determine a correction term on the input power of

Ploss = (0.25 · (TBP −TE)+0.03∆)W. The small influence of the heat transport through

the sides can be estimated by a simplistic model, where heat is conducted from the

bottom to the top inside a ring of a 5 cm thickness, the largest full circle in the acrylic

square cross section. Imagine at the bottom the inner part of the acrylic glass to be

at TBP and the outer to be at TE. Then the total heat conducted to the top part (at

constant TTP ) is (while neglecting heat flux to the side in lateral direction)

Qside =

∫ ro

ri

2π
∆T (r)λac

H
rdr =

∫ ro

ri

2π
λac

H

(
∆T +

TE − TBP

ro − ri
(r − ri)

)
rdr. (4.7)

The solution of Qside for our settings agrees with the calibration measurements very well.

Weiss et al. [2016] suggested a critical value for 1/Ro for the onset of heat transport

enhancement due to rotation that depends on the Prandtl number with 1/Roc = K1Pr
α,

where α = −0.41, K1 = 0.75. The expected values for this are shown in fig. 4.8. Even
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though we have no measurements at sufficiently small 1/Ro for a quantitative compar-

ison to the suggested 1/Roc, our data are consistent with these predictions. The same

study found the rotation rate for the maximum heat transport enhancement to depend

on Pr and Ra, as 1/Romax = NRoPr
ϵ1Raϵ2 , with ϵ1 = 1.37, ϵ2 = −0.18, NRo = 21.4. This

leads for our measurements to 1/Romax(Pr = 6.55) = 6.74, 1/Romax(Pr = 12) = 16.7

and 1/Romax(Pr = 76) = 224. These values mark the onset of the rotation-dominated

regime and are shown as dashed vertical lines in fig. 4.8. We see that we have just

entered the rotation-dominated regime for Pr = 6.55 and maybe for Pr = 12, but are

still away from it for the largest Pr = 76. For that case, 1/Roc is actually outside of the

shown 1/Ro-range.

These rather crude Nu measurements are not very precise and just serve as a sanity-

check for the setup. Nevertheless, we observe behaviours in agreement with previous

studies, i.e. a heat transport enhancement at moderate 1/Ro.

4.1.4 Correcting deviations in the vertical alignment

Due to imperfect vertical alignment in early measurements, we observed a small periodic

movement in the camera images under rotation. The shift was small, i.e. approx. 1mm,

but noticeable in the resulting image and would have led to faulty velocity measurements.

In order to correct for this movement and to improve spatial resolution, we did the

following (compare fig. 4.9):

1. We define a circle with a large radius that includes the entire circular interrogation

area. This radius is decreased by one pixel step by step, each time the position

is updated such that the sum of brightness in the image is at maximum within

the circle. If the radius of the fitted circle becomes smaller than that of the

interrogation area rcirc, the sum of brightness decreases sharply.

2. The radius rcirc within one run remains constant and for every image in the data

set, the position of the circle is fitted to the interrogation area by again maximising

the sum of brightness within. It is written out and the image is cropped to just

contain the interrogation area. Between different data sets, rcirc is expected to

remain constant since the camera and the interrogation area were fixed. Still, it

could vary by a pixel or two due to changes in the setup.
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Figure 4.9: Example for the correction of the moving position of the interrogation area. (a) Maximized
sum of brightness (y-axis) within a circle of radius r (x-axis). (b) Example of a cropped image with
the interrogation area, which is highlighted with a red circle at its boundary. Note that the image is
altered to highlight the features. (c) y-component of the interrogation area (green bullets) with a fitted
sinus curve in red as function of image number.

3. The position of the circle describes a sinusoidal movement, which can be fitted with

four fitting parameters ai: a0+ a1× sin(a2×nim+ a3) for both x and y directions.

After the PIV evalutation, the velocities ux, uy are corrected by the shift velocity

as the derivative of the position function. This assumes the precession is small

enough that any radial accelerations are negligible.

4.2 The velocity field in the horizontal layer at mid-height

From two consecutive images we can now obtain instantaneous velocity fields in two di-

mensions through PIV, where we focus on the x, y plane at half height z = H/2 (compare

fig. 4.1). The horizontal velocity in cartesian coordinates (ux, uy) is first transformed

into polar coordinates ur = ux cos (ϕ) + uy sin (ϕ) and uϕ = −ux sin (ϕ) + uy cos (ϕ).

Here, r is the radial distance from the cell center and ϕ the polar angle. To give some

impression of the resulting velocity, an example of such a snapshot is given in fig. 4.10

for Ra = 9.8 × 108,Ek = 5.4 × 10−5,Pr = 6.55. There, we show the measured radial

velocity ur and azimuthal velocity uϕ in physical units, as well as the vorticity ω, which

is defined as the curl of the velocity vector u:

ω = ∇× u.
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Figure 4.10: Snapshot of the velocity field for Ra = 9.8 × 108,Ek = 5.4 × 10−5,Pr = 6.55. (a) radial
velocity ur, (b) azimuthal velocity uϕ, (c) resulting vorticity ω.
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Figure 4.11: Averaged velocity fields ⟨ur⟩ (a), ⟨uϕ⟩ (b) and vorticity ⟨ω⟩ (c) for Ra = 9.8 × 108,Ek =
5.4× 10−5,Pr = 6.55.

For a quantisized velocity field u = (ux, uy)
T in (x, y) direction, vorticity is calculated

for every grid point k, l via the Jacobi matrix

J =

[
∂xux ∂yux

∂xuy ∂yuy

]
=

[
(ux,k − ux,k+1)/dx (ux,l − ux,l+1)/dy

(uy,k − uy,k+1)/dx (uy,k − uy,k+1)/dy

]
, (4.8)

where dx = dy denotes the spatial size of the grid points. For the two-dimensional veloc-

ity field, vorticity then becomes ω = (0, 0, ∂xuy − ∂yux)
T = J21 − J12. In the snapshots,

we find a rather unordered distribution of velocities and vorticity. In the latter case,

regions with high vorticity can be regarded as cyclones (ω > 0) or anti-cyclones (ω < 0).

For our analysis, we are most interested in the time-averaged quantities of u and ω.

Therefore, temporal averaging over the whole experimental time yields the field for ⟨ur⟩,
⟨uϕ⟩ and ⟨ω⟩ (fig. 4.11).
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4.3 The BZF as function of Ra , Ek , Pr

One of the major goals with this optical experiment was the investigation of the devel-

opment of the boundary zonal flow (BZF) with rotation and Ra. We wrote the results

and comparison with previous findings into a publication, which is published in Journal

of Fluid Mechanics (Wedi et al. [2022]) and inserted in the following sections. The nota-

tion and the figures were changed where needed to be consistent with the sections above.

4.3.1 Radial velocity profile

We show in fig. 4.12(a-d) time averaged azimuthal velocity fields ⟨uϕ(r, ϕ)⟩t for different
Ek . One can see how the structure of the flow changes qualitatively. In the non-rotating

case (Ek = ∞), the flow field does not show a clear difference between the radial center

and the regions close to the sidewall. Instead, the distribution of the red (⟨uϕ⟩t > 0)

and blue (⟨uϕ⟩t < 0) is orderless. In fact one would expect in this case that due to

the turbulent motion, the time averaged azimuthal velocity to be very small. This is,

however, not the case, since there is a rather persistent large scale motion, i.e., the LSC,

which is steady over the time duration of our measurement. Under rotation (fig. 4.12b-

d), the characteristic features of the BZF become clearly visible, namely a red ring

(⟨uϕ⟩t > 0) surrounding a blue (⟨uϕ⟩t < 0) central region. It can be observed that with

increasing rotation rates, the width of the red cyclonic zone decreases as well as the

strength of the flow.

For a more quantitative analysis, we average the velocity in azimuthal direction. For

this, we sum over all velocity vectors at radial distances between r and r+dr away from

the center, and divide this sum by the number of voxels in this range (Nr)

⟨uϕ⟩(r) =
1

Nr

r+dr∑

r

⟨uϕ⟩t.

As an example, we show in fig. 4.12e ⟨uϕ⟩ calculated from the field in fig. 4.12c. The red

points show the calculated velocities. The blue line is a polynomial fit of degree 10 to

these points that allows quantitative analysis. We also show for comparison, in the inset

of fig. 4.12e, results from simulations at very similar Ra and Ro but smaller Pr = 0.8

(Zhang et al. [2021]). At first glance, our radial profile of ⟨uϕ⟩ looks qualitatively very

similar to the results from DNS. But on a closer look, quantitative differences become

visible. The most obvious is the width of the BZF, i.e., the distance δ0 from the wall,
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Figure 4.12: (a-d) Time averaged uϕ measured at midheight for Ra = 4× 108, Pr ≈ 76, and Ek = ∞
(a), Ek = 6.2 × 10−4 (b), Ek = 1.5 × 10−4 (c), and Ek = 1.0 × 10−4 (d). (e): Red bullets show
the azimuthal average of (c) in physical units (left y-axis) and normalized by the free-fall time (right
y-axis). Blue solid line is a fit of a high-order polynomial. The dashed vertical line marks the BZF
thickness δ0, at which ⟨uϕ⟩ crosses 0, the arrow points to the maximum velocity umax

ϕ within the BZF.
The inset shows results from DNS of the azimuthal velocity normalized by the free-fall velocity ⟨uϕ⟩/uff

for Ra = 108, 1/Ro = 10,Pr = 0.8.

where ⟨uϕ⟩ switches sign, is much smaller in the DNS than in our case. This discrepancy

is most likely due to the difference in Ek (1.8 × 10−5 compared to 1.5 × 10−4 for our

measurement). While DNS was conducted within the rotation-dominated regime, our

measurements were acquired in the rotation-affected regime. Even though Pr is different

between DNS and our simulation by a factor of 10, from Zhang et al. [2021] we expect

no, or only a very small Pr dependency of δ0 in the investigated Pr -range.

In the following, we will analyse some features of the radial profile as functions of the

dimensionless control parameters. One of these features is the radial position r0, where

⟨uϕ⟩ switches sign, i.e. where the BZF and the bulk flow separate. To be in agreement

with previous publications (Zhang et al. [2020, 2021]), we define the width of the BZF

as δ0 = (R− r0)/R.

Figure 4.13 shows various time- and azimuthally-averaged velocity profiles for dif-

ferent control parameters. To compare with DNS, the velocity profiles are normalized

by the free-fall velocity uff =
√
αgH∆. In fig. 4.13(a and c), Ra was kept constant

and Ek was changed. The azimuthal velocity amplitude inside the BZF decreases with

increasing rotation rate (decreasing Ek). This decrease with decreasing Ek is by no

means obvious. On one hand, we know that increasing rotation suppresses fluid motion,

hence a reduced velocity is expected. While this is certainly true for sufficiently fast

rotation rates, for moderate rotation rates and Pr discussed here, the heat flux (Nu) is
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enhanced, which suggests at least a faster flow in the z-direction. Also note that the

rate with which potential energy is converted into kinetic energy, and finally dissipated

into heat, is proportional to Nu i.e. ϵu = (ν3/H4)(Nu − 1)RaPr−2. Therefore, the total

kinetic energy in the fluid is expected to increase with increased rotation rates first.

The fact that we nevertheless see a decrease here for all rotation rates might be

because the additional kinetic energy is contributing mostly to vertical velocity. In

addition, the width of the BZF becomes smaller, hence also viscous drag would lead to

a further reduction of the maximal azimuthal velocity inside the BZF.

In fig. 4.13(b and d), Ek is kept constant and plots are shown for different Ra.

The maximal velocities increase with increasing Ra, which can be explained with the

enhanced thermal driving. However, we want to remind the reader that here, we show the

azimuthal velocity normalized by the free-fall velocity uff =
√
gα∆H = Ra1/2(νκ)1/2/H.

In fact, the Reynolds number Re = UH/ν, and hence also the typical velocity scale U

in non-rotating RBC, scales as Re ∼ Raζ with ζ determined experimentally to be in the

range ζ ≈ 0.42 . . . 0.5, (see e.g., Sun and Xia [2005], Brown et al. [2007]), which would

lead to U/uff ∝ Ra−0.08...0, i.e. a decrease with increasing Ra. Hence the azimuthal

velocity in the BZF increases significantly faster with Ra than for non-rotating RBC.

In the following, we will analyse these profiles quantitatively. Most importantly, we

look at the width δ0, as well as the maximal velocity umax
ϕ and its location δmax, as

functions of the control parameters Ek , Ra, and Pr .

4.3.2 BZF width δ0

We begin by calculating the zero-crossing and hence the thickness δ0 as function of the

rotation rate. These results are presented in fig. 4.14. In fig. 4.14a, we show δ0 as a

function of 1/Ro for three different Ra. Note that here we have chosen to plot 1/Ro

on the x-axis, because as was shown in previous studies, different features of the heat

transport seem to depend predominantly on 1/Ro and depend only weakly on Ra, such

as the onset of heat transport enhancement in large Pr fluids (Weiss et al. [2016]) or the

decrease of Nu in small Pr fluids (Wedi et al. [2021]).

We see in fig. 4.14a that δ0 decreases with increasing 1/Ro for all three datasets. We

have seen in fig. 4.4b that our data are in the rotation-affected but not in the rotation-

dominated regime, and that we are particularly far from the geostrophic regime for

Pr=76. Also considering the trend of the green data points, we decide to set a somehow

arbitrary threshold for the rotation rate which is 1/Rot = 1 for Pr=6.55 and Pr= 12.0
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of the data points around the fitted polynomial close to δ0. Panel (a) shows δ0 as a function of 1/Ro
on a log-log plot. The dashed lines are power-law fits to the solid symbols (1/Ro ≥ 1/Roc). Panel (b)

shows the same data plotted against Ek . The black line is a power law ∝ Ek2/3 as suggested by Zhang
et al. [2021]. The purple line is power law with ∝ Ek1/2.

and 1/Rot = 3 for Pr=76. In the following, we will mark data points at small and

larger 1/Ro ≥ 1/Rot with open and closed symbols, respectively, and will use only the

closed symbols for scaling analysis. While this decision is somewhat arbitrary, we will

see below that solid symbols often follow certain scaling relations from which the open

symbols diverge. Now we fit power laws of the form δ0 ∼ (1/Ro)−α to the data for which

1/Ro ≥ 1/Rot (solid symbols in fig. 4.14).

The resulting power laws are shown as dashed lines in fig. 4.14a and have exponents

α6.55 = 0.52 ± 0.03, α12 = 0.30 ± 0.02, α76 = 0.07 ± 0.03 with the subscript being Pr .

At first glance, these three different power laws suggest that the exponent α is itself

dependent on Ra and/or Pr and that no simple scaling law of the form

δ0 = AEkαRaβPrγ = 2αA · RoαRaβ−α/2Prγ+α/2, (4.9)

can be found, even though such simple scalings have been suggested recently based on

numerical simulations (Zhang et al. [2021]), namely (for Pr > 1):

δ0 ∝ Γ0Pr 0Ra1/4Ek 2/3. (4.10)

For comparison with data from simulations, we plot in fig. 4.14b the same measured

data but now as function of their respective Ek . Now the data for very different Ra and
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Pr overlap surprisingly well, for a given Ek . The black solid line in fig. 4.14b is ∝ Ek 2/3

as found in simulations by Zhang et al. [2021], but is ignoring the Ra-dependency. We

also show by a purple line a scaling ∝ Ek 1/2 for comparison. Here, our data seem to

agree better with the purple line (∝ Ek 1/2), in particular for larger Ek . However, we also

note that the data scatter significantly and have rather large error bars, in particular for

small Ek , where the influence of buoyancy is small. Deviations from either power law

mostly occur for larger Ek , where also the buoyancy becomes more important. A firm

conclusion on which exponent represents the data better cannot be drawn from these

data.

Clearly, there is either a simple power-law relation as in eq. 4.9, or something more

complicated as fig. 4.14a suggests. In the case of a simple power-law relation (as in

eq. 4.9), we can at least state from fig. 4.14b that δ0 might depend predominantly on

Ek , but is otherwise at most very weakly dependent on Ra and Pr , at least in the range

of our investigation.

Observations from DNS (eq. 4.10) indeed suggest an independence from Pr , but also

found a Ra-dependency δ0 ∝ Ra1/4. Let us have a closer look what our data have to

say. Figure 4.15a shows δ0 as function of Ra for three different Pr and different but

constant Ek . While the data with Pr = 76 (largest Ek) suggest a scaling of the BZF

width δ0 ∼ Raβ with β = −0.19± 0.01, for smaller Pr (and also smaller Ek), δ0 seems

to be unaffected by Ra, i.e., β ≈ 0. As before, the error bars are estimates from the

scatter of the velocity data points around the fitted polynomial close to δ0. Again here,

it seems that the exponent β is a function of Pr . Note in particular that for Pr=76, δ0

decreases with increasing Ra, which is in disagreement with the results of DNS.

In fig. 4.15(b and c) we show δ0 as function of Pr for constant Ra. Experimentally,

Pr was varied by changing either Tm or by changing the concentration of glycerol in

the aqueous working fluid. While it is trivial to set the system to the desired Ra by

changing ∆ accordingly, the rotation rate Ω needed to be adjusted to keep either Ek or

Ro constant. We did both.

Let us first have a look at fig. 4.15b, where 1/Ro = 5. As can be seen, the data are

rather noisy and do not increase strictly monotonically with Pr . There is, however, a

clear trend that δ0 increases with increasing Pr , as suggested by the previous measure-

ments. Fitting a power law of the form δ0 ∼ Prγ1 to the data yields γ1 = 0.2± 0.05.
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Figure 4.15: (a): Thickness δ0 as a function of Ra for three different datasets: E1 (Pr=6.55,
Ek=2.5× 10−5, blue circles), E2 (Pr=12.0, Ek=5× 10−5, red squares) and E3 (Pr=76, Ek=2× 10−4,
green diamonds). The error bars were estimated from the scatter of the data points around the fitted
polynomial close to δ0. The green dashed line is a power law with exponent γ = −0.19 ± 0.01. The
red and blue horizontal lines are constants with δ0 = 0.18 and 0.12. (b): δ0 as function of Pr for
Ra = 6 × 108 and 1/Ro = 5 (dataset P2). The red dashed line is a power-law fit with ∼ Pr0.20±0.05.
(c): δ0 as function of Pr for Ra = 6×108 and Ek = 10−4 (dataset P1). The red, orange and green lines
are functions A1Pr

γ with the values listed in table 4. The dashed blue line marks a power law ∝ Pr0.1.

We show in fig. 4.15c values of δ0 that were acquired at constant Ra, constant Ek

and varying Pr . The data scatter significantly and no clear trend is obvious. Here, δ0

looks rather constant for small Pr , and seems to increase for larger Pr . While the red

squares in fig. 4.15b and the blue bullets in fig. 4.15c show different datasets, the data

are related via eq. 4.9. In particular, we see from eq. 4.9 that γ1 = γ + α/2.

We assume for a moment that δ0 can be represented by simple power laws as in

eq. 4.9, but that the exponents α, β, and γ are different for the three different Pr -

ranges, as observed in fig. 4.14a and fig. 4.15a. We list in table 4 the fitted parameters

from fig. 4.14a as well as fig. 4.15(a and b). With this, we can calculate the expected

power laws A1Pr
γ, with A1 = AEkαRaβ, for all three Pr ranges, which we show in

fig. 4.15c as solid lines. Due to the different exponents α for different Pr , we also get

different exponents γ, which would explain the somewhat non-monotonic behaviour of

the data points in fig. 4.15c. Indeed, the lines represent somehow the non-monotonic

behaviours of the data points. Of course, assuming a power law with a varying exponent

means that there is no real power law in the investigated range. However, this approach

shows that the two different datasets are consistent with each other. We note that one
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Table 4: Coefficient and power-law exponent estimates from eq. 4.9. The α values were estimated based
on the data in fig. 4.14a. A and β are estimates from fig. 4.15a and γ was estimated from fig. 4.15b.

Pr A α β β − α/2 γ + α/2 A1 γ
6.55 34.0 0.522 0 -0.261 0.20 0.278 -0.061
12.0 2.93 0.292 0 -0.146 0.20 0.199 0.054
76 15.23 0.092 -0.19 -0.236 0.20 0.140 0.154

could have also fitted a power law through the blue points in fig. 4.15c, resulting in a

single exponent ∝ Pr 0.1±0.03 (blue dashed line) over the entire range. One could then

represent the data in fig. 4.15b with different power laws for different Pr ranges. In any

case, we have learned from fig. 4.15c that (i) the Pr dependency is rather small when

Ek is kept constant, and (ii) the Ra, Pr and Ek dependencies of δ0 cannot be written

by simple power laws in the parameter range that we are investigating here (i.e. the

rotation-affected regime).

So far we have analysed δ0, the width of the BZF, as it can be measured easily in

the time-averaged two-dimensional velocity field shown in fig. 4.12(a-d). However, the

strength of the flow, represented by the maximal averaged azimuthal velocity umax
ϕ , is

another quantity characteristic for the BZF, which can help to reveal the mechanisms

leading to this zonal flow. Therefore, we show in fig. 4.16(a and b), the compensated

time-averaged maximal velocity u∗
max = umax

ϕ RaPr 0.8, and in fig. 4.16(c and d) its loca-

tion measured as the distance from the sidewall δmax. These data are plotted against

RaEk on the x-axis, as this represents the Rayleigh number compared to its critical

value for the onset of wall modes (Raw ∝ Ek−1). We show in fig. 4.16(a and c) data

that were acquired at constant Ek for a given Pr and varying Ra, whereas fig. 4.16(b

and d) show data with constant Ra and different Ek .

Let us first have a look at the compensated maximal averaged azimuthal velocity u∗
max

shown in fig. 4.16a. Note that the definition of u∗
max is not based on scaling arguments,

but is rather an empirical relation that provides a very good collapse of data onto a single

power law for all three Pr , with each having a different Ek . The black solid line marks

u∗
max = 4.7(EkRa)3/2 (or equivalently umax

ϕ = 4.7Ek 3/2Ra1/2Pr−0.8), which represents the

data fairly well.

We show the same function as a black line also in fig. 4.16b, but now compare it with
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measurements that were acquired at constant Ra but varying Ek . We see that data for

small values of EkRa follow this law, but data for large values of EkRa diverge from the

straight line. For a better visual separation, data with 1/Ro ≥ 1/Rot were plotted with

solid symbols, whereas data for which 1/Ro < 1/Rot were plotted with open symbols.

As mentioned previously, we assumed 1/Rot = 1 for the two smaller Pr and 1/Rot = 3

for Pr=76.

Since data for varying Ra follow the mentioned power law for nearly two decades, we

are confident this power law also holds for smaller Ek , at least as long buoyancy plays

a significant role. Whether this scaling holds even in the rotation-dominated regime,

however, remains unclear.

Figure 4.16(c and d) show the distance from the wall to the maximal velocity δmax,

normalized by
√
Ek and plotted against EkRa. Measurements are the same as for

fig. 4.16(a and b), which means constant Ek for (c) and constant Ra for (d). We see

that the data collapse fairly well on a constant δmax/
√
Ek ≈ 10 or so. The inset in

fig. 4.16c shows that data do not collapse on top of each other without this normaliza-

tion. However, the green data points (Pr=76) seem to decrease slightly for larger EkRa,

which might hint at the fact that buoyancy becomes too strong compared to Coriolis

forces.

In fig. 4.16d the same quantity is plotted but from data where Ra was constant (for a

given Pr) and Ek was varied. We again plot with solid symbols data with 1/Ro ≥ 1/Rot

and use open symbols for data with 1/Ro < 1/Rot. Clearly, the overlap of data with

different Pr is rather good only for sufficiently large 1/Ro (solid symbols) and less good

for the open symbols.

Data plotted as δmax/
√
Ek (see fig. 4.16(c and d)) collapse onto a single flat line,

suggesting that δmax ∝ Ek 1/2 and δmax otherwise independent of Ra and Pr . We have

already seen above (fig. 4.14) that a similar scaling might also be visible in the data for

δ0, the thickness of the BZF. In fact, in fig. 4.14b, we have plotted already a purple line

marking a power law δ0 ∝ Ek 1/2. Now, for a better comparison, we plot in fig. 4.17a

both δmax/
√
Ek and δ0/

√
Ek as open and solid symbols inside the same graph. Clearly,

the scatter of the data for δ0 is much larger, but both follow straight lines over more

than a decade in EkRa. However, in both cases, the green data (Pr=76) for the largest
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EkRa clearly decrease.

Figure 4.17b shows the ratio δ0/δmax as a function of EkRa. For this we have used

all available data and show data with constant Ek as open symbols, and data with

constant Ra as solid symbols. The colour marks Pr . It becomes evident that the ratio

δ0/δmax ≈ 2.6 is a constant, therefore both δ0 and δmax should exhibit the same scaling

relations with the control parameters. However, we note that due to the rather large

scattering of the data, small differences in the scaling exponents cannot be ruled out.

4.3.3 Discussion of the BZF measurements in the velocity field

Here, we have presented measurements of the horizontal velocity at midheight in a rotat-

ing Rayleigh-Bénard cell of aspect ratio Γ = 1 for various Ra, Ek , and Pr using planar

PIV. In these measurements we could observe the boundary zonal flow (BZF) for the

first time in an experiment, as a ring with positive average azimuthal velocity ⟨uϕ⟩ > 0

(cyclonic motion) surrounding a central region with ⟨uϕ⟩ < 0 (anticyclonic motion) as

reported in Zhang et al. [2020, 2021].

We studied the thickness of this zone (δ0) as function of Ek , Ra, and Pr . Inter-
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pretation of the measured data is a somewhat difficult task, because on the one hand,

the available parameter ranges cover no more than a decade, but also because we cover

mainly small rotation rates, where the system is in the rotation affected-regime, where

buoyancy is of similar magnitude as Coriolis forces. Hence it is unclear, whether simple

scaling laws are even expected in this regime and whether they will hold also in the

rotation dominated (geostrophic) regime.

For example, for sufficiently large rotation rates (i.e., 1/Ro > 1/Rot), δ0 seems to

follow ∝ 1/Roα, with α(Pr) being a function of Pr . While such a relation is possible

(see e.g., Grossmann and Lohse [2000, 2001]), finding the correct function α(Pr) is a

difficult task for which many more data points over a much larger range need to be

acquired to get reliable results.

Furthermore, we know that the rotation-affected as well as the rotation-dominated

regime consist of smaller sub-regimes with transitions between them, as has been ob-

served in measurements of the vertical heat flux (see e.g., Zhong and Ahlers [2010], Wei

et al. [2015]) and the flow configuration in the bulk (e.g., Stellmach et al. [2014], Plum-

ley et al. [2016]). In which way these regimes affect properties of the BZF is currently

unclear.

While it is somehow expected that transitions in the bulk from one regime to another

also change how the BZF properties depend on Ra, Ek , and Pr , it is also possible that

the BZF is decoupled from the dynamics in the bulk for sufficiently large rotation rates.

As a result, scaling relations of its properties could hold in both, the rotation-affected

and the rotation-dominated regimes. In this context, we want to remind the reader

that data for Pr=6.55 (datasets E1 and R1) cover not only parameter ranges, where a

heat transport enhancement has been observed, but also ranges where a heat transport

reduction is expected (see Zhong and Ahlers [2010], Weiss et al. [2016]). In fact, the

location of maximal heat transport enhancement for dataset E1 is marked with a blue

arrow in fig. 4.16c. The trends of both umax
ϕ and δmax do not show significant differences

at the left (Nu reduction) and the right (Nu enhancement) of this arrow.

Under the assumption of a simple power-law relationship of the form δ0 ∝EkαRaβPrγ,

our data suggest β ≈ 0 or close by. In fact, only for the largest Pr=76, do we find a

slight decrease of δ0 with increasing Ra, which might be due to insufficient rotation
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rates. This exponent is in contrast to β = 1/4, as found in numerical simulations by

Zhang et al. [2021]. The exponent γ is around zero, or at least very small, which is in

agreement with the scaling found in DNS, at least in the same Pr -range (Zhang et al.

[2021]).

Regarding the Ek scaling, our data suggest α ≈ 1/2, again in contrast to DNS (Zhang

et al. [2021]), where α = 2/3 was suggested. A possible explanation for the difference

between DNS and our experiment is the different parameter ranges. In fact, Zhang et al.

[2021] report results for Pr > 1 only for cylinders of aspect ratio Γ = 1/2. However,

probably more important for the datasets of comparable Pr is that Ek in DNS is at

least an order of magnitude smaller, and therefore, Coriolis forces are much stronger

compared to buoyancy in the simulation. It is indeed possible that the scaling relations

that we find change for faster rotation and converge towards the findings in DNS.

In this respect, we note that in DNS, different scaling relations were found for δ0

and δmax, i.e., the distance from the sidewall at which the averaged azimuthal velocity

is maximal. Here we find that both scale similarly ∝ Ek 1/2. The maximal azimuthal

velocity itself is found in our measurements to scale as umax
ϕ ∝ Ek 3/2Ra1/2Pr−0.8. It is

interesting that both δmax and δ0 are independent of Ra, but u
max
ϕ is not, suggesting that

different mechanisms play a role here. In particular the width is not just a result of a

self-adjusting wall shear stress. Note in this respect that in this system EkRa represents

the amount of thermal driving, compared to the minimal buoyancy that is necessary to

initiate wall modes. On the other hand, δmax and δ0 are self-adjusting purely by Coriolis

forces. To investigate this problem further, more measurements and simulations are

necessary that indeed cover the entire range from the onset of wall modes up to the

buoyancy-dominated regime.

4.4 On Stewartson layers

We also consider the time-averaged radial velocity ⟨ur⟩ and see how it changes as func-

tion of the input parameters Ra, Ek , and Pr . In fig. 4.18 we find some qualitative

examples for Pr = 6.55 and changing Ek at Ra = const = 109 (a, b). The colourscale is

the same for all cases, i.e. by its saturation we clearly see that the average radial velocity

decreases with applied rotation when compared to the non-rotating case. Contrary, in

fig. 4.18(c, d) we show a fixed rotation rate Ek = 2.5 × 10−5, but increasing Ra from
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Figure 4.18: Averaged radial velocity fields ⟨ur⟩ for Ra = 109 (a, b), where Ek decreases from top
to bottom: Ek = ∞ (a), Ek = 3.2 × 10−5 (b). (c, d) shows Ek = 2.5 × 10−5, Ra = 1.8 × 108 (c),
Ra = 2.6× 109 (d). Prandtl number was kept at 6.55 for all cases.

top to bottom. As one would expect, larger Ra leads to higher velocity and therefore

also to higher ⟨ur⟩ due to the higher kinetic energy put into the system via the heating

at the bottom plate. For a perfectly leveled system we expect the averaged distribution

to be symmetric in azimuthal direction for the rotating case, the left-over asymmetry

therefore should be remains from insufficient averaging.

From ⟨ur⟩ we derive radial profiles of the radial velocity by averaging azimuthally

as seen in fig. 4.19. These profiles, although somewhat erratic at Pr = 6.55, fig. 4.19(a

and b), help to understand the dynamics in the flow at z = H/2. Close to the wall

we mostly (low Pr) or consistently (high Pr) see ⟨ur⟩ < 0, i.e. an inflow of fluid from

the side towards the bulk flow at half-height. For constant Ra (fig. 4.19(a, c, e)), we

observe a decrease of ⟨ur⟩ with increasing Ω (decreasing Ek). With higher Ra one ex-

pects an overall higher velocity in the system and therefore larger ⟨ur⟩. This we observe
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in fig. 4.19(d, f), at least for the higher Prandtl numbers, whereas data for Pr = 6.55

fluctuate quite strongly and we can not confirm the assumed increased velocities there.

Comparing this to the averaged azimuthal velocity, fig. 4.13, we notice a similar decrease

in uϕ with Ra and Ek . The location of the maxima moves towards higher radial locations

r/R with decreased Ek and increased Ra for both, ⟨ur⟩ and ⟨uϕ⟩.

According to Greenspan and Howard [1963] this is due to the upwards-directed flow

within the Stewartson layer, which leads to an internal recirculation of the fluid from

the sidewall into the bulk. Coriolis force transforms this into an azimuthal velocity

uϕ. Thus, with higher inflow velocity ur, the resulting |uϕ| increases. Qualitatively this

picture agrees with our observed radial and azimuthal velocities. The Stewartson layer

thicknesses δSt = Ek 1/4 and δSt2 = Ek 1/3 (Stewartson [1957]) are shown as dashed lines

in fig. 4.19, where we find the majority of ⟨ur⟩ < 0 to be within r/R > δSt. Kunnen

et al. [2011] conducted similar measurements on the velocity profiles in a Γ = 1 cell, and

found for fast rotation a negligible averaged radial velocity. While the azimuthal veloc-

ity is about one order of magnitude larger than the radial velocity (⟨uϕ⟩ = O(10−2uff )

compared to ⟨ur⟩ = O(10−3uff )) in our data, we clearly find the radial inwards directed

flow also for larger rotation rates at Pr ≥ 12. However, the study in Kunnen et al.

[2011] only regarded Pr = 6.4 measurements. Looking at our data for the low Prandtl

numbers, we find for fast rotation rates (fig. 4.19a), that there ⟨ur⟩ ≈ 0 for all r/R.

To fully understand how the Stewartson layers interact with the radial and azimuthal

velocity and its dependence on Pr , we would need to measure also the vertical velocity

uz. This was not performed in the present thesis. Note that in the study of the BZF,

Zhang et al. [2021] performed DNS at various control parameters, finding that the Stew-

artson layers and the BZF despite their different thickness scaling δ0 ∼ Ra1/4Ek 2/3 and

δSt ∼ Ek 1/3, never cross. The BZF always reaches further into the bulk flow.

4.5 Vortex tracking

Rotating turbulent flows lead to coherent vortex structures, which dynamics are im-

portant, e.g. for the heat transport, as seen in Ekman pumping (sec. 2.6). For rapid

rotation the flow exhibits steady columns (as seen above in fig. 2.7), which are rather

fixed in place. With increased buoyancy, the vortices move around the horizontal plane,

influenced by the interaction with neighbouring vortices, as well as with the turbulent
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background. In RBC, the plumes that detach from either top or bottom side are twisted

in co-rotating direction. When Ekman pumping/suction occurs, the fluid is pumped in

vertical columns towards the opposite side. Close to the opposite plate, the vorticity

needs to be counter-rotating for Ekman suction to occur. Hence, the vorticity of such a

Taylor column must be changing signs at about mid-height (Vorobieff and Ecke [2002]).

For a fluid under OB conditions and not too fast rotation, the dynamics of both cyclones

and anti-cyclones are of similar magnitude and motion at mid-height. At large Fr the

centrifugal force influences the cold and warm plumes differently, also leading to a differ-

ent motion for cyclones and anti-cyclones away from mid-height (Ding et al. [2019]). On

planetary scales, stable vortices were for example observed on Jupiter around the poles

Adriani et al. [2018], where on the north pole eight circumpolar vortices are arranged

about one polar vortex. The dynamics of the vortices in our setup will be analysed

in the following to try to answer the question how the thermal driving in form of Ra

and the strength of rotation (Ek) influences the vortex movement in the horizontal plane.

For this, we first need to identify the vortices from the velocity fields. This can be

done in multiple ways, we here only regard a simple vorticity ω threshold, where all

areas with |ω| > ωthresh are marked as a vortex. Regardless of the selection criterion, all

vortices need to be identified and tracked through the image series. Since the objects

are not necessarily of good elliptic shape, a shape finding algorithm by fitting an ellipse

onto the selection criterion or fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel was disregarded.

Instead, selection is done by connecting interrogation windows which fulfil the criterion

ω > ωthresh as well as some filter criteria. For the image series the steps are performed

as following:

1. The threshold ωthresh is applied to the snapshot, returned voxels which obey the

criterion are labeled individually, such that connected voxels obtain the same label.

2. To separate connecting vortices, which do not form a single vortex, a watershed

algorithm is applied. Areas with an even larger |ω| > ωthresh,2 are likely to be

separated by an area with smaller ω. Based on this, connecting areas are separated.

3. Small fluctuations are filtered out by applying a minimum area threshold to the

labeled areas. A shape parameter is introduced, which calculates the extend of

the major and minor axis of the area. This is done via a principal components

analysis, which calculates the first and second principal components. Their ratio
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describes the eccentricity ϵ of the enveloping ellipse, where 1/5 ≤ ϵ ≤ 5 is chosen

rather arbitrarly, which showed good results.

4. Case a: If close to the position of a found vortex no vortex was present in the

previous snapshop, we assume it a newly emerged and store its x and y position

and vorticity.

Case b: If a vortex was already present close to the location with the fitting sign

of vorticity, select the one from the list of vortices and update its location to the

new x, y position and add the time step τ to its duration.

Let’s first look at some exemplary tracks for (random) subsets at Pr = 76 and

Ra = 4× 108, at both Ek = 1.2× 10−3 as well as Ek = 10−4 in fig. 4.20(a and b). The

colour intensity marks the time duration since its first appearance, it starts at the dark

colour and disappears at the light side. Cyclones with ω > 0 are shown in red colour and

anti-cyclones ω < 0 in blue. Note that these paths are not simultaneous but randomly

chosen throughout the entire run. We find here qualitatively that (i) the vortices seem

to not move in a preferred radial or azimuthal direction and (ii) that for higher rotation

rates the distance from start to endpoint seems to decrease.

To check how the vortices move in time, the sample-averaged distance from their

origin r̃ = ⟨r(t)− r(0)⟩ is shown for Ra = 109 and three Ek in fig. 4.21a. We find that

the distance increases monotonically with time for all Ek . One can split the distribution

into a region shortly after the origin t ⪅ 2 s, where r̃ increases rather slowly with time,

and a region at larger t, where r̃ increases faster. Diffusive processes such as Brownian

motion exhibit a functional dependence of the displacement r on time like ⟨r2⟩ ∝ t,

while ballistic particles move linear in time r ∝ t. Power-law fits to the fastest rotating

data show for the first region an exponent < 0.5 and > 0.5 for larger times.

Meanwhile, the sample averaged radial and azimuthal position mostly fluctuates

around 0 as seen in fig. 4.21(b and c), i.e., the motion is not ordered and we can con-

clude that ⟨∂ϕ/∂t⟩ ≈ 0 as well as ⟨∂r/∂t⟩ ≈ 0. This of course is not true for individual

vortices, as otherwise we should observe r(t) = 0 for all times. For all other regarded

Pr and Ra, the qualitative result is exactly the same and not shown here.

To compare the spread of the vortices in time we investigate their displacement, i.e.

the resulting distance from the vortices’ origin to its current location and the velocity
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Ek = 1.2× 10−3 Ek = 10−4

(a) ()

Figure 4.20: Tracks of a sample of vortices in the field of view for Pr = 76 and Ra = 4×108 for different
rotation: (a) Ek = 1.2 × 10−3, (b) Ek = 10−4. Red colour are the vortices with ω > 0, blue colour
ω < 0, where the dark side represents the origin of the trajectories and the light side the end point.
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Figure 4.21: (a) distance from the origin of each vortex, reduced by t−1 as function of time t. To the
fastest rotating data, power-laws are fitted to data with either t < 1 s and t > 3 s. (b): ratio between the
radius at each time and the radius at t = 0. (c) angle at time t, subtracted by the angle at t = 0. Each
plot shows three different rotation rates, starting with slow rotation (blue bullets), some intermediate
rotation rate (red squares), and the fastest rotation rate of the set (green diamonds). For all plots ⟨·⟩
denotes the sample average.
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of Ra for data with Pr = 6.55, 1/Ro ≥ 7. (c) shows all the data as function of 1/Ro. Green diamonds
show Pr = 76, red squares Pr = 12, and blue bullets Pr = 6.55.

of this distancing. It is obtained for each vortex over the entire measurement time,

where the spread is simply the Euclidean norm of the distance origin-endpoint, where

the vortex ceases to exist rdisp = ∥rend − r0∥. Combined with the time the vortex was in

existence, a spread velocity udisp is calculated. In figure 4.22(a and b), udisp is plotted

against Ek and Ra. From the measurements at Ra = const, we obtain an averaged

power-law scaling of the displacement velocity udisp ∼ Ek 0.23±0.05. Ra does not seem

to have a large impact on udisp, though for high 1/Ro ≥ 7 and the lowest Pr = 6.55

we find a relation udisp ∼ Ra0.22±0.03. In fig. 4.22c, all data are shown as function of

1/Ro, showing a consistency between the data. The spread at similar 1/Ro for high Pr

remains way slower than for lower Pr , as expected due to the high viscosity.

A common comparison for spreading processes is the random walker. In this case,

we assume a random process with a fixed step width of one in both x and y direction. A

random walker with a fixed step width obeys a X2-distribution for k = 2, i.e. a Rayleigh

distribution for the displacement after N steps

pra(r,N) = 2r/N · exp
(
−r2/N

)
. (4.11)

The Rayleigh distribution is compared to the measured data in fig. 4.23, where the

probability of a drifted distance at a fixed time τ = 8s is shown for a large subset of

all measurements. (4.11) is fitted using the constant step width as sole fit parameter

for each run. Rayleigh distributions represent the data rather well. The step width
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increases for lower rotation rates as well as lower Ra. This seems intuitive since az-

imuthal velocity is suppressed with increased rotation as already seen in fig. 4.22 and

overall velocity decreases with decreased Ra. The results suggest the spreading of the

here tracked vortices can be explained by a diffusive behaviour.
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5 Discussion and outlook

In this thesis, we investigated two realizations of rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection

using very different experimental techniques. On the one hand, we analyzed pointwise

temperature measurements in a large-scale Γ = 1/2 cylinder, filled with pressurized sul-

fur hexafluoride, which allows us to reach very large Ra and low Ek . On the other hand,

we conducted planar velocity measurements in a smaller Γ = 1 setup filled with water

and glycerol.

We found a heat transport scaling Nu0 ∝ Ra0.315 over a wide range of Rayleigh num-

bers 1010 ≤ Ra ≤ 1015 for our non-rotating experiments. With rotation, heat transport,

normalized by its value in absence of rotation, collapsed onto a single curve when plotted

as function of the inverse Rossby number 1/Ro, rather independent of Ra. Contrary to

measurements in moderate to high Prandtl number fluids (say Pr > 3), we found no

heat transport enhancement due to rotation in experiments with compressed SF6, where

Pr was in the range 0.7 ≤ Pr ≤ 0.96.

We identified three regimes, buoyancy-dominated, rotation-influenced, and rotation-

dominated - separated by the transitional rotation rates 1/Ro∗
1 = 0.8 and 1/Ro∗

2 = 4.

The first transition appears where the large scale circulation breaks down and is replaced

by an azimuthally periodic flow structure in a narrow region close to the sidewall. We

termed this flow structure boundary zonal flow (BZF) and in the following we have in-

vestigated it comprehensively throughout this thesis.

We first noticed this new flow state in the bimodal distribution of the temperature

signals close to the sidewall for rotation rates with 1/Ro ≥ 1/Ro∗
1 at all Ra. These

were caused by the visible temperature bands of distinct cold and hot areas around the

circumference. At each time, one side of the cell close to the sidewall was a warm up-

flowing region, while on the other half a cold downflow resided. We found remarkable

agreement with DNS, the latter also determined the thickness δ0 of this zone. It also

highlighted the large influence on the vertical heat transport, which is strongly enhanced

within the BZF. There, characteristic prograde averaged azimuthal velocities ⟨uϕ⟩ > 0

have been found, the bulk showed retrograde ⟨uϕ⟩ < 0. The temperature structure for

1/Ro > 1/Ro∗
1 always drifted in retrograde direction close to the sidewall, azimuthal

drift rates of this kBZF = 1 temperature wave were measured as ω/Ω ∝ 1/Ro−3/4. We

showed that this structure is seen throughout the entire vertical axis of the cell and that

some previously published studies might have measured characteristics of the BZF.
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The capability of the setup in combination with compressed SF6 as a working fluid

allowed us to achieve an exceptionally wide range of Ra, as well as of Ek . With our

measurements we believe the potential of this cell in its current state is rather exhausted.

Given the high Ra, further research on the HPCF is definitely of interest. To obtain

additional valuable results, new techniques should be employed. Direct velocity mea-

surements using hot-wire anemometers or even high density particle tracking would for

example allow to determine scalings of the Reynolds number Re(Ra,Ek).

To investigate the velocity field of the BZF, we performed particle image velocimetry

in a smaller, transparent cell. With that, we were able to measure the characteristic

⟨uϕ⟩ > 0 velocities close to the sidewall. Qualitatively we see an agreement to DNS and

while we do not notice a typical Stewartson layer scaling of δ ∼ Ek 1/3 or δ ∼ Ek 1/4,

we can neither confirm nor reject the BZF’s width scaling of δ0 ∼ Ek 2/3 as found in

DNS (Zhang et al. [2021]). We note, however, that with the current experimental setup,

we only investigated the rotation-affected, but could not sufficiently enter the rotation-

dominated regime. The DNS focussed solely on the latter, which makes a quantitative

comparison difficult.

To perform measurements within the rotation-dominated regime using the small con-

vection apparatus, one would need to reduce Ra by lowering the temperature difference

between the bottom and the top (∆). However, this decreases the relative precision of ∆

since we measure the top plate temperature only indirectly by measuring the coolant’s

temperature. Since Ra depends linearly on ∆, Ra ∼ ∆, it would need to decrease by

about one order of magnitude. Moreover, one could decrease the height of the cylinder

by re-positioning the bottom plate. If one wanted to enter deeper into the rotation-

dominated regime with this setup, both these changes need to be applied, additionally

to an increased rotation rate with an updated rotating table. This way, wall modes close

to convective onset and their transition into the BZF could be investigated. Varying Pr

would still be a hard task even with these changes.

Due to its transparency, different experimental techniques could also be employed to

obtain additional data. For example, we could measure the temperature field next to

the velocity by laser-induced fluorescence or the three-dimensional velocity field using

stereoscopic PIV or high density Lagrangian particle tracking. Further research on the
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BZF is of high interest, as the large impact it has e.g. on vertical heat transport, might

be crucial for rotating, slender cylinders. One could also investigate how much of the

heat transport enhancement at moderate rotation rates is due to the BZF instead of

Ekman pumping.

Concluding, the work presented here provided us with insights into multiple areas of

rotating Rayleigh-Bénard convection. We gained knowledge about the flow structure in

wall-bounded RBC far above the convective onset. The two experiments complemented

each other rather well and in combination with DNS performed by our coworkers we

were able to explain the phenomenon of the boundary zonal flow and its influence e.g.

on the heat transport. We hope the results will also help other studies and that future

research will explain some of the phenomenological observations.
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Appendix

Figure 6.1: Technical drawing of the plexiglas cell, cut at the center r = D/2.
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